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Important Change
for 1994 
Empowerment zone or enterprise commu-
nity.  Interest on certain bonds issued to help
qualified businesses finance qualified property
located in an empowerment zone or enterprise
community is tax exempt. For more informa-
tion, see this same heading under State or Lo-
cal Government Obligations later in this
chapter.

Important Reminders
Rollover provided for gain from sale of
publicly traded securities.  You may be able
to postpone reporting part or all of your capital
gain from publicly traded securities sold after
August 9, 1993, if you buy certain replacement
property within 60 days of the sale and meet
certain other requirements. The replacement
property must be common stock or a partner-
ship interest in a specialized small business in-
vestment company. The amount of gain you



can postpone may be limited. For more infor- Education Savings Bond Program.  You Holding period.  The holding period for a
may be able to exclude from income interest long-term capital gain or loss generally is moremation, see Rollover of Gain in Chapter 4.
on qualified U.S. Savings Bonds that you re- than one year. The holding period for a short-
deem if you pay qualified higher educational term capital gain or loss generally is one yearConversion transaction gains taxed as or-
expenses. Qualified higher educational ex- or less. If you need more information, seedinary income.  Certain gains from ‘‘conver-
penses are tuition and required fees at an eligi- Holding Period in Chapter 4.sion transactions’’ that you entered into after
ble educational institution (college or eligibleApril 30, 1993, are taxed as ordinary income,
vocational school) for you, your spouse, or Qualified small business stock.  Beginningrather than capital gains. ‘‘Conversion transac-
your dependent. A ‘‘qualified U.S. Savings in 1998, you may have to pay tax on only one-tions’’ are certain transactions in which sub-
Bond’’ is a Series EE savings bond that is is- half of your gain from the sale or exchange ofstantially all of your expected return is due to
sued after December 31, 1989, to an individ- qualified small business stock. This appliesthe time value of your net investment. Strad-
ual 24 years of age or older. If you claim the only to stock originally issued after August 10,dles, for example, may be conversion transac-
exclusion, IRS will check it by using bond re- 1993, and held by you for more than 5 years.tions. See Conversion Transactions, in Chap-
demption information from Department of the You must have acquired the stock at its origi-ter 4, for more information.
Treasury records. See Education Savings nal issue, directly or through an underwriter, in
Bond Program under Interest Income in Chap- one of the following ways:Market discount rules changed for certain ter 1.

taxable bonds.  Bonds issued before July 19, 1) In exchange for money or other property
1984, are subject to the rules for market dis- (not including stock), orReporting tax-exempt interest.  You must
count bonds if you purchased them after April show on your tax return the amount of any tax- 2) As compensation for services performed30, 1993. For more information, see Market exempt interest you received or accrued dur- (other than services performed as an un-Discount Bonds in Chapter 1. ing the tax year. This is an information-report- derwriter of the stock).

ing requirement and does not convert tax-ex-
Market discount rules changed for certain empt interest to taxable interest. For more

For more information, see Exclusion for Gaintax-exempt bonds.  When you redeem or dis- information, see How to Report Interest In-
From Small Business Stock in Chapter 4.pose of tax-exempt bonds that you bought af- come in Chapter 1.

ter April 30, 1993, any gain from market dis-
count is taxable as ordinary income. For tax- Dividends received in January.  Any divi-
exempt bonds that you bought before May 1, dend declared by a regulated investment com- Introduction1993, the gain from market discount is capital pany (mutual fund) or real estate investment
gain. For more information, see Market Dis- trust (REIT) in October, November, or Decem- This publication provides information on the
count Bonds in Chapter 1. ber and payable to you in such a month, but tax treatment of investment income and

actually paid during January of the following expenses.
calendar year, is treated as paid to you in the This publication explains what investmentInvestment interest deduction l imit
earlier year. income is taxable, and what investment ex-changed.  Your deduction for investment in-

penses are deductible. It explains when andterest is limited to the amount of your net in-
U.S. property acquired from a foreign per- how to show these items on your tax return. Itvestment income. When figuring your limit for
son.  If you acquire a U.S. real property inter- also explains how to determine and report1994, do not include in investment income the
est from a foreign person or firm, you may gains and losses on the disposition of invest-amount of any net capital gain from disposing
have to withhold income tax on the amount ment property, and provides information onof investment property unless you choose to
you pay for the property (including cash, fair property trades and tax shelters.reduce your net capital gain that is eligible for
market value of other property, and any as- There is a glossary at the end of this publi-the 28% maximum capital gains rate by the
sumed liability). Domestic or foreign corpora- cation which defines many of the terms used.same amount. For more information, see Limit
tions, partnerships, trusts, and estates mayon Investment Interest, in Chapter 3.
also have to withhold on certain distributions Investment income.  This generally includes
and other transactions involving U.S. real such items as interest, dividends, capitalTax exemption continued for qualified
property interests. If you fail to withhold, you gains, and other types of distributions.mortgage bonds and qualified small issue
may be held liable for the tax, applicable pen-

bonds.  The interest on qualified mortgage
alties, and interest. For more information, see Investment expenses.  These include suchbonds and qualified small issue bonds was Publication 515, Withholding of Tax on Non- items as interest paid or incurred to acquire in-scheduled to become taxable on bonds issued resident Aliens and Foreign Corporations. vestment property and expenses to manage orafter June 30, 1992. Instead, the exemption

collect income from investment property.from tax on these bonds has been extended,
Capital loss carryover.  Your allowable capi-and interest on these bonds continues to be
tal loss deduction is limited to the smaller ofexempt from tax. For more information about Ordering publications and forms.  To orderyour total net capital loss, or $3,000 ($1,500 if

tax-exempt bonds, see State or Local Govern- free publications and forms, call our toll-freemarried filing separate return). To determine
ment Obligations, in Chapter 1. telephone number 1–800–TAX–FORMyour capital loss carryover, subtract from your

(1–800–829–3676). If you have access tocapital loss the lesser of:
TDD equ ipment ,  you  can  ca l lSchedule D–1 eliminated.  Schedule D–1,

1) Your allowable capital loss deduction for 1–800–829–4059. See your tax package forContinuation Sheet for Schedule D (Form
the year, or the hours of operation. You can also write to1040), was eliminated in 1993. If you have too

the IRS Forms Distribution Center nearestmany transactions to list on page 1 of Sched- 2) Your taxable income increased by your al-
you. Check your income tax package for theule D, Capital Gains and Losses, you can list lowable capital loss deduction for the year
address.them on page 2 of Schedule D. Capital loss and your deduction for personal

carryovers are figured using the Capital Loss exemptions.
Carryover Worksheet in the Schedule D In- Asking tax questions.  You can call the IRS
structions. The tax computation using the with your tax question Monday through FridayIf your deductions exceed your gross in-
maximum capital gains rate is figured using during regular business hours. Check yourcome for the tax year, use your negative taxa-

telephone book or your tax package for the lo-the Capital Gain Tax Worksheet in the Form ble income in computing the amount in item
ca l  number  o r  you  can  ca l l  to l l - f ree1040 instructions. For more information, see (2). If you need more information, see Report-
1–800–829–1040 (1–800–829–4059 for TDDReporting Capital Gains and Losses on ing Capital Gains and Losses on Schedule D
users).Schedule D, in Chapter 4. in Chapter 4.
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sources and amounts of investment income of the interest or dividends. If your dependent
that you receive during the year. child actually owns the funds in the account,1. you should give your child’s name and social

security number to the payer of the interest or
dividends. You should furnish your child’s so-Investment Income General Information cial security number if your child actually owns
the stock, but it is recorded in your name asA few items of general interest are covered
custodian for the child and dividend checks arehere.Topics paid in the same way.

This chapter discusses: Penalty for failure to supply social se-Tax on investment income of a child under
curity number.  You will be subject to a pen-• Taxable and nontaxable investment age 14.  Part of a child’s 1994 investment in-
alty if you fail, when required, to:income, come may be taxed at the parent’s tax rate.

This may happen if: 1) Include your social security number on• Interest income,
any return, statement, or other document,1) The child is under age 14 on January 1,• Dividends and other corporate

1995, 2) Give your social security number to an-distributions,
other person who is required to include it2) The child has more than $1,200 of invest-• Real estate mortgage investment on any return, statement, or other docu-ment income (such as taxable interestconduits (REMICs), ment, orand dividends) and is required to file a tax

• S corporations, and return, and 3) Include the social security number of an-
• Investment clubs. other person, including your dependent’s,3) Either parent is alive at the end of 1994.

on any return, statement, or other
document.Useful Items If these requirements are met, Form 8615,

You may want to see: Tax for Children Under Age 14 Who Have In-
The penalty is $50 for each failure up to avestment Income of More Than $1,200, must

maximum penalty of $100,000 for any calen-Publication be completed and attached to the child’s tax
dar year.return. If these requirements are not met, Form❏ 525 Taxable and Nontaxable Income In certain cases, you will not be subject to8615 is not required and the child’s income is

❏ 537 Installment Sales this penalty if you can show that your failure totaxed at his or her own tax rate.
provide this number was due to a reasonableHowever, the parent can choose to include❏ 564 Mutual Fund Distributions
cause and not to willful neglect.the child’s interest and dividends on the par-❏ 589 Tax Information on S Corporations If you fail to supply a social security num-ent’s return if certain requirements are met.
ber, you may also be subject to backup❏ 590 Individual Retirement Use Form 8814, Parents’ Election To Report
withholding.Arrangements (IRAs) Child’s Interest and Dividends, for this

purpose.❏ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules
Backup withholding.  Payments you receiveFor more information about the tax on in-

❏ 1212 List of Original Issue Discount may be subject to backup withholding. Undervestment income of children and the parents’Instruments backup withholding, the bank, broker, or otherelection, see Publication 929, Tax Rules for
payer of interest, original issue discount (OID),Children and Dependents.Form (and Instructions) dividends, cash patronage dividends, or royal-
ties must withhold, as income tax, 31% of the❏ Schedule B (Form 1040) Interest and Beneficiary of an estate or trust.  Interest,
amount you are paid, if:Dividend Income dividends, or other investment income you re-

ceive as a beneficiary of an estate or trust is 1) You do not give the payer your identifica-❏ Schedule 1 (Form 1040A) Interest
generally taxable income. You should receive tion number (either a social security num-and Dividend Income for Form 1040A
a Schedule K–1 (Form 1041), Beneficiary’s ber or an employer identification number)Filers
Share of Income, Deductions, Credits, etc., in the required manner,

❏ 1099 1994 Instructions for Forms from the fiduciary. Your copy of Schedule K–1 2) The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) noti-1099, 1098, 5498, and W–2G and its instructions will tell you where to report fies the payer that you gave an incorrect
❏ 3115 Application for Change in the items on your Form 1040. identification number,

Accounting Method
3) You are required, but fail, to certify thatSocial security number.  You must give your❏ 6251 Alternative Minimum Tax — you are not subject to backup withholding,name and social security number to any per-Individuals orson required by federal tax law to make a re-

❏ 8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations 4) The IRS notifies the payer that you areturn, statement, or other document that relates
❏ 8615 Tax for Children Under Age 14 subject to backup withholding on interestto you. This includes payers of interest and

Who Have Investment Income of More or dividends because you have underre-dividends.
Than $1,200 ported interest or dividends on your in-Married taxpayers.  If you are married and

come tax return. The IRS will do this onlythe funds in a joint account belong to you, you❏ 8814 Parents’ Election To Report
after it has mailed you four notices aboutshould give your social security number to theChild’s Interest and Dividends
the underreporting over a 120–daypayer of the interest or dividends. If the funds

❏ 8815 Exclusion of Interest From Series period.in the account belong to both you and your
EE U.S. Savings Bonds Issued After spouse, you may give either your number or
1989 your spouse’s number. But the number you Payments subject to backup withholding

provide must correspond with the name listed generally are not subject to regular income tax❏ 8818 Optional Form To Record
first on the account. If the funds in the account withholding. However, backup withholding willRedemption of Series EE U.S. Savings
belong to only one of you, give the social se- apply in certain circumstances to ensure thatBonds Issued After 1989
curity number of that person. income tax is collected on these payments.

Parent and child.  If you own an insurance Certification.  For new accounts paying in-
policy on the life of your dependent child, or terest or dividends, you must certify under
own stock certificates or savings accounts penalties of perjury that your social security

Records to keep.  As an important part of your jointly with your child, you should give your number is correct and that you are not subject
records, you should keep a list showing name and social security number to the payer to backup withholding. Your payer will give you
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a Form W–9, Request for Taxpayer Identifica- Reporting backup withholding.  I f any applicable interest, see Penalties in Chap-
tion Number and Certification, or a similar backup withholding is deducted from your in- ter 2.
form, to make this certification. If you fail to terest or dividend income or other reportable
make this certification, backup withholding payment, the bank or other business must give
may begin immediately on your new account you an information return (for example, a Form Interest Income or investment. 1099–INT, Interest Income) that indicates the

amount withheld. The information return willUnderreported interest and dividends.
show any backup withholding as ‘‘Federal in-You will be considered to have underreported Words you may need to know (see
come tax withheld.’’your interest and dividends if the IRS has de- Glossary):

Nonresident aliens.  Generally, paymentstermined for a tax year that—
Accrual methodof interest made to nonresident aliens are not1) You failed to include any part of a reporta- Cash methodsubject to backup withholding. You can useble interest or dividend payment required NomineeForm W–8, Certificate of Foreign Status, or ato be shown on your return, or Original issue discountsimilar form, to certify exempt status.

2) You were required to file a return and to Foregone interestPenalties.  There are civil and criminal
include a reportable interest or dividend penalties for giving false information to avoid
payment on that return, but you failed to backup withholding. The civil penalty is $500. This section discusses the tax treatment of dif-
file the return. The criminal penalty, upon conviction, is a fine ferent types of interest income.

of up to $1,000, or imprisonment of up to one In general, any interest that you receive or
year, or both.How to stop backup withholding due to that is credited to your account and can be

underreporting.  If you have been notified withdrawn is taxable income. (It does not have
that you underreported interest or dividends, Where to report investment income. Table to be entered in your passbook.) Exceptions to
you must request a determination from the IRS 1-1 gives an overview of the forms and sched- this rule are discussed later.
to prevent backup withholding from starting or ules to use to report some common types of in-
to stop backup withholding once it has begun. vestment income. But, see the rest of this pub- Form 1099–INT.  Interest income is generally
You must show that at least one of the follow- lication for detailed information about reporting reported to you on Form 1099–INT, Interest In-
ing situations applies. investment income. come, or a similar statement, by banks, sav-

ings and loans, and other payers of interest.1) No underreporting occurred.
Joint accounts.  In a joint account, two or This form shows you the interest you received

2) You have a bona fide dispute with the IRS more persons hold property as joint tenants, during the year. Keep this form for your
about whether an underreporting tenants by the entirety, or tenants in common. records. You do not have to attach it to your tax
occurred. That property can include a savings account, return.

bonds, or stock. Each person receives a share Report on your tax return the total amount3) Backup withholding will cause or is caus-
of any interest or dividends from the property. of interest income that is shown on any Forming an undue hardship and it is unlikely
Each person’s share is determined by local 1099–INT that you receive for the tax year.that you will underreport interest and divi-
law. You must also report all of your interest in-dends in the future.

come for which you did not receive a FormExample.  You and your husband have a4) You have corrected the underreporting by 1099–INT.joint money market account. Under state law,filing a return if you did not previously file Nominees.  Generally, if someone re-half the income from the account belongs toone and by paying all taxes, penalties, ceives interest as a nominee for you, that per-you, and half belongs to your husband.and interest due for any underreported in- son will give you a Form 1099–INT showing
terest or dividend payments. the interest they received on your behalf.Income from property given to a child. 

If you receive a Form 1099–INT that in-Property you give as a parent to your childIf the IRS determines that backup withhold- cludes amounts belonging to another person,under the Model Gifts of Securities to Minorsing should stop, it will provide you with a certifi- see the discussion on nominee distributions,Act, the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act, or anycation and will notify the payers who were sent later, under How to Report Interest Income.similar law, is a true gift for federal gift taxnotices earlier. Incorrect amount.  If you receive a Formpurposes.How to stop backup withholding due to 1099–INT that shows an incorrect amount (orIncome from property transferred underan incorrect identification number.  If you other incorrect information), you should askthese laws is taxable to the child unless it ishave been notified by a payer that you are sub- the issuer for a corrected form. The new Formused in any way to satisfy a legal obligation ofject to backup withholding because you have 1099–INT you receive wi l l  be markedsupport of that child. The income is taxable toprovided an incorrect social security or em- ‘‘CORRECTED.’’the person having the legal obligation to sup-ployer identification number, you can stop it by
port the child (parent or guardian) to the extentfollowing the instructions the payer is required Interest on Form 1099–OID.  Reportable in-that it is used for the child’s support.to give you. terest income may also be shown on FormSavings account with parent as trustee.

Other payments subject to backup with- 1099–OID, Original Issue Discount. For moreInterest income derived from a savings ac-
holding.  Transactions made by broker or bar- information about amounts shown on thiscount opened for a child who is a minor, but
ter exchanges may be subject to backup form, see Original Issue Discount (OID) later inplaced in the name and subject to the order of
withholding. this chapter.the parents as trustees, is taxable to the child,

Backup withholding may also apply to cer- if, under the law of the state in which the child
tain other reportable payments made in the Individual Retirement Arrangementsresides:
course of the payer’s trade or business. It ap- (IRAs).  Interest that you earn on an IRA is tax

1) The savings account legally belongs toplies if you do not give the payer your identifi- deferred. You generally do not include it in
the child, andcation number (or the IRS notifies the payer your income until you make withdrawals from

that you gave an incorrect number) and: 2) The parents are not legally permitted to the IRA. See Publication 590, Individual Re-
use any of the funds to support the child. tirement Arrangements (IRAs), for more• You are paid $600 or more during the year,

information.
• The payer was required to file an information Accuracy-related penalty.  A 20% accuracy-

return for you for the prior year, or related penalty can be charged for underpay- Exempt-interest dividends  you receive from
• The payer was required to impose backup ments of tax due to negligence or disregard of a regulated investment company (mutual fund)

withholding on payments to you in the prior rules or regulations or substantial understate- are not included in your taxable income. (How-
year. ment of tax. For information on the penalty and ever, see Information-reporting requirement,
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Table 1-1. Where to Report Common Types of Investment Income

Schedule B
(Form 1040)

or
Schedule 1 Other Forms You

Form 1040 (Form Schedule D Schedule E Must or May
Income or 1040A 1040A) (Form 1040) (Form 1040) Have to File2

Form 8615
Taxable interest that totals $400 or less X3 X1 Form 8814

Form 8615
Dividends that total $400 or less X X1 Form 8814

Form 8615
Taxable interest that totals more than $400 X X Form 8814

Form 8615
Dividends that total more than $400 X X Form 8814

Savings bond interest you will exclude because of higher
education expenses X X Form 8815

Gain or loss from sale of stocks and bonds X X

Your share of capital gains or losses from partnerships, Form 6198
S corporations, or fiduciaries X X Form 8582

Gain or loss from exchanges of like-kind investment property X X Form 8824

Income or loss from a residual interest in a REMIC X X

1 Required in some cases. For details, see How to Report Interest Income in Chapter 1.
2 To find information about these forms, see the Index.
3 You may be able to report this on Form 1040EZ. For details, see How to Report Interest Income in Chapter 1.

next.) You will receive a notice from the mutual other financial institutions in the state are of the end of the year. Your net amount with-
drawn was $80. You must exclude $20. Youfund telling you the amount of the tax-exempt bankrupt or insolvent.
must include $80 in your income for the year.interest dividends that you received. Exempt-

interest dividends are not shown on Form Exclude from your gross income interest
1099–DIV or Form 1099–INT. Interest on VA dividends.  Interest on insur-credited during 1994 on frozen deposits that

Information-reporting requirement.  Al- ance dividends that you leave on deposit withyou could not withdraw by the end of 1994.
though exempt-interest dividends are not taxa- the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is notAmount to exclude.  The amount of inter-
ble, you must show them on your tax return if taxable. This includes interest paid on divi-est you must exclude from gross income in
you are required to file. This is an information- dends on converted United States Govern-1994 is the interest that was credited on the
reporting requirement and does not convert ment Life Insurance policies and on Nationalfrozen deposits minus the sum of:
the exempt-interest dividend to taxable in- Service Life Insurance policies.
come. See How to Report Interest Income, 1) The net amount you withdrew from these
later. deposits during 1994, and Taxable Interest — General 

2) The amount you could withdraw as of the Taxable interest includes interest you receiveNote:  Exempt-interest dividends may be
from bank accounts, loans you make to others,end of 1994 (not reduced by any penaltytreated as tax-exempt interest on specified pri-
and interest from most other sources. The fol-for premature withdrawals of a timevate activity bonds. Specified private activity
lowing are some sources of taxable interest.deposit).bonds are discussed later under State or Local

Government Obligations.The interest on these
Dividends that are actually interest.  Certainbonds is a ‘‘tax preference item’’ that may be If you receive a Form 1099–INT for interest in-
distributions commonly referred to as divi-subject to the alternative minimum tax. See come on deposits that were frozen at the end
dends are actually interest. You must report asForm 6251 and its instructions for more of 1994, see Frozen deposits later, under How
interest so-called ‘‘dividends’’ on deposits orinformation. to Report Interest Income, for information
on share accounts in:about reporting this interest income exclusion

on your 1994 tax return. Cooperative BanksInterest income on frozen deposits.  A fro-
The interest you excluded from your in-

zen deposit is an account from which you are Credit Unionscome in 1994 must be reported in the later tax
unable to withdraw funds because:

year when you can withdraw it from your Domestic Building and Loan Associations
account.1) The financial institution is bankrupt or in-

Domestic Savings and Loan Associationssolvent, or
Example.  $100 of interest was credited on

Federal Savings and Loan Associations2) The state in which the institution is located your frozen deposit during the year. You with-
has placed limits on withdrawals because drew $80 but could not withdraw any more as Mutual Savings Banks

Chapter 1 INVESTMENT INCOME Page 5



Money market funds.  Generally, amounts Prepaid insurance premiums.  Any increase income for the year in which received or ac-
crued. See Bonds Sold Between Interestin the value of prepaid insurance premiums,you receive from money market funds should
Dates, later in this chapter.advance premiums, or premium deposit fundsbe reported as dividends, not as interest.

is interest if it is applied to the payment of pre-
miums due on insurance policies or madeMoney market certificates, savings certifi- Below-Market Loans 
available for you to withdraw. Your insurancecates, and other deferred interest ac- If you make a below-market loan, you must re-company must give you a Form 1099–INTcounts.  If you open any of these accounts, port as interest income any foregone interestshowing the interest you earned for the year ifand interest is paid at fixed intervals of one (defined next) arising from that loan. The in-you had $10 or more of interest income fromyear or less during the term of the account, you come reporting treatment as well as the appli-that company.must include this interest in your income when cation of the below-market loan rules and ex-

you actually receive it or are entitled to receive ceptions are described in this section.
U.S. obligations.  Interest on U.S. obligations,it without paying a substantial penalty. The If you receive a below-market loan, you
such as U.S. Treasury notes and bonds, is-same is true for accounts that mature in one may be able to deduct the interest expense in
sued by any agency or instrumentality of theyear or less and give a single payment of inter- excess of any interest that you may have actu-
United States, is taxable for federal income taxest at maturity. If interest is deferred for more ally paid, but only if you use the funds to buy in-
purposes.than one year, see Original Issue Discount vestment property.

(OID), later. Foregone interest.  For any period, fore-
Interest on tax refunds.  Interest you receive gone interest is:Money borrowed to invest in money
on tax refunds is taxable income.market certificate.  The interest you pay on 1) The amount of interest that would be pay-

money borrowed from a bank or savings insti- able for that period if interest accrued onInterest on condemnation award.  If the con-tution to meet the minimum deposit required the loan at the applicable federal rate anddemning authority pays you interest to com-for a money market certificate from the institu- was payable annually on December 31,pensate you for a delay in payment of antion and the interest you earn on the certificate minusaward, the interest is taxable.are two separate items. You must report the
2) Any interest actually payable on the loantotal interest you earn on the certificate in your

for the period.Installment sale payments.  Certain deferredincome. You may deduct the interest you pay,
payments you receive under a contract for theas investment interest subject to certain limits,
sale or exchange of property provide for inter- The applicable federal rate is set by the IRSonly if you itemize deductions. These limits are
est that is taxable. If little or no interest is pro- each month and is published in the Internaldiscussed in Chapter 3 under Limit on Invest-

Revenue Bulletin. You can also contact an IRSvided for in certain contracts with paymentsment Interest.
office to get these rates.due more than one year after the date of sale,

Example.  You deposit $5,000 with a bank each payment due more than 6 months after
and borrow $5,000 from the bank to make up the date of sale will be treated as containing in- Below-market loans.  A below-market loan is
the $10,000 minimum deposit required to buy terest. These unstated interest rules apply to a loan on which no interest is charged or on
a 6–month money market certificate. The cer- certain payments received on account of a which interest is charged at a rate below the
tificate earns $575 at maturity in 1994, but you seller-financed sale or exchange of property. applicable federal rate. A below-market loan is
receive only $265 which represents the $575 See Unstated Interest in Publication 537, In- generally recharacterized as an arm’s-length
you earned minus $310 interest charged on stallment Sales. transaction in which the lender is treated as
your $5,000 loan. The bank gives you a Form having made:
1099–INT for 1994 showing the $575 interest Interest on annuity contract.  Accumulated 1) A loan to the borrower in exchange for a
you earned. The bank also gives you a state- interest on an annuity contract you sell before note which requires the payment of inter-

its maturity date is taxable.ment showing that you paid $310 interest for est at the applicable federal rate, and
1994. You must include the $575 in your in-

2) An additional payment to the borrower.come. You may deduct up to $310 on Sched- Usurious interest.  Usurious interest is taxa-
ble unless state law automatically changes it toule A (Form 1040) if you itemize your deduc-

The lender’s additional payment to the bor-a payment on the principal. Usurious interest istions, subject to the investment interest
rower is treated as a gift, dividend, contributioninterest charged at an illegal rate.expense limit.
to capital, payment of compensation, or other
payment, depending on the substance of theInterest on money deposited with a stock-Gift for opening account.  The fair market transaction. The borrower may have to reportbroker.  If you deposit money with your stock-value of ‘‘gifts’’ or services you receive for this payment as taxable income depending onbroker who agrees to credit your account withmaking long-term deposits or for opening an its classification.an amount that is computed at the prevailingaccount in a savings institution is interest. Re-

prime rate of interest and that can be used onlyport it in income in the year you receive it. Loans subject to the rules.  The rules for be-to offset commissions due on future transac-
Example.  In 1994, you open a savings ac- low-market loans apply to:tions, the amount credited is not interest until it

count at your local bank. The account earns is actually applied to the commissions Gift loans,
$20, which is credited as interest. You also re- payable.

Compensation-related loans,ceive a $10 calculator. If no other interest is
credited to your account during 1994, the Form Corporation-shareholder loans,Accrued interest on bonds.  If you sell bonds
1099–INT you receive would show $30 inter- between interest payment dates, the accrued Tax avoidance loans,est income for 1994. interest paid to you is taxable. See Bonds Sold

Certain loans to qualified continuing careBetween Interest Dates, later in this chapter.
facilities (made after October 11,Interest on insurance dividends.  Interest on
1985), andinsurance dividends that you leave on deposit Bonds traded flat.  If you purchase bonds

with an insurance company, that is credited when interest has been defaulted or when the Certain other below-market loans.
annually, and that can be withdrawn annually, interest has accrued but has not been paid,
is taxable to you when the interest is credited that interest is not income and is not taxable as Exceptions.  The rules for below-market
to your account. However, if you can withdraw interest if later paid. Such payments are re- loans do not apply to certain loans on days on
it only on the anniversary date of the policy (or turns of capital which reduce the remaining which the total outstanding amount of loans

cost basis. Interest which accrues after theother specified date), the interest is taxable in between the borrower and lender is $10,000 or
date of purchase, however, is taxable interestthe year in which that date occurs. less. The rules do not apply on those days to:
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1) Gift loans between individuals if the gift loan payable in full at any time upon demand whether or not you have received it. You de-
loan is not directly attributable to the by the lender) is treated as transferring an ad- duct your expenses when you become liable
purchase or carrying of income-producing ditional payment to the borrower (as a gift, divi- for them rather than when you have paid them.
assets; or dend, etc.) in an amount equal to the foregone

interest. The borrower is treated as transfer- Cash-basis taxpayers.  If you use the cash2) Compensation-related loans or corpora-
ring the foregone interest to the lender, and method of accounting, as most individual tax-tion-shareholder loans if the avoidance of
may be entitled to an interest expense deduc- payers do, you generally report the interest onfederal tax is not a principal purpose of the
tion if he or she meets the rules in Chapter 3. U.S. Savings Bonds when you receive it.loan.
The lender must report that amount as interest Under the cash method of accounting,A compensation-related loan is any
income. These transfers are deemed to occur you report your income in the year you actuallybelow-market loan between an employer
annually, generally on December 31. or constructively receive it. You generally de-and an employee or between an indepen-

Special rules for gift loans between indi- duct your expenses in the year you pay them.dent contractor and a person for whom the
viduals that do not exceed $100,000.  Forcontractor provides services.
gift loans that do not exceed $100,000, the Series HH Bonds.  These bonds are issued at
amount of foregone interest that is treated asOther loans not subject to the rules. face value. Interest is paid twice a year by
transferred by the borrower to the lender is lim-Other loans are excluded from the below-mar- check or by direct deposit to your bank ac-
ited. This limit is the borrower’s net investmentket rules, including: count. If you are a cash-basis taxpayer, you
income for the year, unless one of the principal must report interest on these bonds as income1) Loans made available by the lender to the purposes of the loan is the avoidance of fed- in the year you receive it.general public on the same terms and eral tax. Also, if a borrower has net investment

Series HH Bonds were first offered in 1980.conditions and which are consistent with income of $1,000 or less for the year, the bor-
Before 1980, Series H Bonds were issued.the lender’s customary business practice, rower’s net investment income is deemed to
Series H Bonds are treated the same as Se-be zero and the borrower will have no interest2) Loans subsidized by a federal, state, or ries HH Bonds. If you are a cash-basis tax-expense deduction.municipal government that are made payer, you must report the interest when you

available under a program of general ap- receive it.
Term loans.  A lender who makes a below-plication to the public,
market term loan (a loan that is not a demand3) Certain employee-relocation loans, Series EE Bonds.  These bonds are issued atloan) is treated as transferring, as a gift, divi-

a discount. You pay less than the face value4) Loans to or from a foreign person, unless dend, etc., an additional lump-sum cash pay-
for the bonds. The face value is payable to youthe interest income would be effectively ment to the borrower on the date the loan is
at maturity. The difference between theconnected with the conduct of a U.S. made. The amount of this payment is the ex-
purchase price and the redemption value istrade or business and would not be ex- cess of the amount of the loan over the present
taxable interest. Series EE Bonds were first of-empt from U.S. tax under an income tax value of all payments due under the loan. An
fered in 1980. Before 1980, Series E Bondstreaty, amount equal to this excess is treated as origi-
were issued. If you own either Series EE or Se-nal issue discount (OID). Accordingly, the OID5) Other loans on which the interest arrange-
ries E Bonds and use the cash method of re-rules of Section 1272 of the Internal Revenuement can be shown to have no significant
porting income, you can:Code apply. The lender must report the annualeffect on the federal tax liability of the

part of the OID as interest income. The bor- 1) Postpone reporting the interest until thelender or the borrower, and
rower may be able to deduct some or all of the earlier of the year you cash the bonds or6) Certain loans to a qualified continuing
excess as interest expense if he or she meets the year in which they finally maturecare facility under a continuing care con-
the rules in Chapter 3. See Original Issue Dis- (method 1), ortract. This exclusion applies if the lender count (OID), later.

or the lender’s spouse is age 65 or older 2) Choose to report the increase in redemp-
before the close of the year. For 1994, the tion value as interest each year (method

Effective dates.  These rules apply to termexclusion applies only to the part of the to- 2).
loans made after June 6, 1984, and to demandtal outstanding loan balance that is
loans outstanding after that date.$121,100 or less. Change from method 1.  If you want to

For more information, see Section 7872 of change your method of reporting the interest
the Internal Revenue Code and its regulations.If a taxpayer structures a transaction to be a from method (1) to method (2), you can do so

loan not subject to the rules, and one of the without permission from the IRS. However, in
principal purposes of structuring the transac- U.S. Savings Bonds the year of change you must report all interest
tion in that way is the avoidance of federal tax, accrued to date and not previously reported forYou may earn interest on U.S. Savings Bonds
the loan will be considered a tax-avoidance all such bonds.in one of two ways. On some bonds, interest is
loan and subject to the rules for below-market Once you choose to report the interestpaid at stated intervals by interest checks or
loans. each year, you must continue to do so for allcoupons. Other bonds are issued at a discount

All the facts and circumstances are used to Series EE or Series E Bonds you own and forand pay all interest at redemption or maturity.
determine if the interest arrangement of a loan any you get later, unless you request permis-The interest on the latter is the difference be-
has a significant effect on the federal tax liabil- sion to change by filing Form 3115, Applica-tween what you pay for the bond and its re-
ity of the lender or borrower. Some factors to tion for Change in Accounting Method.demption or maturity value.
be considered are: Change from method 2.  To change fromThis section provides information on differ-

method (2) to method (1), complete Form 3115ent types of U.S. Savings Bonds, how to report• Whether items of income and deduction
and attach it to your income tax return for thethe interest income on these bonds, and howgenerated by the loan offset each other,

to treat transfers of these bonds. year of change. Type or print at the top of page• The amount of such items,
1 of the Form 3115, ‘‘Filed Under Rev. Proc.

• The cost to the taxpayer of complying with 89–46.’’ You must file your return by the dueAccrual-basis taxpayers.  If you use an ac-
the below-market loan provisions, if they ap- date (including extensions). You must identifycrual method of accounting, you must report
plied, and the savings bonds for which you are request-interest on U.S. Savings Bonds each year as it

ing this change in accounting method.accrues. You cannot postpone reporting inter-• Any reasons other than taxes, for structuring
est until you receive it or until the bondsthe transaction as a below-market loan. Permission for the change is automatically
mature. granted if you attach to Form 3115 a statement

that you agree to report all interest on theUnder an accrual method of accounting,Gift and demand loans.  A lender who makes
bonds acquired:you report your income when you earn it,a below-market gift loan or demand loan (a
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1) During the year of change and for all sub- community property, see Publication 555, the year of transfer. Your former spouse in-
sequent tax years, when the interest is re- cludes in income the interest on the bondsFederal Tax Information on Community
alized upon disposition, redemption, or fi- from the date of transfer to the date ofProperty.
nal maturity, whichever is earlier, and redemption.These rules are also shown in Table 1–2.

Purchased jointly.  If you buy Series EE2) Before the year of change, when the inter-
or Series E Bonds jointly with a co-owner andChild as only owner.  Interest on U.S. Sav-est is realized upon disposition, redemp-
have them reissued in the co-owner’s nameings Bonds bought for and registered only intion, or final maturity, whichever is earlier,
alone, you must include in your gross incomethe name of your child is income to your child,with the exception of any interest income
for the year of reissue your share of all the in-previously reported in prior tax years. even if you paid for the bonds and are named
terest earned on the bonds that you have notas beneficiary. The interest is income to your
previously reported. At the time of reissue, thechild when the bonds mature or are cashed,
former co-owner does not have to include inunless your child chooses to report the interestNote:  If you plan to redeem Series EE
gross income his or her share of the interestbonds in the same year that you will pay for income each year.
earned that was not reported before the trans-higher educational expenses, you should use Choice to report interest each year.  The
fer. This interest, however, as well as all inter-method (1) above. See Education Savings choice to report the accrued interest annually
est earned after the reissue, is income to theBond Program, later, for more information. can be made either by your child or by you for
former co-owner.your child. This choice is made by filing an in-Bonds held beyond maturity.  If you hold This income-reporting rule also appliescome tax return that shows all the interestthe bonds beyond the original maturity, and if when the bonds are reissued in the name ofearned to date, and by stating on the returnyou have chosen to report the interest each your former co-owner and a new co-owner.that your child chooses to report the interestyear, you must continue to do so unless you But the new co-owner will report only his or hereach year. Either you or your child should keepget permission to change your method of re- share of the interest earned after the transfer.a copy of this return.porting. If you have chosen to postpone report- If bonds that you and a co-owner boughtUnless your child is otherwise required toing the interest, you need not include the inter- jointly are reissued to each of you separatelyfile a tax return, your child does not have to fileest in income for the year of original maturity. in the same proportion as your contribution toanother return only to report the annual ac-Report it in the year you redeem the bonds or the purchase price, neither you nor your co-crual of U.S. Savings Bonds interest under thisthe year in which the extended maturity period owner has to report at that time the interestchoice. However, see Tax on investment in-ends, whichever is earlier. The original matur- earned before the bonds were reissued.come of a child under age 14, earlier underity period has been extended on all Series E

Example.  You and your spouse eachGeneral Information. Neither you nor yourBonds.
spent an equal amount to buy a $1,000 Serieschild can change the way you report the inter-The extended maturity period of Series E
EE Savings Bond. The bond was issued to youest unless Form 3115 requesting permissionBonds issued between May 1941 and Novem-
as co-owners. You both postpone reporting in-to change is filed, as discussed earlier.ber 1965 ends 40 years from their issue dates.
terest on the bond. You later have the bond re-The Department of the Treasury has an-
issued as two $500 bonds, one in your namenounced that no further extension will be given Ownership transferred.  If you bought Series
and one in your spouse’s name. At that timeto these bonds. Therefore, if you have post- EE or Series E Bonds entirely with your own
neither you nor your spouse has to report theponed reporting interest on Series E Bonds funds and have them reissued in your co-own-
interest earned to the date of reissue. But ifpurchased in 1954, you must report the inter- er’s name or beneficiary’s name alone, you
you bought the $1,000 bond entirely with yourest on your 1994 return, unless you trade your must include in your gross income for the year
own funds, you must report half the interestSeries E Bonds for Series HH Bonds. of reissue all interest that you earned on such
earned to the date of reissue. This is the previ-

bonds and have not previously reported. But, if ously postponed interest earned on the $1,000Co-owners.  If you buy a U.S. Savings Bond the bonds were reissued in your name alone, bond that is attributable to the $500 bond is-issued in your name and another person’s you do not have to report the interest accrued sued to your spouse.name as co-owners, such as you and your at that time. This same rule applies when
child or you and your spouse, interest on the bonds are transferred between spouses or in-

Transfer to a trust.  If you own Series EE orbond is generally taxable to the co-owner who cident to divorce.
Series E Bonds and transfer them to a trust,bought the bond. If you used your funds to buy

Example.  You bought Series E and Series giving up all rights of ownership, you must in-the bond, you must pay the tax on the interest.
EE Bonds entirely with your own funds and clude in your income for that year the interestThis is true even if you let the other co-owner
had not elected to report the accrued interest earned to the date of transfer if you have notredeem the bond and keep all the proceeds.
each year. You transfer the bonds to your for- already reported it. However, if you are consid-Under these circumstances, since the other
mer spouse under a divorce agreement. You ered the owner of the trust and if the increaseco-owner will receive a Form 1099–INT at the
must include the deferred accrued interest, in value both before and after the transfer con-time of redemption, the other co-owner must
from the date of the original issuance of the tinues to be taxable to you, you can continue toprovide you with another Form 1099–INT
bonds to the date of transfer, in your income in defer reporting the interest earned each year.showing the amount of interest from the bond

that is taxable to you. The co-owner who re-
deemed the bond is a ‘‘nominee.’’ See Nomi-
nee distributions and accrued interest, later, Table 1-2. Who Pays Tax on U.S. Savings Bond Interest
under How to Report Interest Income, for more

How Bond Is Purchased Who Must Pay Tax on Bond Interestinformation about how a person who is a nomi-
nee reports interest income belonging to an- You use your funds to buy a bond in your name You
other person. and the name of another person as co-owners.

If you and the other co-owner each contrib-
You buy a bond in the name of another person, The person for whom you bought the bondute part of the purchase price, interest on the
who is the sole owner of the bond.bond is generally taxable to each of you, in

proportion to the amount each of you paid. You and another person buy a bond as co- Each of you, in proportion to the amount
If you and your spouse live in a community owners, each contributing part of the purchase you and the other co-owner each paid

property state and hold bonds as community price.
property, one-half of the interest is considered

You and your spouse, who live in a community If you file separate returns, each of youreceived by each of you. If you file separate re-
property state, buy a bond that is community generally pays tax on one-half.turns, each of you must report one-half the
property.bond interest. For more information about
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You must include the total interest in your in- You are a cash-basis taxpayer and do not year of the trade. If you make this choice, see
the earlier discussion under Series EE Bonds.choose to report the interest each year as it iscome when the bonds are cashed or finally

earned. If you cash the bond when it reachesmature, whichever is earlier.
maturity value of $1,000, you report $500 inter-The same rules apply to previously unre- Form 1099–INT for U.S. Savings Bonds in-
est income—the difference between maturity terest.  When you cash a bond, the bank orported interest on Series EE or Series E Bonds
value of $1,000 and the original cost of $500. other payer that redeems it must give you aif the transfer to a trust consisted of Series HH
For that year, you can deduct (as a miscellane- Form 1099–INT if the interest part of the pay-or Series H Bonds you acquired in a trade for
ous itemized deduction not subject to the 2% ment you receive is $10 or more. Box 3 of yourthe Series EE or Series E Bonds. See Savings
AGI limit) any federal estate tax paid because Form 1099–INT should show the interest asbonds traded, later.
the $200 interest was included in your uncle’s the difference between the amount you re-
estate. ceived and the amount paid for the bond. How-Decedents.  The manner of reporting interest

ever, your Form 1099–INT may show more in-income on Series EE or Series E Bonds, after Example 2.  If, in Example 1, the executor
terest than you are required to include on yourthe death of the owner, depends on the ac- had chosen to include the $200 accrued inter-
income tax return. For example, this may hap-est in your uncle’s final return, you would re-counting and income-reporting method previ-
pen if:port only $300 as interest when you cashedously used by the decedent. If the bonds trans-

the bond at maturity. This $300 is the interestferred because of death were owned by a 1) You chose to report the increase in the re-
earned after your uncle’s death.person who used an accrual method, or who demption value of the bond each year.

used the cash method and had chosen to re- The interest shown on your FormExample 3.  When your aunt died, she
port the interest each year, the interest earned 1099–INT will not be reduced by amountsowned Series H Bonds that she had acquired
in the year of death up to the date of death previously included in income.in a trade for Series E Bonds. You were the
must be reported on that person’s final return. beneficiary of these bonds. Your aunt used the 2) You received a bond from a decedent.
The person who acquires the bonds includes cash method and did not choose to report the The interest shown on your Form
in income only interest earned after the date of interest on the Series E Bonds each year as it 1099–INT will not be reduced by any in-
death. accrued. Your aunt’s executor chose not to in- terest reported by the decedent before

If the transferred bonds were owned by a clude any interest earned before your aunt’s death, or on the decedent’s final return, or
decedent who had used the cash method and death on her final return. by the estate on the estate’s income tax
had not chosen to report the interest each The income in respect of the decedent is return.
year, and who had bought the bonds entirely the sum of the unreported interest on the Se-

3) Ownership of a bond was transferred. Thewith his or her own funds, all interest earned ries E Bonds and the interest, if any, payable
interest shown on your Form 1099–INTbefore death must be reported in one of the fol- on the Series H Bonds but not received as of
will not be reduced by interest that ac-lowing ways: the date of your aunt’s death. You must report
crued prior to the transfer.any interest received during the year as in-1) The surviving spouse or personal repre-

come on your return. The part of the interest 4) You redeemed a bond on which you weresentative (executor, administrator, etc.)
that was payable but not received before your named as a co-owner but for which youwho files the final income tax return of the
aunt’s death is income in respect of the dece- did not use your funds to buy the bond.decedent can choose to include on that
dent and may qualify for the estate tax deduc- (See Co-owners, earlier in this section, forreturn all of the interest earned on the
tion. For information on when to report the in- more information about the reportingbonds before the decedent’s death. The
terest on the Series E Bonds traded, see requirements.)person who acquires the bonds then in-
Savings bonds traded, next.cludes in income only interest earned af- 5) You received a taxable distribution of

ter the date of death, or bonds from a retirement or profit-sharing
Savings bonds traded.  If you traded Series plan. The interest shown on your Form2) If the choice in (1) is not made, the inter- E Bonds for Series H Bonds, or traded Series 1099–INT will not be reduced by the inter-est earned up to the date of death is in- EE or Series E Bonds for Series HH Bonds, est portion of amounts taxable as a distri-come in respect of the decedent. It should you did not realize taxable income unless you bution from a retirement or profit-sharingnot be included in the decedent’s final re- received cash in the trade. Any cash you re- plan and not taxable as interest. (Theseturn. All of the interest earned both before ceived is income to the extent of the interest amounts are generally shown on Formand after the decedent’s death is income earned on the bonds traded. When your Series 1099–R, Distributions From Pensions,to the person who acquires the bonds. If HH or Series H Bonds mature, or if you dis- Annuities, Retirement or Profit-Sharingthat person uses the cash method and pose of them before maturity, you report as in- Plans, IRAs, Insurance Contracts, etc.)does not choose to report the interest terest the difference between their redemption

each year, he or she can postpone report- value and your cost. Your cost is the sum of For information on including the correcting any of it until the bonds are cashed or your cost of the traded Series EE or Series E amount of interest on your return, see Interestfinally mature, whichever is earlier. In the Bonds plus any amount you had to pay at the from U.S. Savings Bonds under How to Reportyear that person reports the interest, he or time of the trade. Interest Income, later.she can claim a deduction for any federal Example.  You trade Series E Bonds with a
estate tax paid that was for the part of the redemption value of $2,723 for Series HH Note:  Interest on U.S. Savings Bonds isinterest included in the decedent’s estate. Bonds. You get $2,500 in Series HH Bonds exempt from state and local taxes. The Form

and $223 in cash. You must report the $223 as 1099–INT you receive will indicate the amountFor more information on income in respect of taxable income in the year of the trade to the that is for U.S. Savings Bonds interest in Boxthe decedent, see Publication 559, Survivors, extent that you did not report interest on the 3. Do not include this income on your state orExecutors, and Administrators. Series E Bonds you traded. local income tax return.
Example 1.  Your uncle, a cash-basis tax- $500 minimum value.  Series EE or Se-

payer, died and left you a $1,000 Series EE ries E Bonds that you want to trade must have
Education Savings Bond ProgramBond. He had bought the bond for $500 and a current redemption value of $500 or more.

had not chosen to report the interest each To figure the current redemption value of the You may be able to exclude from income all or
year. At the date of death, interest of $200 had bonds to be traded, you must add the accrued part of the interest you receive on the redemp-
accrued on the bond and its value of $700 was interest to their original purchase price. tion of qualified U.S. Savings Bonds during the
included in your uncle’s estate. Your uncle’s Choice to report interest in year of year if you pay qualified higher educational ex-
executor chose not to include the $200 ac- trade.  You can choose to treat all of the ac- penses during the same year. This exclusion is
crued interest in your uncle’s final income tax crued interest on Series EE or Series E Bonds known as the Education Savings Bond
return. traded for Series HH Bonds as income in the Program.
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Married taxpayers who file separate re- Modified adjusted gross income limit.  The U.S. Treasury Bills,
turns do not qualify for this exclusion. interest exclusion is phased out if your modi- Notes, and Bonds fied adjusted gross income (modified AGI) is:

Treasury bills, notes, and bonds are directQualified U.S. Savings Bonds.  A qualified • $41,201 to $56,200 for taxpayers filing sin-
debts (obligations) of the United StatesU.S. Savings Bond is a Series EE U.S. Sav- gle, head of household, or qualifying wid-
Government.ings Bond issued after December 31, 1989. ow(er) with dependent child; and

Interest income from Treasury bills, notes,The bond must be issued either in your name
• $61,851 to $91,850 for married taxpayers fil- and bonds is subject to federal income tax, but(sole owner) or in your and your spouse’s

ing jointly. is exempt from all state and local incomename (co-owners). You must be at least 24
taxes. You should receive Form 1099–INTyears old before the bond’s issue date.
showing the amount of interest (in box 3) thatYou do not qualify for the interest exclusion ifThe date a bond is issued may be earlier
was paid to you for the year.your modified AGI is equal to or more than thethan the date the bond is purchased because

upper limit for your filing status.bonds are issued as of the first day of the
Modified AGI, for purposes of this exclu- Treasury bills.  These bills are generally ofmonth in which they are purchased. You may

13–week, 26–week, and 52–week maturity pe-sion, is adjusted gross income (line 16 of Formdesignate any individual (including a child) as
riods and are issued at a discount. The differ-1040A or line 31 of Form 1040) figured beforea beneficiary of the bond (payable on death).
ence between the discounted price you pay forthe interest exclusion, and modified by adding
the bills and the face value you receive at ma-back any:Eligible expenses.  Qualified higher educa-
turity is interest income. Report this interest in-tional expenses are tuition and fees required 1) Foreign earned income exclusion,
come when the bill is paid at maturity. Trea-for you, your spouse, or your dependent (for

2) Foreign housing exclusion or deduction, sury bills are issued in denominations ofwhom you claim an exemption) to attend an el-
$10,000 and additional multiples of $1,000.3) Exclusion for income from certain U.S.igible educational institution. Eligible ex-

If you reinvest your Treasury bill at its ma-possessions, andpenses do not include expenses for room and
turity for a new Treasury bill, note, or bond, youboard or for courses involving sports, games, 4) Exclusion for income from sources within will receive payment for the difference be-or hobbies that are not part of a degree Puerto Rico. tween the proceeds of the maturing bill (parprogram.
amount less any tax withheld) and theEligible educational institutions.  These If you do not have any of these items, your purchase price of the new Treasury security.institutions include most public and nonprofit modified AGI is your adjusted gross income However, you must report the full amount ofuniversities and colleges and certain voca- before the interest exclusion. the interest income on each of your Treasurytional schools that are eligible for federal
bills at the time it reaches maturity. Paymentsassistance.
of principal and interest generally will beNote:  If you have investment interest ex-
credited to your designated checking or sav-penses attributable to royalty income, you

Amount excludable.  If the total proceeds (in- ings account by direct deposit through themust first complete Form 4952, Investment In-
terest and principal) from the qualified U.S. TREASURY DIRECT system.terest Expense Deduction. Your net invest-
Savings Bonds you redeem during the year ment income includes the total of the interest
are not more than your qualified higher educa- income to be reported this year on your Series Treasury notes and bonds.  Treasury notes
tional expenses for the year, you can exclude EE U.S. Savings Bonds before any interest ex- range in maturity periods from 1 to 10 years.
all of the interest. If the proceeds are more clusion. Follow the instructions for Schedule E Maturity periods for Treasury bonds are longer
than the expenses, you will be able to exclude than 10 years. Both of these Treasury issues(Form 1040) to determine how to deduct this
only part of the interest. generally are issued in denominations ofinterest expense. After you complete Form

To determine the excludable amount, mul- $1,000 to $1,000,000. Both notes and bonds4952 and Schedule E, you follow the instruc-
tiply the interest part of the proceeds by a frac- generally pay interest every 6 months. Reporttions for Form 8815 to figure your Education
tion. The numerator (top part) of the fraction is this interest for the year paid. When the notesSavings Bond interest exclusion.
the qualified higher educational expenses you or bonds mature, you can redeem these secur-
paid during the year. The denominator (bottom ities for face value.

Form 8815.  Use Form 8815, Exclusion of In-part) of the fraction is the total proceeds you Treasury notes and bonds are usually sold
terest from Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds Is-received during the year. by auction with competitive bidding. If, after
sued After 1989, to figure your exclusion andExample.  In April 1994, Mark and Joan, a compiling the competitive bids, a determina-
to compute your modified AGI.married couple, cashed qualified Series EE tion is made that the purchase price is less

U.S. Savings Bonds they bought in November than the par value, you will receive a refund for
Recordkeeping.  If you claim the interest ex-1990. In 1994, they helped pay for their daugh- the difference between the purchase price and
clusion, you must keep a written record of theter’s college tuition. They received proceeds of the par value. This amount is considered a
Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds issued after$5,800, representing principal of $5,000 and ‘‘discount.’’ You can disregard the discount
1989 that you redeem. Your written recordinterest of $800. The qualified higher educa- and treat it as zero if it is less than one-fourth of
must include the serial number, issue date,tional expenses they paid during 1994 totaled 1% (.0025) of the face amount multiplied by
face value, and redemption proceeds of each$4,000. They can exclude $552 ($800 × the number of full years from the date of origi-
bond. You may use Form  8818, Optional($4,000 ÷ $5,800)) of interest in 1994. nal issue to maturity. This small discount is
Form To Record Redemption of Series EE called ‘‘de minimis’’ discount. Examples ofExclusion reduced for certain benefits.
U.S. Savings Bonds Issued After 1989, to when you can disregard de minimis discountBefore you figure your interest exclusion, you
keep this information. are shown later in the discussion under Origi-must reduce your qualified higher educational

You should also keep bills, receipts, can- nal Issue Discount (OID). If the purchase priceexpenses by certain benefits the student may
celed checks, or other documentation that is determined to be more than the facehave received. These benefits include quali-
shows you paid qualified higher educational amount, you will be required to pay thefied scholarships that are exempt from tax and
expenses during the year. premium.any other nontaxable payments (other than

gifts, bequests, or inheritances) received for
Verification by IRS.  Only Series EE U.S.educational expenses, such as veterans’ edu- Retirement, sale, or redemption.  For infor-

cational assistance benefits and employer- Savings Bonds issued after December 31, mation on the retirement, sale, or redemption
provided educational assistance benefits. See 1989, qualify for this exclusion. If you claim the of U.S. government obligations, see Chapter
Publication 520, Scholarships and Fellow- exclusion, IRS will check it by using bond re- 4. Also see Nontaxable Trades in Chapter 4 for
ships, for more information on qualified demption information from Department of the information about trading U.S. Treasury obli-
scholarships. Treasury records. gations for certain other designated issues.
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taxable depending on the type of obligation is- Empowerment zone or enterprise com-Bonds Sold Between
sued and the nature of the activity funded. This munity.  Interest on certain bonds issued toInterest Dates part of the chapter provides general informa- help qualified businesses finance qualified

When bonds are sold between interest dates, tion for an investor on how to treat the interest property located in an empowerment zone or
part of the sales price represents interest ac- from certain types of state or local government enterprise community is tax exempt. Empow-
crued to the date of sale. The seller must re- bonds, or other obligations, for income tax pur- erment zones and enterprise communities will
port this interest in gross income. The pur- poses. Transfers of these obligations are sub- be designated in 1994 and 1995 by the Secre-
chaser must treat this amount as a capital ject to federal estate, gift, and generation-skip- tary of Housing and Urban Development and

ping taxes, even if exempt for income taxinvestment and deduct it from the next interest the Secretary of Agriculture based on certain
purposes (not subject to income taxes).payment as a return of capital. To do this, the eligibility criteria, including specified poverty

The bond issuer should be able to tell youpurchaser must: rates and population and geographic size
whether the interest from its obligations is tax- limits.1) Report the total interest payment as taxa-
able or nontaxable. The issuer should also Information-reporting requirement.  Ifble interest on line 1 of Schedule B (Form
provide you with a periodic (or year-end) state- you received or accrued any tax-exempt inter-1040), and
ment that indicates the tax treatment of your est income (such as interest on certain state

2) Show the accrued interest separately and investment. If you invested in state or local and municipal bonds), you must show that in-
subtract it from the total interest reported. government obligations through an arrange- terest on your tax return if you are required to

ment offered by a trust, a fund, or other organi- file. This is an information-reporting require-
zation, that organization should provide youSee Nominee distributions and accrued inter- ment and does not convert tax-exempt interest
with statements, or other information, advisingest under How to Report Interest Income, later to taxable interest. See How to Report Interest
you of the tax treatment of the interest you re-in this chapter, for more information. Income, later in this chapter.
ceive on such obligations.If the bond is an original issue discount

If you want information about the specific(OID) debt instrument, see the discussion on Taxable interest on state or local obliga-
requirements for issuance of state or local gov-OID, later in this chapter, to determine the OID tions.  Interest on state or local obligations is-
ernment obligations, consult the issuing gov-you must include in income. Also see Original sued after 1983 that are federally guaranteed
ernment agency or refer to Section 103 andissue discount (OID), later in this chapter is generally taxable. This applies to interest on
Sections 141 through 150 of the Internal Reve-under How to Report Interest Income, for infor- obligations issued after April 14, 1983, if the
nue Code, and their related regulations.mation on how to report OID on your income obligation is issued as part of an issue and aIf you receive a Form 1099–INT for tax-ex-tax return. significant part of the proceeds of the issue isempt interest, see Tax-exempt interest incomeIf the bond has market discount, see the to be directly or indirectly invested in federallyunder How to Report Interest Income, later indiscussion under Market Discount Bonds  in insured deposits or accounts. There are ex-this chapter.this chapter for information about the accrued ceptions to this rule.

market discount that must be recognized as in- Interest on obligations guaranteed by theTax-exempt interest on state or local obli-terest income. following U.S. government agencies is notgations.  Generally, interest on obligations of
taxable:a state or one of its political subdivisions, theInsurance District of Columbia, a possession of the Bonneville Power Authority

Life insurance proceeds paid to you as benefi- United States or one of its political subdivi-
Department of Veterans Affairsciary of the insured person are not taxable un- sions, used to finance government operations

less the policy was turned over to you for a is not taxable. Political subdivisions can Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
price. This is true even if the proceeds were include:

Federal Housing Administrationpaid under an accident or health insurance
Port authorities,policy or an endowment contract. Federal National Mortgage Association
Toll road commissions,If you receive life insurance proceeds in in-

Government National Mortgagestallments, you can exclude a part of each in- Utility services authorities,
Corporationstallment from your income. If you die before

Community redevelopment agencies,you receive all of the installments, a second Resolution Funding Corporation
beneficiary can also exclude a part of each Qualified volunteer fire departments (for

Student Loan Marketing Associationinstallment. certain obligations issued after 1980),
andFor more information about insurance pro-

ceeds received in installments, see Publica- Mortgage revenue bonds.  The proceedsSimilar bodies created for public functions.
tion 525. of these bonds are used to finance mortgage

loans for homebuyers. Generally, interest onGenerally, a bond must be in registered form
Interest option on insurance.  If you leave state or local government home mortgage(if issued after June 30, 1983) for the interest
proceeds from life insurance on deposit with bonds issued after April 24, 1979, is taxableto be tax exempt.
an insurance company under an agreement to unless the bonds are qualified mortgageThe interest is not taxable even if you re-
pay interest only, the interest paid to you is bonds or qualified veterans’ mortgage bonds.ceive it on a debt evidenced only by an ordi-
taxable. Arbitrage bonds.  Interest on arbitragenary written agreement of purchase and sale,

bonds issued by state or local governments af-rather than on a bond. Generally, it is also not
ter October 9, 1969, is taxable. An arbitrageAnnuity.  If you buy an annuity with life insur- taxable if paid by an insurer on default by the
bond is an obligation issued by a state or localance proceeds, the annuity payments you re- state or political subdivision.
government, any portion of the proceeds ofceive are taxed as pension and annuity in- Interest on obligations issued after 1982 by
which is used to buy (or to replace funds usedcome, not as interest income. See Publication an Indian tribal government, which is treated
to buy) materially higher yielding investments.939, Pension General Rule (Nonsimplified as a state, is generally exempt from tax. The
However, if the bond proceeds are part of aMethod), for information on taxation of pension obligations must be part of an issue of which
reasonably required reserve or replacementand annuity income. substantially all of the proceeds are to be used
fund or invested for a temporary period untilin the exercise of any essential government
they are needed for the bond’s original pur-function. However, except for interest on cer-State or Local Government
pose, such bonds are not treated as arbitragetain bonds for tribal manufacturing facilities, in-Obligations bonds.terest on the tribal government’s private activ-

Private activity bonds.  Interest on a pri-The interest that you receive on obligations of ity bonds is taxable. Private activity bonds are
vate activity bond that is not a qualified bonda state or local government may or may not be discussed later. 
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(defined  below) is taxable. Generally, a pri- was $1,000. The $200 discount was OID. At Original Issue Discount (OID) 
vate activity bond is part of a state or local the time the bond was issued, the issuer had Original issue discount (OID) is a form of inter-
bond issue of which: no intention of redeeming it before it matured. est. You report OID as it accrues, whether or

The bond was callable at its face amount 15 not you receive any payments from the bond1) More than 10% of the proceeds of the is-
years after the issue date. issuer.sue is to be used by a private business,

If the issuer redeems the bond at the end of A long-term debt instrument generally hasand
the 15 years for its face amount of $1,000 plus OID when the instrument is issued for a price2) More than 10% of the payment of the prin- accrued annual interest of $60, three-fourths that is less than its stated redemption price atcipal or interest is: (180 months ÷ 240 months) of the OID will be maturity (principal amount). The amount of
interest earned during the time you held thea) Secured by an interest in property used OID is the difference between the principal
bond. This interest, $150, will not be taxable.or to be used by a private business (or amount and the issue price of the instrument.
The $60 accrued annual interest also will notpayments in respect of such property), All long-term instruments that pay no inter-
be taxable. However, the balance of the OID,or est prior to maturity are presumed to be issued
$50, will not be interest earned during the time at a discount. Zero coupon bonds are one ex-b) Derived from payments for property (or you held the bond. You will have to report this ample of such instruments.borrowed money) used or to be used by unearned part of the OID as a capital gain. The OID rules do not apply to short-terma private business. Market discount on tax-exempt bonds. obligations (those with a fixed maturity date of
Any gain from market discount on tax-exempt one year or less from date of issue). See Dis-A bond is also considered a private activity bonds is taxable when you dispose of or re- count on Short-Term Obligations, later.bond if it meets the private loan financing test. deem the bonds. If you bought the tax-exempt

This test is met if the amount of the proceeds bonds after April 30, 1993, the gain from mar- De minimis OID.  You can disregard the dis-to be used to make or finance loans to persons ket discount is ordinary income. If you bought count and treat it as zero if it is less than one-other than government units is more than 5% the tax-exempt bonds before May 1, 1993, the fourth of 1% (.0025) of the stated redemptionof the proceeds or $5 million (whichever is gain from market discount is capital gain. price at maturity multiplied by the number ofless). You figure market discount by subtracting full years from the date of original issue to ma-A private activity bond is a qualified bond the price you paid for the bond from the total of turity. This small discount is known as ‘‘deif the bond is an exempt-facility bond, qualified the original issue price of the bond and the minimis’’ OID.student loan bond, qualified small issue bond, amount of OID that represented interest to any
qualified redevelopment bond, qualified mort- Example 1.  You bought a 10–year bondearlier holders. For information on taxable
gage bond, qualified veterans’ mortgage bond, with a stated redemption price at maturity ofmarket discount bonds, see the discussion
or qualified 501(c)(3) bond (i.e., a bond issued $1,000, issued at $980 and having OID of $20.under Market Discount Bonds in the following
for the benefit of certain tax-exempt organiza- One-fourth of 1% of $1,000 (stated redemptionsection.
tions). Interest on qualified private activity price) times 10 (number of full years from the
bonds is tax exempt. date of original issue to maturity) equals $25.

Discount onInterest that you receive on such tax-ex- Because the $20 discount is less than $25,
empt bonds (except qualif ied 501(c)(3) you can disregard the OID.Debt Instruments 
bonds), if issued after August 7, 1986, gener- Example 2.  Assume the same facts as in
ally is a ‘‘tax preference item’’ and may be sub- Example 1, except that the bond was issued atWords you may need to know (seeject to the alternative minimum tax. See Form $950. The OID is $50. Because the $50 dis-Glossary):6251 and its instructions for more information. count is more than the $25 figured in Example

Market discount bond 1, you must report the OID.
Tax-exempt state and local bonds bought If a subsequent holder buys a debt instru-Original issue discount (OID)
at a discount.  The original issue discount ment with de minimis OID at a premium, thePremium
(OID) on these bonds is not taxable. Any gain OID is not includible in income. If a subsequent
on their sale or redemption that is not more holder buys a debt instrument with de minimisIn general, a debt instrument, such as a bond,than your part of the OID is treated as nontax- OID at a discount, the discount is reportednote, debenture, or other evidence of indebt-able interest. Do not include this part of the under the rules for Market Discount Bonds,edness that bears no interest, or bears interestgain in your income. discussed later in this chapter.at a lower than current market rate, will usuallyHowever, you must accrue OID on a tax-

be issued at less than its face amount. Thisexempt obligation issued after September 3, Form 1099–OID.  The issuer of the debt in-discount is, in effect, additional interest in-1982, that you acquired after March 1, 1984, to strument (or your broker, if you held the instru-come. The following are some of the types ofdetermine its basis when you dispose of it. See ment through a broker) should give you Formdiscounted debt instruments.Original issue discount (OID) on debt instru- 1099–OID, Original Issue Discount, or a simi-
Corporate bondsments under Stocks and Bonds, in Chapter 4. lar statement, if the total OID for the calendar

Stripped tax-exempt bonds or coupons. year is $10 or more. Form 1099–OID showsMunicipal bonds
You must accrue OID on any stripped tax-ex- the amount of OID for the period in 1994 that

Certificates of Depositempt bond or coupon. A portion of this OID you held the bond. It also will show the stated
may be taxable. See Stripped Bonds and Cou- Notes between individuals interest that you must include in your income.
pons  la te r  under  D iscoun t  on  Debt A copy of Form 1099–OID will be sent to theStripped bonds and couponsInstruments. IRS. Do not file your copy with your return.

Redeemed before maturity.  If a state or Collateralized debt obligations Keep it for your records. See Recomputation
local bond issued after June 8, 1980, is re- of OID shown on Form 1099–OID, later in this
deemed before it matures, the part of the OID The discount on these instruments (except discussion, and also Original issue discount
that is earned while you hold the bond is not municipal bonds) is taxable in most instances. (OID) under How to Report Interest Income,
taxable to you. However, you must report the The discount on municipal bonds generally is later in this chapter, for more information.
unearned part of the OID as a capital gain. not taxable (but see State or Local Govern- If you had OID for 1994 but did not receive

If a state or local bond that was issued ment Obligations, earlier, for exceptions). See a Form 1099–OID, see Publication 1212, List
before June 9, 1980, is redeemed before it also REMICs and Other Collateralized Debt of Original Issue Discount Instruments. Publi-
matures, the OID is not taxable to you. Obligations (CDOs), later, for information cation 1212 lists total OID on certain debt in-

about applying the rules discussed in this sec-Example.  On July 1, 1980, the date of is- struments and gives information on figuring
tion to the regular interest holder of a REMICsue, you bought a 20–year, 6% municipal OID. If your debt instrument is not listed in
or other CDO.bond for $800. The face amount of the bond Publication 1212, consult the issuer for further
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Number of fullinformation about the OID that accrued for 2) The debt instrument is a stripped bond or
months you a stripped coupon (these include certain1994. held the instrument x Original Issue Discount

zero coupon instruments), as describedNominee.  If someone is the holder of re- Number of full
months from date later in this chapter under Stripped Bondscord (the registered owner) of an OID instru-
of original issue and Coupons, orment that belongs to you and receives a Form to date of maturity

1099–OID on your behalf, that person must 3) You received the Form 1099–OID as a
give you a Form 1099–OID. ‘‘nominee’’ recipient.

Corporate debt instruments issued after
For each of these situations, see PublicationMay 27, 1969, and before July 2, 1982.  IfDebt instrument bought at a premium.  If
1212, which provides detailed information andyou hold these debt instruments as capital as-you bought at a premium a debt instrument examples about figuring the amount of OID tosets, you must include a part of the discount in

that was originally issued at a discount, you do report on your income tax return. The rules foryour gross income each year that you own the
not have to report any OID as ordinary income. figuring OID are broken down in Publicationinstruments. Your basis in the instrument is in-
You buy a debt instrument at a premium if its 1212 to reflect the specific computations thatcreased by the amount of OID that you include
adjusted basis immediately after purchase is apply to corporate long-term OID debt instru-in your gross income.
greater than the total of all amounts payable ments issued before July 2, 1982, and to allInclude in your gross income the total OID
on the instrument after the purchase date, long-term OID debt instruments issued afterfrom Form 1099–OID. Box 1 shows the OID
other than qualified stated interest (defined in July 1, 1982.on the debt instrument for the part of the year
Publication 1212 under Computation of report- If you bought the debt instrument at a mar-you owned it.
able OID). When you sell or redeem an instru- ket discount, see Market Discount Bonds,In certain cases, you cannot use the
ment bought at a premium, the difference be- later, for an explanation of when to include theamount in Box 1. Instead, you must figure the
tween the sale or redemption price and your market discount in income.correct OID to report. See Recomputation of
purchase price is a capital gain or loss. Reporting correct amount of OID.  If youOID shown on Form 1099–OID, later in this

are reporting OID in an amount greater or lessPremium is not the same as ‘‘acquisition discussion, for more information.
than the amount shown on Form 1099–OID,premium,’’ discussed later in this section.
see Original issue discount (OID) under HowDebt instruments issued after July 1, 1982,
to Report Interest Income, later in this chapter,and before January 1, 1985.  If you holdExceptions to the OID rules.  The OID rules for information about reporting the correct

these debt instruments as capital assets, youdiscussed here for publicly-offered, long-term amount of OID on Schedule B (Form 1040).
must include a part of the discount in yourinstruments do not apply to the following debt If a Form 1099–OID is not received.  If
gross income each year and increase your ba-instruments: you had OID for 1994 but did not receive a
sis by the amount included. Include in your Form 1099–OID, see Publication 1212 which
gross income the OID from Box 1 of Form1) Tax-exempt obligations (however, see lists total OID on certain debt instruments. If
1099–OID. In certain cases, you cannot useStripped tax-exempt obligations later), your debt instrument is not listed in Publication
the amount in Box 1. Instead, you must figure 1212, consult the issuer for information about
the correct OID to report. See Recomputation2) U.S. Savings Bonds, the OID that accrued for 1994.
of OID shown on Form 1099–OID, later in this Acquisition premium.  You purchase a
discussion, for more information.3) Short-term debt instruments (those which debt instrument at an acquisition premium, if

have fixed maturity dates of not more than its adjusted basis immediately after purchase
one year from the date of issue), Debt instruments issued after December (including purchase at original issue), is:

31, 1984.  If you hold these debt instruments,
1) Less than or equal to the total of all4) Obligations issued by an individual before the OID reporting rules, in general, are similar

amounts payable on the instrument afterMarch 2, 1984, and to those for debt instruments issued after July
the purchase date, other than qualified

1, 1982. However, you report the total applica-
stated interest, and5) Loans between individuals, if: ble OID (based on the number of days in the

2) Greater than its adjusted issue price.accrual period) regardless of whether you hold
a) The lender is not in the business of that debt instrument as a capital asset. Your

lending money, Acquisition premium reduces the amount ofbasis in the instrument is increased by the
discount includible in your income. See Com-amount of OID that you include in your gross

b) The amount of the loan, plus the putation of reportable OID in Publication 1212income. The method for determining the re-
amount of any outstanding prior loans, for information about figuring this reduction,portable discount on any OID debt instrument
is $10,000 or less, and including the definitions of qualified stated in-issued after 1984 is generally based on an ac-

terest and adjusted issue price.crual period of 6 months. However, debt in-
c) Avoiding any federal tax is not one of struments issued after April 3, 1994, may have

the principal purposes of the loan. Recomputation of periodic interest shownvariable accrual periods. For more information
on Form 1099–OID.  If you disposed of a cor-about determining reportable OID for these
porate debt instrument or acquired it from an-debt instruments, see Debt Instruments Is-Debt instruments issued after 1954 and
other holder during 1994, see Bonds Sold Be-sued After December 31, 1984, in Publicationbefore May 28, 1969 (or before July 2, 1982,
tween Interest Dates, earlier, for information1212.if a government instrument).  For these in- about the treatment of periodic interest thatFor information about the sale of a debt in-struments, you pay no tax on the OID until the may be shown in Box 2 of Form 1099–OID forstrument with OID, see Chapter 4.year you sell, exchange, or redeem the instru- that instrument. Also see Nominee distribu-

ment. If a gain results, and if the instrument is a tions and accrued interest under How to Re-Recomputation of OID shown on Formcapital asset, the amount of the gain equal to port Interest Income, later in this chapter, for1099–OID.  You must recompute the OIDthe OID is taxed as ordinary interest income. information about reporting the correctshown in Box 1 of Form 1099–OID if any of theThe balance of the gain is capital gain. If there amount of interest on Schedule B (Formfollowing apply:is a loss on the sale of the instrument, the en- 1040).
tire loss is a capital loss and no reporting of 1) You bought the debt instrument after its
OID is required. original issue and paid a premium (as ex- Certificates of deposit (CD) and similar de-

In general, the amount of gain taxed as or- plained earlier in this section) or an acqui- posit arrangements.  If you purchase a CD or
dinary interest income equals the following sition premium (as explained under Ac- a similar deposit arrangement and the receipt
amount: quisition premium, later), of interest is postponed for more than one
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year, you must include in income each year a Redemption.  If, before the maturity date, date of sale to the extent you did not previ-
ously include this interest in your income. Forpart of the total interest due and report it in the you redeem a deferred interest account for
an obligation that you acquire after Octobersame manner as other original issue discount less than its stated redemption price at matur-
22, 1986, you must also include the market(OID). ity, you can deduct the amount of OID that you
discount that accrued before the date of salepreviously included in income but did notExamples of such deposit arrangements
of the stripped bond (or coupon) to the extentreceive.with banks, building and loan associations,
you did not previously include this discount inetc., include: Partial redemption.  If you redeem only a
your income.part of a deferred interest account before theCertificates of deposit Add the interest and market discount thatmaturity date, the adjusted basis of the unre-

Time deposits accrued while you held the bond to the basisdeemed part of the obligation on the date of
of the bond and coupons. Allocate this ad-partial redemption is equal to the adjusted ba-Bonus plans
justed basis between the items you keep andsis of the entire obligation on that date minus

Savings certificates the items you sell, based on the fair marketthe amount paid on the redemption.
value of the items. The difference between theDeferred income certificates
sale price of the bond (or coupon) and the allo-Face-amount certificates.  These certifi-Bonus savings certificates cated basis of the bond (or coupon) is yourcates are subject to the OID rules. They are a
gain or loss from the sale.Growth savings certificates form of endowment contract issued by insur-

Any item you keep is treated as an OIDance or investment companies for either a
bond originally issued and purchased by youInterest subject to penalty for early lump-sum payment or periodic payments, with
on the sale date of the other items. If you keepwithdrawal.  If you make a deposit in one of the face amount becoming payable on the ma-
the bond, treat the excess of the redemptionthe arrangements listed above that has a term turity date of the certificate.
price of the bond over the basis of the bond asof one year or less, and you lose part of the in- If you paid a lump sum, the difference be-
the OID. If you keep the coupons, treat the ex-terest because you withdrew funds before the tween the face amount and the amount you
cess of the amount payable on the couponsend of the term, you must include all the inter- paid for the contract is OID. You must include
over the basis of the coupons as the OID.est in income at the end of the term. However, a part of the OID in your income over the term

you can deduct the entire penalty, even if it ex- of the certificate.
Purchaser of stripped bond or coupon.  Ifceeds your interest income, on line 28 of Form If you make periodic payments, you figure
you purchase a stripped bond or stripped cou-1040. the OID for each payment separately.
pon, the bond or coupon is treated as if it wereThe issuer must give you a statement onExample.  On October 1, 1993, you in-
originally issued on the date you purchase it. IfForm 1099–OID indicating the amount youvested $10,000 in a savings certificate that you purchase a stripped bond, treat as themust include in your income each year.was to pay you $10,600 on April 1, 1994. Be- OID any excess of the stated redemption price

cause you withdrew part of the principal or in- at maturity over the bond’s purchase price
terest before April 1, the bank charged you a Stripped Bonds and Coupons (your acquisition price). If you purchase the
penalty of $300. For 1994, you must report as The act of stripping one or more coupons from stripped coupon, treat as the OID any excess
income the entire $600 accrued interest. How- a bond and selling the bond or the coupons of the amount payable on the due date of the
ever, you can deduct the $300 penalty as an causes the bond and coupons to be treated as coupon over the coupon’s purchase price
adjustment to gross income. separate debt instruments issued with OID. (your acquisition price).

Bearer certificates of deposit.  These Reporting OID on stripped bonds and
are not issued in the depositor’s name and, Stripped bond or coupon.  A stripped bond coupons.  The rules for figuring OID on
therefore, are transferable from one individual is a bond issued at any time with interest cou- stripped bonds and stripped coupons depend
to another. They are issued by banks for a cer- pons where there is a separation of ownership on the date the debt instruments were pur-
tain period, usually a number of years. Interest between the bond and any coupon that has chased, not the date issued.  For information
is not usually paid until the certificates are re- not yet become payable. A stripped coupon is about figuring the correct amount of OID on
deemed by the bank at the end of this period. any coupon (including any right to receive in- these instruments to include in your income,

Banks are required to provide the IRS and terest on a bond) relating to a stripped bond. see Rules for Figuring OID on Stripped Bonds
the person redeeming the bearer certificate The holder of a stripped bond has the right and Stripped Coupons in Publication 1212.
with a Form 1099–INT. to receive the principal (or ‘‘corpus’’) payment. However, owners of stripped bonds and cou-

Certificates of deposit issued after 1982 The holder of a stripped coupon has the right pons should not rely on the OID shown in Sec-
are generally required to be in registered form. to receive interest on the bond. tion II of Publication 1212, because the
For more information, see Obligations issued Stripped bonds and stripped coupons amounts listed in Section II for stripped bonds
in bearer form in Chapter 4. include: or coupons are figured without reference to

Time deposit open account arrange- the date or price at which you acquired them.1) Zero coupon instruments availablement.  This is an arrangement with a fixed ma-
through either the Department of the

turity date in which deposits are made on a Stripped tax-exempt obligations.  You doTreasury’s STRIPS program or govern-
schedule arranged between you and your not have to pay tax on OID on any strippedment-sponsored enterprises such as the
bank. But there is no actual payment or con- tax-exempt bond or coupon that you bought orResolution Funding Corporation and the
structive receipt of interest until the fixed ma- sold before June 11, 1987. However, youFinancing Corporation, and
turity date is reached. For instance, you and must accrue OID on such an instrument to de-

2) Instruments backed by U.S. Treasury se-your bank enter into an arrangement under termine its basis when you dispose of it. See
curities that represent ownership inter-which you agree to deposit $100 each month Original issue discount (OID) on debt instru-
ests in those securities.for a period of 5 years. Interest will be com- ments under Stocks and Bonds, in Chapter 4.

pounded twice a year at 71/2%, but payable You may have to pay tax on part of the OID
Examples include obligations backed by U.S.only at the end of the 5–year period. You must on stripped tax-exempt bonds or coupons that
Treasury bonds that are offered primarily byinclude in your income each year a part of the you bought or sold after June 10, 1987. You
brokerage firms (variously called CATS,interest. determine the OID on the stripped bond or
TIGRs, etc.).All deposits under such an arrangement coupon under the general rule for such obliga-

are part of a single obligation, but you must fig- tions. The excess of this amount over the
Seller of stripped bond or coupon.  If youure the OID separately for each deposit. Each amount determined to be OID under the rule
strip coupons from a bond and sell the bond oryear the financial institution must give you for tax-exempt stripped bonds or coupons as
coupons, include in income the interest thatForm 1099–OID to show you the amount you explained in Publication 1212 is treated as
accrued while you held the bond before themust include in your income for the year. OID on an obligation that is not tax exempt.
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This rule does not apply if such stripped adjusted basis of another person who ac- If you make this choice, the interest-defer-
bond or coupon was held for sale on June 10, ral rule discussed later in Chapter 3 will not ap-quired the bond at original issue, you are also
1987, in the ordinary course of the holder’s ply. Once you make this choice, it will apply toconsidered to have acquired it at original is-
trade or business. Nor does it apply to a per- all market discount bonds that you acquiresue. However, the accrued market discount
son who purchased it from such a holder. during the tax year and in later tax years. Yourules apply to these bonds if:

increase the basis of your bonds by the
1) Your cost basis in the bond is less than

amount of market discount you include in yourMarket Discount Bonds the bond’s issue price; or income. You cannot revoke your choice with-A market discount bond is any bond having
2) The bond you held was issued in ex- out the consent of the IRS.market discount except:

change for a market discount bond under For debt instruments with market discount
1) Short-term obligations (those with fixed a plan of reorganization. (The accrued issued after April 3, 1994, you may be able to

maturity dates of up to one year from the market discount rules, however, do not choose another method of including market
date of issue), apply if the bond is issued in exchange for discount in income currently. See Election to

a market discount bond issued before report all interest as OID under Information for2) Tax-exempt obligations that you bought
Owners of OID Debt Instruments in Publica-before May 1, 1993, July 19, 1984, and the terms and interest
tion 1212 for details. Also, see Treasury Regu-rates of both bonds are identical.)3) U.S. Savings Bonds, and
lation 1.1272–3.

4) Certain installment obligations. Accrued market discount.  The accrued
Special rule for market discount bondsmarket discount is figured in one of two ways.

Market discount arises when the value of a with partial principal payments.  For marketRatable accrual method.  Treat the mar-debt obligation decreases after its issue date, discount bonds that you acquire after Octoberket discount as accruing in equal daily install-generally because of an increase in interest 22, 1986, you must include any partial princi-ments during the period you hold the bond.rates. If you buy a bond on the secondary mar- pal payment that you receive for the bond inThe daily installments are determined by di-ket, it may have market discount. your gross income as ordinary income to theviding the market discount by the number ofIf you dispose of a market discount bond, extent of that bond’s accrued market discount.days after the date you acquired the bond, upyou generally must recognize the gain as tax- If you dispose of a market discount bond onto and including its maturity date. Multiply theable interest income up to the amount of the which you received a partial principal pay-daily installments by the number of days youbond’s accrued market discount, if: ment, reduce the amount of accrued marketheld the bond to determine your accrued mar-
1) The bond was issued after July 18, 1984, discount reportable at disposition by theket discount.

or amount of any partial principal payment thatConstant interest method.  Instead of us-
you previously included in your gross income.2) You purchased the bond after April 30, ing the ratable accrual method, you can

For a market discount bond acquired after1993. choose to determine the accrued discount us-
October 22, 1986, on which the principal ising the constant interest method. Make this
paid in more than one payment, special in-The rest of the gain is a capital gain if the bond choice by attaching to your timely filed return a
terim guidelines are provided (until such timewas a capital asset. See also Special rule for statement identifying the bond and stating that
as Treasury regulations are issued) for deter-market discount bonds with partial principal you are making a constant interest rate elec-
mining accrued market discount. If you are apayments, later in this discussion. tion. The choice takes effect on the date you
holder of this type of debt instrument, you canA different rule applies if you dispose of a acquired the bond. If you choose to use this choose to accrue market discount:market discount bond that was: method for any bond, you cannot change your
1) On the basis of the constant interestchoice for that bond.1) Issued before July 19, 1984, and

method, described earlier,For more information about using the con-2) Purchased by you before May 1, 1993.
stant interest method and formula, see Publi- 2) In proportion to the accrual of OID for any
cation 1212. If you are using this computation accrual period, if the debt instrument hasIn that case, any gain is treated as interest in-
method for a market discount bond, treat the OID, orcome up to the amount of the deferred interest
bond as being issued on the date you acquireexpense you are allowed to deduct in the year 3) In proportion to the amount of stated in-it. Treat the amount of your basis (immediatelyyou dispose of the bond. The rest of the gain is terest paid in the accrual period, if theafter you acquire the bond) as the issue price.capital gain. (Deferred interest expense is dis- debt instrument has no OID.Then apply the formula shown in Publicationcussed in Chapter 3.)
1212.

For debt instruments with OID, you can
Market discount.  Market discount is the ex- accrue market discount during a period byChoosing to include market discount in in-cess of the stated redemption price of a bond multiplying the total remaining market dis-come currently.  Instead of recognizing inter-at maturity over your basis in the bond imme- count by a fraction. The numerator (top part) of

est income when you dispose of a market dis-diately after you acquire it. You can disregard the fraction is the OID for the period and the
count bond as previously discussed, you canmarket discount and treat it as zero if the mar- denominator (bottom part) is the total remain-
choose to include market discount in your in-ket discount is less than one-fourth of 1% ing OID at the beginning of the period.
terest income for the year to which it is attribu-(.0025) of the stated redemption price of the For debt instruments without OID, you
table. You can use either the ratable accrualbond multiplied by the number of full years to can accrue market discount during a period by
method or the constant interest method to fig-maturity (after you acquire the bond). multiplying the total remaining market dis-
ure the amount includible in income.If a market discount bond also has OID, the count by a fraction. The numerator is the

market discount is the sum of the bond’s issue You can make this choice if you have not stated interest paid in the accrual period and
price, plus the total OID includible in the gross revoked any such prior choice within the last 5 the denominator is the total stated interest re-
income of all holders before you acquired the calendar years. Make the choice by attaching maining to be paid at the beginning of the ac-
bond, reduced by your basis in the bond im- to your timely filed return a statement in which crual period.
mediately after you acquired it. you:

1) State that you have included market dis- Discount on Short-TermBonds acquired at original issue.  Gener- count in your gross income under section Obligations ally, the accrued market discount rules in ef- 1278(b) of the Internal Revenue Code,
fect for a market discount bond issued after Certain holders of short-term obligations areand
July 18, 1984, do not apply to a bond that you required to accrue and include the discount on

2) Describe the method you used to deter-acquired at original issue. If your adjusted ba- such obligations in current income. This cur-
mine the market discount for the year.sis in a bond is determined by reference to the rent income inclusion rule applies to any short-
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term obligation (one with a fixed maturity date year and in all later years. The procedures to those described for reporting acquisition dis-
of one year or less from date of issue) that is: count on nongovernment obligations. How-use in making this choice are the same as

ever, in this case, you should indicate that youthose described next for reporting acquisition1) Held by an accrual-basis taxpayer,
are making the choice under Sect iondiscount on nongovernment obligations. How-

2) Held primarily for sale to customers in the 1282(b)(2) of the Code.ever, in this case, you should indicate that you
ordinary course of your trade or business, are making the choice under Sect ion

1282(b)(2) of the Code.3) Held by a bank, regulated investment Election to Report All Interest As
company, or common trust fund, OID 

Nongovernment obligation.  If you are one4) Held by certain pass-through entities, Generally, you can elect to treat all interest on
of the holders listed above, and you acquire a a debt instrument acquired after April 3, 1994,5) Identified as part of a hedging transac- short-term nongovernment obligation, you as OID and include it in income currently. Fortion, or generally will apply the current income inclu- purposes of this election, interest includes

6) A stripped bond or stripped coupon held sion rules by taking into account the amount of stated interest, acquisition discount, OID, de
by the person who stripped the bond or OID rather than the acquisition discount. In minimis OID, market discount, de minimis
coupon (or by any other person whose this case, if you choose the constant interest market discount, and unstated interest as ad-
basis in the obligation is determined by method instead of the ratable accrual method, justed by any amortizable bond premium or
reference to the basis in the hands of as described earlier for government obliga- acquisition premium. See Election to report all
such person). tions, use the obligation’s issue price in apply- interest as OID under Information for Owners

ing the constant interest formula. Or, you can of OID Debt Instruments in Publication 1212
Government obligations.  If you are one of choose to report the daily portions of acquisi- for details. Also, see Treasury Regulation
the holders described above, and you acquire tion discount on such short-term obligations. 1.1272–3.
a short-term government obligation (that is not Your choice will apply to the year for which it is
a tax-exempt obligation), you must include in made and to all later years and cannot be Stripped Preferred Stock your income for the current year at least part of changed without the consent of the IRS.

If the dividend rights are stripped from certainthe acquisition discount on the obligation. You must make your choice by the due
preferred stock, the holder of the stripped pre-The amount of the acquisition discount date of your return, including extensions, for
ferred stock may have to include certainis the stated redemption price at maturity mi- the first year for which you are making the
amounts in income equal to the amount thatnus your basis. Find the amount to include in choice. Attach a statement to your return or
would have been included if the stock were ayour income for the tax year by using either amended return indicating:
bond with original issue discount (OID).the ratable accrual method, discussed previ-

1) Your name, address, and social securityously in Accrued market discount under Mar-
number,ket Discount Bonds, or by electing to use the Stripped preferred stock defined.  Stripped

constant interest method. preferred stock is any stock that meets both of2) The choice you are making and that it is
The constant interest method is the same the following tests:being made under Section 1283(c)(2) of

method as that used to figure daily portions of the Code, 1) There has been a separation in owner-
OID for instruments issued after December ship between the stock and any dividend3) The period for which the choice is being31, 1984, as described in Publication 1212. on the stock that has not becomemade and the property to which it applies,However, when you use this method for a payable.andshort-term government obligation, treat your

2) The stock:cost of acquiring the obligation as the issue 4) Any other information necessary to show
price. If you choose to use this method, you a) Is limited and preferred as to dividends,you are entitled to make this choice.
cannot change your choice.

b) Does not participate in corporateInterest payable.  You must also include
Interest payable.  You must also include growth to any significant extent, andany interest payable on the obligation in your

any interest payable on the obligation in yourgross income as the interest accrues. How- c) Has a fixed redemption price.
gross income as the interest accrues. How-ever, do not include any interest that you took
ever, do not include any interest that you tookinto account in determining the amount of ac- Treatment of buyer.  If you buy stripped pre-into account in determining the amount ofquisition discount. ferred stock after April 30, 1993, you must in-OID.Cash-basis taxpayers.  The current in- clude an amount in your gross income. ThisCash-basis taxpayers.  If you are a cash-come inclusion rules described in this section amount is ordinary income. It is equal to the
basis taxpayer and hold a short- termapply only to the holders listed above. If you amount you would have included in gross in-
nongovernment obligation, report the discountare a cash-basis taxpayer and hold a short- come if the stock were a bond that:
as interest income at the time the obligation isterm government obligation, follow the rules

1) Was issued on the purchase date of theredeemed or matures. However, for purposesfor reporting interest income discussed earlier
stock, andof determining gain on short-term nongovern-under U.S. Treasury Bills, Notes, and Bonds

ment obligations, you must take into accountor State or Local Government Obligations,as 2) Has OID equal to:
the OID under either the ratable accrualapplicable. However, for purposes of deter- a) The redemption price for the stock,method or the constant interest rate method.mining gain on short-term government obliga- minusFor more information about the tax treatmenttions, you must take into account the amount
of the gain on such obligations, see the dis- b) The price at which you bought theof acquisition discount under one of the two

stock.cussion in Capital or Ordinary Gain or Loss,methods described earlier. For more informa-
later in Chapter 4.tion about the tax treatment of the gain on

The interest expense deferral rule, dis- For information about OID, see Original Issuesuch obligations, see the discussion in Capital
cussed in Chapter 3, will apply to interest ex- Discount under Interest Income, earlier.or Ordinary Gain or Loss, in Chapter 4.

This treatment also applies to you if youpenses you incurred to purchase or carryThe interest expense deferral rule, dis-
acquire the stock in such a way (for example,short-term obligations. However, that rule willcussed in Chapter 3, will apply to interest ex-
by gift) that your basis in the stock is deter-not apply if you choose to accrue and includepenses you incurred to purchase or carry
mined by using a buyer’s basis.acquisition discount, under the current incomeshort-term obligations. However, that rule will

inclusion rules described in this section, on allnot apply if you choose to accrue and include
short-term obligations you acquire during theacquisition discount, under the current income Treatment of person stripping stock.  You
year and in all later years. The procedures toinclusion rules described in this section, on all are treated as having purchased stripped pre-

short-term obligations you acquire during the use in making this choice are the same as ferred stock if you:
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1) Strip the rights to one or more dividends need to have physical possession of it. For ex- How to Report
from stock that meets test (2) under ample, you are considered to receive interest, Interest Income Stripped preferred stock defined, earlier, dividends, or other earnings on any deposit or
and account in a bank, savings and loan, or similar

Words you may need to know (seefinancial institution, or interest on life insur-2) Dispose of those dividend rights after
Glossary):ance policy dividends left to accumulate, whenApril 30, 1993.

they are credited to your account and subject Market discount
to your withdrawal. This is true even if they areYou are treated as making the purchase Nominee
not yet entered in your passbook.on the date you disposed of the dividend Original issue discount (OID)

You constructively receive income on therights. Your adjusted basis in the stripped pre-
ferred stock is treated as your purchase price. deposit or account even if you must: Generally, you report all of your taxable inter-
The rules described in Treatment of buyer, est income on line 8a, Form 1040; line 8a,1) Make withdrawals in multiples of evenearlier, apply to you. Form 1040A; or line 2, Form 1040EZ.amounts,

You cannot use Form 1040EZ if any of the
2) Give a notice to withdraw before makingWhen to Report following are true.

the withdrawal,Interest Income 1) Your interest income is more than $400.
3) Withdraw all or part of the account to with-

2) You are excluding interest under the Edu-
draw the earnings, orWords you may need to know (see cation Savings Bond Program.

Glossary): 4) Pay a penalty on early withdrawals, un- 3) You received interest as a nominee (that
less the interest you are to receive on an is, in your name but the interest actuallyAccrual method
early withdrawal or redemption is sub- belongs to someone else).Cash method
stantially less than the interest payable at

4) You received a Form 1099–INT for U.S.maturity.When you report your interest income de- Savings Bond interest that includes
pends on whether you use the cash method or amounts you reported before 1994. (See

You constructively receive interest when itan accrual method to report income. Interest from U.S. Savings Bonds, later,
is credited to your account under a long-term for how to report this interest.)
savings plan that does not let you withdraw in-Cash method.  If you use this method, you
terest until a specific date, if the plan lets yougenerally report your interest income in the Instead, you must complete the schedules for
freely withdraw your deposits of principal.year in which you actually or constructively re- Form 1040A or Form 1040, as described later.

ceive it. Most individual taxpayers use this In addition, you must use Form 1040 under
method. However, there are special rules for Accrual method.  If you use an accrual certain circumstances described later.
OID and certain U.S. Savings Bonds. See method, you report your interest income when
U.S. Savings Bonds and Original Issue Dis- you earn it, whether or not you have received Form 1099–INT.  Your taxable interest in-
count (OID), earlier. it. come, except for interest from U.S. Savings

Example.  On September 1, 1992, you Bonds and Treasury obligations, is shown inExample.  If, in the previous example, you
loaned $2,000 at 12% a year. The note stated Box 1 of Form 1099–INT. Add this amount touse an accrual method, you must include the
that principal and interest would be due on Au- any other taxable interest income you

interest in your income as you earn it. You
gust 31, 1994. In 1994, you received $2,480 received.

would report the interest as follows: 1992,($2,000 principal and $480 interest). If you use 1099 INT
$80; 1993, $240; and 1994, $160.the cash method, you must include in income If you had any tax-exempt interest income,

on your 1994 return the $480 interest you re- or exempt-interest dividends from a mutual
Coupon bonds.  Interest on coupon bonds isceived in 1994. fund, you should report the total of this tax-ex-
taxable in the year the coupon becomes dueConstructive receipt.  You constructively empt income on line 8b of Form 1040A or
and payable. It does not matter when you mailreceive income when it is credited to your ac- Form 1040. If you file Form 1040EZ, write
the coupon for payment.count or made available to you. You do not ‘‘TEI’’ in the space to the right of the words
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‘‘Form 1040EZ’’ on line 2. After ‘‘TEI,’’ show from the subtotal and enter the result on line 2 A. Write the amount of cash received
the amount of your tax-exempt interest, but do upon redemption of the bond. . . . . . . . . $of Schedule B (Form 1040), or on line 2, Part I
not add tax-exempt interest in the total on of Schedule 1 (Form 1040A). B. Write the value of the bond at the time
Form 1040EZ, line 2. of distribution by the plan. . . . . . . . . . . . .

If you forfeited interest income because of Example 1.  Your parents purchased U.S. C. Subtract the amount on line B from the
the early withdrawal of a time deposit, the de- Savings Bonds for you when you were a child. amount on line A. This is the amount
ductible amount will be shown on Form The bonds were issued in your name, and the of interest accrued on the bond since
1099–INT, in Box 2 (early withdrawal penalty). interest on the bonds was reported each year it was distributed by the plan. . . . . . . . . $
If an amount appears in Box 2, you should file as it accrued. (See Choice to report interest

D. Write the amount of interest shown onForm 1040, and report this amount on line 28 each year under U.S. Savings Bonds, earlier.)
your Form 1099–INT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $(penalty on early withdrawal of savings). In April 1994, you redeem one of the bonds

Box 3 of Form 1099–INT shows the E. Subtract the amount on line C fromyour parents purchased — a $1,000 Series E
amount of interest income you received from the amount on line D. This is theBond. The bond was originally issued inU.S. Savings Bonds, Treasury bills, Treasury amount you include in the subtotalMarch 1975. When you redeem the bond, younotes, and Treasury bonds. Include the ‘‘U.S. Savings Bond Interestreceive $3,028 for it.amount shown in Box 3 in your total taxable in- Previously Reported.’’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $The Form 1099–INT you receive shows in-terest income, unless it includes an amount

terest income of $2,278. However, since thepreviously included in interest income. If you
Your employer should tell you the value ofinterest on your savings bonds was reportedare redeeming U.S. Savings Bonds you

each bond on the date it was distributed.yearly, you need only include the $88 interestbought after 1989 and you have qualified edu-
Example.  You received a distribution ofthat accrued from January 1994 to April 1994.cational expenses, see Form 8815 later. If part

Series EE Savings Bonds in January 1993You received no other taxable interest forof the amount shown in Box 3 was previously
from your company’s profit-sharing plan.1994. You file Form 1040A.included in interest income, see Interest from

In April 1994, you redeem a $100 SeriesU.S. Savings Bonds, next. On line 1, Part I of Schedule 1 (Form
EE Bond that was part of the distribution youBox 4 of Form 1099–INT (federal income 1040A), enter your interest income as shown
received in 1993. You receive $94 for thetax withheld) will contain an amount if you on Form 1099–INT — $2,278. (If you had
bond. The company told you that the bondwere subject to backup withholding. You may other taxable interest income, you would enter
was purchased in May 1985 for $50 and thatbe subject to backup withholding if, for exam- it next and then enter a subtotal, as described
the value of the bond at the time of distributionple, you did not furnish your social security earlier, before going to the next step.) Several
in 1993 was $87. (This is the amount you in-number to a payer. Report the amount from lines above line 2, write ‘‘U.S. Savings Bond
cluded on your 1993 return.) The bank givesBox 4, on Form 1040A, line 28a, or on Form Interest Previously Reported’’ and enter you a Form 1099–INT that shows $44 interest1040, line 54 (federal income tax withheld), $2,190 ($2,278 − $88 interest for 1994). Sub- (the total interest from the date the bond wasand check the box on that line. tract $2,190 from $2,278 and write $88 on line purchased to the date of redemption). Since aIf there are entries in Boxes 5 and 6 of

2, Part I of Schedule 1. Enter $88 on line 4 of part of the interest was included in your in-Form 1099–INT, you must file Form 1040. Re-
Schedule 1 and on line 8a of Form 1040A. come in 1993, you need include only the inter-port the amount shown in Box 5 (foreign tax

est that has accrued since the bond was dis-paid) on Form 1116, Foreign Tax Credit, un-
Example 2.  In the facts of Example 2 tributed to you.less you deduct this amount on Schedule A of

under Decedents in the discussion U.S. Sav- On line 1 of Schedule B (Form 1040), in-Form 1040 as ‘‘Other taxes.’’ For more infor-
ings Bonds, earlier, your uncle died and left clude all the interest shown on your Formmation on the credit and deduction, see Publi-
you a $1,000 Series EE Bond. You redeem 1099–INT as well as any other taxable interestcation 514, Foreign Tax Credit for Individuals.

income you received. Several lines above linethe bond when it reaches maturity value.
2, put a subtotal of all interest listed on line 1.Your uncle paid $500 for the bond, so $500Interest from U.S. Savings Bonds.  If you re-
Below this subtotal write ‘‘U.S. Savings Bondof the amount you receive upon redemption isceived a Form 1099–INT for U.S. Savings
Interest Previously Reported’’ and enter theinterest income. Your uncle’s executor in-Bond interest, the form may show interest you
amount as figured on the worksheet below.cluded in your uncle’s final return $200 of theare not  required to report .  See Form

interest which had accrued at the time of your1099–INT for U.S. Savings Bonds interest,
A. Write the amount of cash received upon

uncle’s death. Therefore, you are required toearlier, under U.S. Savings Bonds.
redemption of the bond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $94

If you have qualified educational expenses include only $300 in your income.
B. Write the value of the bond at the time(as discussed earlier under Education Sav- The bank where you redeem the bond

of distribution by the plan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87ings Bond Program), see Form 8815 later for gives you a Form 1099–INT showing interest
C. Subtract the amount on line B from theinformation on your interest exclusion. income of $500. You also receive a Form

amount on line A. This is the amount ofYou should show on line 1, Part I of Sched- 1099–INT showing taxable interest income of
interest accrued on the bond since itule B (Form 1040), or on line 1, Part I of $300 from your savings account.
was distributed by the plan. . . . . . . . . . . . . $7Schedule 1 (Form 1040A), all the interest You file Form 1040 and you complete

shown on your Form 1099–INT. D. Write the amount of interest shown onSchedule B. On line 1 of Schedule B, you in-
If Form 1099–INT includes interest you your Form 1099–INT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $44clude the $800 interest shown on your Forms

previously reported, make the following ad- 1099. Several lines above line 2, you put a E. Subtract the amount on line C from thejustment. On Schedule B, several lines above subtotal of all interest listed on line 1. Below amount on line D. This is the amountline 2, enter a subtotal of all interest listed on this subtotal, write ‘‘U.S. Savings Bond Inter- you include in the subtotal ‘‘U.S.line 1. If you use Form 1040A, enter this sub-
est Previously Reported’’ and enter the $200 Savings Bond Interest Previouslytotal several lines above line 2, Part I of
interest included in your uncle’s final return. Reported.’’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $37Schedule 1. Below the subtotal write ‘‘U.S.
Subtract the $200 from the subtotal and writeSavings Bond Interest Previously Reported’’
$600 on line 2. You then complete the rest of Subtract $37 from the subtotal and enter theand enter amounts previously reported or in-
the form. result on line 2 of Schedule B. You thenterest accrued prior to receiving the bond. (To

Worksheet for a taxable distribution of complete the rest of the form.figure the amount to enter for interest reported
U.S. Savings Bonds from a retirement oror being reported as a taxable distribution
profit-sharing plan.  Use the worksheet be-from a retirement or profit-sharing plan, see Form 8815.  Use Form 8815, Exclusion of In-
low to determine the interest reported or beingWorksheet for a taxable distribution of U.S. terest From Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds Is-
reported as a taxable distribution from a retire-Savings Bonds from a retirement or profit- sued After 1989, to figure your interest exclu-
ment or profit-sharing plan.sharing plan, later.) Subtract these amounts sion when you redeem bonds and pay
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qualified higher educational expenses during Nominee distributions (Form 1040A).  If the 3) You received interest from a seller-fi-
the same year. total interest income you list on line 1, Part I of nanced mortgage and the buyer used the

For more information on the exclusion and Schedule 1 (Form 1040A), includes any property as a personal residence.
qualified higher educational expenses, see the amount that you received as a nominee for the

4) You received a Form 1099–INT for tax-earlier discussion under Education Savings real owner, show that amount separately be-
exempt interest.Bond Program. low a subtotal of all interest income listed.

You must show your total interest from Se- Identify the amount as ‘‘Nominee Distribu- 5) You received, as a nominee, interest that
ries EE Savings Bonds issued after 1989 that tions’’ and subtract it from the interest income actually belongs to someone else. (See
you cashed during 1994 on line 6 of Form subtotal. Report the result on line 2, Part I of Nominee distributions and accrued inter-
8815 and on line 1 of either Schedule 1 (Form Schedule 1 (Form 1040A), and also on Form est, later, for how to report this interest.)
1040A) or Schedule B (Form 1040). After com- 1040A, line 8a.

6) You received a Form 1099–INT for inter-pleting Form 8815, enter the result from line 14 For more information, see Nominee distri-
est on a bond that you bought between in-(Form 8815) on line 3 of Schedule 1 (Form butions and accrued interest, later under Form
terest payment dates. (See Nominee dis-1040A) or line 3 of Schedule B (Form 1040). 1040.
tributions and accrued interest, later, for
how to report this interest.)Tax-exempt interest income (Form 1040A). Form 1040A 

If you received any tax-exempt interest, suchYou must complete Part I of Schedule 1 (Form 7) You are reporting OID in an amount more
as from state or local government obligations,1040A), if you file Form 1040A and: or less than the amount shown on Form
do not include this income on line 8a. Instead, 1099–OID. (See Original issue discount1) Your taxable interest income totals more enter your tax-exempt interest on line 8b. Also (OID), later, for how to report your OID.)than $400, include on line 8b any exempt-interest divi-

8) You choose to reduce your interest in-2) You are claiming the interest exclusion dends received from a mutual fund or other
come from a bond by the amount of amor-under the Education Savings Bond regulated investment company. Remember
tizable bond premium. (For more informa-Program, that OID is a form of interest. You report OID
tion about this choice, see Bond Premiumas it accrues, whether or not you receive any3) You received a Form 1099–INT for tax-
Amortization in Chapter 3.)payments from the bond issuer.exempt interest,

Interest earned on an individual retirement
4) You received interest from a seller-fi- arrangement (IRA) is tax deferred rather than On Schedule B, list each payer’s name andnanced mortgage and the buyer used the tax exempt. Do not include such amount in tax- the amount received from each. First, reportproperty as a personal residence, or exempt interest. on line 1, Part I of Schedule B, any interest in-
5) You received, as a nominee, interest that You  shou ld  no t  have  rece ived  a come from seller-financed mortgages. (For

actually belongs to someone else. (See Form1099–INT for tax-exempt interest. But if more information about reporting this income,
Nominee distributions (Form 1040A), you did, you must fill in Schedule 1 (Form see Reporting interest on seller-financed mort-
later, for how to report this interest.) 1040A). See the Form 1040A Instructions for gage, next.)

how to report this on Schedule 1. Be sure to Then, report on line 1, Part I of Schedule B,
List each payer’s name and the amount of in- show the tax-exempt interest on line 8b. all other taxable interest. Include the total
terest income received from each payer. If you If you redeemed Series EE U.S. Savings amount of interest income that is shown in Box
received a Form 1099–INT or Form 1099–OID Bonds and you have qualified educational ex- 1 and Box 3 of any Form 1099–INT or in Box 1
from a brokerage firm, list the brokerage firm penses, complete and attach Form 8815. and Box 2 of any Form 1099–OID that you re-as the payer. Enter the result from line 14 of Form 8815 on ceive for the tax year, and other interest in-However, you must use Form 1040 instead line 3 of Schedule 1. Subtract the amount on come received for which you did not receive aof Form 1040A if: line 3 from the amount on line 2. Enter the re- Form 1099. List each payer’s name and the

sult on line 4 of Schedule 1 and on line 8a ofYou are reporting OID in an amount more amount of interest received from each. If you
Form 1040A. For more information on this in-or less than the amount shown on Form receive a Form 1099–INT or Form 1099–OID
terest exclusion, see Education Savings Bond1099–OID, from a brokerage firm, list the brokerage firmProgram and Form 8815, earlier.

You received or paid accrued interest on as the payer. If you received more than $400 in
securities transferred between interest taxable interest, you must also complete Part

Frozen deposits (Form 1040A).  Even if youpayment dates, III of Schedule B.
receive a Form 1099–INT for interest on de-

If you redeemed Series EE U.S. SavingsYou acquired taxable bonds after 1987 posits that you could not withdraw at the end of
Bonds and you have qualified educational ex-and choose to reduce interest income 1994, you must exclude these amounts from
penses, complete and attach Form 8815.from the bonds by any amortizable your gross income. (See Interest income on
Enter the result from line 14 of Form 8815 onbond premium (discussed in Chapter 3 frozen deposits earlier under Interest Income.)
line 3 of Schedule B. For more information onunder Bond Premium Amortization), or Do not include this income on line 8a. If you
this interest exclusion, see Education Savingsare completing Part I of Schedule 1, include inYou forfeited interest income because of
Bond Program and Form 8815, earlier.line 1 the interest shown on Form 1099–INT.the early withdrawal of a time deposit.

Several lines above line 2, put a subtotal of all
Reporting interest on seller-financed mort-interest income. Below this subtotal, writeReporting interest on seller-financed mort-
gage.  If an individual buys his or her home‘‘Frozen Deposits’’ and show the amount of in-gage.  If an individual buys his or her home
from you in a sale that you finance, you mustterest that you are excluding. Subtract thisfrom you in a sale that you finance, you must
report the buyer’s name, address, and socialamount from the subtotal and write the resultreport the buyer’s name, address, and social
security number on line 1 of Schedule B (Formon line 2 of Part I (Schedule 1).security number on line 1 of Schedule 1 (Form
1040). If you do not, you may have to pay a1040A). If you do not, you may have to pay a
$50 penalty. The buyer may have to pay a $50$50 penalty. The buyer may have to pay a $50 Form 1040 
penalty if he or she does not give you thispenalty if he or she does not give you this You must complete Part 1 of Schedule B
information.information. (Form 1040) if you file Form 1040 and:

The buyer must report your name, ad-The buyer must report your name, ad-
1) Your taxable interest income is more than dress, and social security number (or em-dress, and social security number (or em-

$400. ployer identification number) on Schedule Aployer identification number) on Schedule A
(Form 1040). You must give this information to(Form 1040). You must give this information to 2) You are claiming the interest exclusion
the buyer. If you do not, you may have to pay athe buyer. If you do not, you may have to pay a under the Education Savings Bond
$50 penalty.$50 penalty. Program.
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Tax-exempt interest income (Form 1040).  If spouse. For more information about the re- Penalty on early withdrawal of savings.  If
you received any tax-exempt interest income you withdraw funds from a time-savings ac-porting requirements and the penalties for fail-
(such as interest on certain state and munici- count before maturity, you may be charged aure to file (or furnish) certain information re-
pal bonds), you must report the total amount of penalty. You must report the gross amount ofturns, see 1994 Instructions for Forms 1099,
that interest on line 8b of Form 1040. Also re- interest paid or credited to your account during1098, 5498, and W2–G.
port on line 8b any exempt-interest dividends the year, without subtracting the penalty. YouExample.  You receive a Form 1099–INTthat you received from a mutual fund or other deduct the penalty on line 28, Form 1040. De-for 1994 that shows a total of $1,500 of interestregulated investment company. Do not include duct the entire penalty even if it exceeds yourincome earned on a savings account that youthis interest in your taxable interest income on interest income. The Form 1099–INT or similar

hold jointly with your sister. You each haveline 8a. Remember that OID is a form of inter- statement given to you by the financial institu-
agreed to share the yearly interest income inest. You report OID as it accrues, whether or tion will show the gross amount of interest and
proportion to the amount that each of you hasnot you receive any payments from the bond the penalty.
invested, even though your identification (so-issuer.
cial security) number was submitted to theYou should not have received a Form
bank for its recordkeeping purposes. Your sis-1099–INT for tax-exempt interest. But if you
ter has deposited 30% of the amount investeddid, you must fill in Schedule B (Form 1040). Dividends and Other
in this account. As a result, you received as aSee the Form 1040 Instructions for how to re-
nominee the amount of interest income be- Corporate Distributions port this on Schedule B. Be sure to also show
longing to your sister. For 1994, this amount isthis tax-exempt interest on Form 1040, line 8b. Dividends are distributions of money, stock, or$450, or 30% of the total interest of $1,500.Interest earned on an individual retirement other property paid to you by a corporation.You must provide your sister with a Formarrangement (IRA) is tax deferred rather than You also may receive dividends through a1099–INT no later than January 31, 1995,tax exempt. Do not include such amount in tax- partnership, an estate, a trust, or an associa-showing $450 of interest income that sheexempt interest. tion that is taxed as a corporation. However,earned for 1994. You must also send a copy of

some amounts you receive that are called divi-the nominee Form 1099–INT, along with FormFrozen deposits (Form 1040).  Even if you dends are actually interest income. (See Divi-1096, to the Internal Revenue Service Centerreceive a Form 1099–INT for interest on de- dends that are actually interest under Taxableno later than February 28, 1995. Show yourposits that you could not withdraw at the end of Interest — General, earlier.)own name, address, and identification number1994, you must exclude these amounts from You may receive any of the following kindsas that of the ‘‘Payer’’on the Form 1099–INT.your gross income. (See Interest income on of distributions:Provide the same information for your sister infrozen deposits earlier under Interest Income.)
the blocks provided for identification of the Ordinary dividendsDo not include this income on line 8a. If you
‘‘Recipient.’’are completing Part I of Schedule B (Form Capital gain distributions

When you prepare your own 1994 federal1040), include the full amount of interest
Nontaxable distributionsincome tax return, report the total amount of in-shown on your Form 1099–INT on line 1. Sev-

eral lines above line 2, put a subtotal of all in- terest income, $1,500, on line 1, Part I of
terest income. Below this subtotal, write ‘‘Fro- Schedule B (Form 1040), and identify the Most distributions that you receive are paid in
zen Deposits’’ and show the amount of interest name of the bank which paid this interest. cash (check). However, you may receive more
that you are excluding. Subtract this amount Show the amount belonging to your sister, stock, stock rights, other property, or services.
from the subtotal and write the result on line 2, $450, as a subtraction from a subtotal of all in-
Part I of Schedule B. terest on Schedule B and identify this subtrac- Form 1099–DIV.  Most corporations use Form

tion as a ‘‘Nominee Distribution.’’ (Your sister 1099–DIV, Dividends and Distributions, to
Nominee distributions and accrued inter- will report the $450 of interest income on her show you the distributions you received from
est.  If the total interest income you list on line own tax return, if she is required to file a return, them during the year. Keep this form with your
1, Part I of Schedule B (Form 1040) includes and identify you as the payer of that amount.) records. You do not have to attach it to your tax
any amount that you received as a nominee for return. Even if you do not receive Form
the real owner, or that reflects accrued interest Original issue discount (OID).  If you are re- 1099–DIV, you must report all of your taxable
paid on a bond that you bought between inter- porting OID in an amount greater or less than dividend income.
est payment dates, show that amount sepa- the amount shown on Form 1099–OID, or Nominees.  If someone receives distribu-
rately below a subtotal of all interest income other written statement (such as for a REMIC tions as a nominee for you, that person will
listed. Identify the amount as ‘‘Nominee Distri- regular interest), include the full amount of OID give you a Form 1099–DIV, which will show
bution’’ or ‘‘Accrued Interest’’as appropriate, shown on your Form 1099–OID or other state- distributions they received on your behalf.
and subtract it from the interest income sub- ment on line 1, Part I of Schedule B (Form If you receive a Form 1099–DIV that in-
total. Report the result on line 2, Part I of 1040). If the OID to be reported is less than the cludes amounts belonging to another person,
Schedule B, and also on Form 1040, line 8a. amount shown on Form 1099–OID, follow the see Nominees, later in this chapter under How

Interest on a joint account.  If you receive to Repor t  Div idend Income,  for  moreabove reporting rules for nominee distributions
a Form 1099–INT which shows your taxpayer information.or accrued interest, as applicable, so that you
identification number, and names two or more

will report only the OID you are required to re-
recipients or includes amounts belonging to

port. Below the subtotal write ‘‘OID Adjust- Form 1099–MISC.  Certain substitute pay-another person, you must f i le a Form
ment’’ and show the OID you are not required ments in lieu of dividends or tax-exempt inter-1099–INT with the IRS to show the proper dis-
to report. If the OID to be reported is greater est that are received by a broker on your be-tributions of the amounts shown. Complete a
than the amount shown on Form 1099–OID, half  must be reported to you on FormForm 1099–INT and Form 1096, Annual Sum-
show the additional OID separately below a 1099–MISC, Miscellaneous Income, or a simi-mary and Transmittal of U.S. Information Re-
subtotal of all interest income listed. Identify lar statement. See also Reporting substituteturns, and file both forms with your Internal
the amount as ‘‘OID Adjustment’’ and add it to payments under Short Sales, in Chapter 4.Revenue Service Center. Give the other per-
the interest income subtotal.son(s) Copy B of the Form 1099–INT which

Incorrect amount shown on a Form 1099.  Ifyou filed as a nominee. On Form 1099–INT
you receive a Form 1099 that shows an incor-Market discount.  Report as interest any gainand Form 1096, you should be listed as the
rect amount (or other incorrect information),on the sale (or other disposition) of certain‘‘Payer.’’ Prepare one Form 1099–INT for
you should ask the issuer for a corrected form.market discount bonds, to the extent of the ac-each other owner and show that person as the
The new Form 1099 you receive will becrued market discount. See Market Discount‘‘Recipient.’’ You are not required, however, to
marked ‘‘CORRECTED.’’Bonds, earlier.file Form 1099–INT to show payments for your
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Dividends received in January.  If a regu- choose to do this, you must report as income Gains, showing the amount of the undistrib-
lated investment company (mutual fund) or the difference between the cash you invest uted long-term capital gain and the tax that
real estate investment trust (REIT) declares a and the fair market value of the stock you buy. was paid.
dividend (including any exempt-interest divi- When figuring this amount, use the fair market You take the credit by entering the tax paid
dend) in October, November, or December value of the stock on the dividend payment and checking Box a on line 59, Form 1040.
and that dividend is payable to you on a speci- date. You must attach Copy B of Form 2439 to your
fied date in such month, you are considered to return.
have received the dividend on December 31 Public utility stock reinvestment plans.  If You must report any undistributed gains
even though the company or trust actually you own stock in a qualified domestic public shown on Form 2439 as capital gain distribu-
pays the dividend during January of the follow- utility and chose to receive your dividends in tions in addition to any other capital gain distri-
ing calendar year. Therefore, you report the common stock, rather than in cash, you must butions reported on Form 1099–DIV.
amount in the year of declaration. include in your income the total value of such Basis adjustment.  Increase your basis in

stock dividends. the stock by 65% of the undistributed capital
Stock options received as compensation. Pre–1986 stock dividend exclusion.  If gain (the difference between the amount of un-
You usually have taxable income when you re- after 1981 and before 1986, you chose to re- distributed long-term capital gain that you re-
ceive or exercise a nonstatutory option to buy ceive your dividends from the public utility port and the amount of the tax paid for you by
stock (or other property) as payment for your stock in the form of more stock, you could the fund). Keep Copy C of Form 2439 as part
services. However, if your option is a statutory choose to exclude the value of the dividend of your records to show increases in the basis
stock option (an incentive stock option or an from your income. You had to make this choice of your stock.
option granted under an employee stock on your return for the year in which you would
purchase plan) special rules generally delay have included the dividends in income. Loss on sale of stock.  If you received, orthe tax until you sell or exchange your shares If you excluded the value of the stock divi- were considered to have received, capital gainof stock. For details, get Publication 525. dend from income, your basis in that stock is distributions on mutual fund stock that you

zero. held for 6 months or less and sold at a loss,
Ordinary Dividends you report as a long-term capital loss the part

of the loss that is equal to, or less than, theOrdinary (taxable) dividends are the most Capital Gain Distributions 
capital gain distribution. This rule does not ap-common type of distribution from a corpora- Capital gain distributions or dividends are paid

tion. They are paid out of the earnings and ply to losses incurred under a periodic liquida-to you or credited to your account by regulated
profits of a corporation and are ordinary in- tion plan.investment companies, mutual funds, and real
come to you. This means they are not capital estate investment trusts. Such distributions Example.  On April 22, you bought a share
gains. You can assume that any dividend you that are not derived in the ordinary course of a of stock in a mutual fund for $20. On June 30,
receive on common or preferred stock is an or- trade or business are treated as portfolio in- the mutual fund declared a capital gain divi-
dinary dividend, unless the paying corporation come (defined in Chapter 3) and are not con- dend of $2 a share, which is taxed as a long-
tells you otherwise. sidered as income from a passive activity. term capital gain. On July 7, you sold the share

of stock for $17.50. You report $2 of the loss as
Money market funds.  Report amounts you a long-term capital loss. The other 50 cents ofRegulated Investment Companies
receive from money market funds as dividend the loss is a short-term capital loss.and Mutual Funds income. These amounts generally are not in-

You will receive a Form 1099–DIV or similarterest income and should not be reported as
Real Estate Investment Trustsstatement from the regulated investment com-interest.

pany or mutual fund showing the capital gain (REITs) 
distributions paid or credited to you during theDividends on capital stock.  Dividends on You will receive a Form 1099–DIV or similar
year. See Publication 564, Mutual Fund Distri-the capital stock of organizations, such as sav- statement from the REIT showing the capital
butions, for more information on the treatmentings and loan associations, are ordinary divi- gain distributions you must include in your in-
of these distributions.dends. They are not interest. You should re- come. You report the capital gain distribution

You report as long-term capital gains theport them with your dividend income. as long-term capital gain regardless of how
capital gain distributions paid to you during the long you owned stock in the REIT.
year regardless of how long you owned theDividends used to buy more stock.  The cor-
stock in the regulated investment company orporation in which you own stock may have a Loss on stock.  If you received a capital gainmutual fund.dividend reinvestment plan. This plan lets distribution on REIT stock that you held for 6

For information on reporting investment ex-you choose to use your dividends to buy months or less and sold at a loss, you report as
penses that are allocated to you by the regu-(through an agent) more shares of stock in the a long-term capital loss the part of the loss that
lated investment company or mutual fund, seecorporation instead of receiving the dividends is equal to, or less than, the capital gain distri-How to Report Investment Expenses, in Chap-in cash. If you are a member of this type of plan bution. This rule does not apply to dispositionster 3.and you use your dividends to buy more stock of stock under a periodic liquidation plan.

at a price equal to its fair market value, you
Undistributed capital gains.  In addition tomust report the dividends as income.
the amounts you receive, you must report as Nontaxable Distributions If you are a member of a dividend reinvest-
long-term capital gains any amounts that thement plan that lets you buy more stock at a You may receive a return of capital or a tax-
investment company or mutual fund creditedprice less than its fair market value, you must free distribution of more shares of stock or
to you as capital gain distributions, evenreport as income the fair market value of the stock rights. These distributions are not
though you did not actually receive them. (Thisadditional stock on the dividend payment date. treated the same as ordinary dividends or cap-
income is not reported to you on FormYou also must report as income any ser- ital gain distributions.
1099–DIV.)vice charge subtracted from your cash divi-

dends before the dividends are used to buy the Return of Capital Form 2439.  You can take a credit on your re-additional stock. But you may be able to de-
A return of capital is a distribution that is notturn for any tax that the investment companyduct the service charge. See Expenses of Pro-
paid out of the earnings and profits of a corpo-or mutual fund has paid for you on the undis-ducing Income, in Chapter 3.
ration. It is a return of your investment in thetributed capital gains. The company or fundIn some dividend reinvestment plans, you
stock of the company. You should receive awill send you Form 2439, Notice to Share-can invest more cash to buy shares of stock at
Form 1099–DIV or other statement from theholder of Undistributed Long-Term Capitala price less than fair market value. If you
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corporation showing you what part of the distri- loss depends on how long you held the stock. and report it as a capital gain or loss on Sched-
See Holding Period in Chapter 4. ule D (Form 1040). Your gain or loss is the dif-bution is a return of capital. If you do not re-

ference between the cash you receive and theceive such a statement, you report the distribu-
basis of the fractional shares sold.tion as an ordinary dividend. Distributions of Stock

Example.  You own one share of commonand Stock Rights 
Basis adjustment.  A return of capital reduces stock that you bought on January 3, 1990, for

Distributions by a corporation of its own stockthe basis of your stock. It is not taxed until your $100. The corporation declared a common
are commonly known as stock dividends.basis in the stock is fully recovered. If you buy stock dividend of 5% on June 30, 1994. The
Stock rights (also known as ‘‘stock options’’)stock in a corporation in different lots at differ- fair market value of the stock at the time the
are distributions by a corporation of rights toent times, reduce the basis of your earliest stock dividend was declared was $200. You
subscribe to the corporation’s stock. Gener-purchases first. were paid $10 for the fractional-share stock
ally, stock dividends and stock rights are notWhen the basis of your stock has been re- dividend under a plan described in the above
taxable to you, and you do not report them onduced to zero, report any return of capital that paragraph. You figure your gain or loss as
your return.you receive as a capital gain. Whether you re- follows:

port it as a long-term or short-term capital gain
Fair market value of old stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200.00Taxable stock dividends and stock rights.depends on how long you have held the stock.
Fair market value of stock dividend (cash Distributions of stock dividends and stockSee Holding Period, in Chapter 4.

received) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00rights are taxable to you if:Example.  You bought stock in 1986 for
Fair market value of old stock and stock$100. In 1988, you received a return of capital 1) You or any other shareholder has the

dividend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $210.00of $80. You did not include this amount in your choice to receive cash or other property
income, but you reduced the basis of your instead of stock or stock rights, Basis (cost) of old stock after the stock
stock. Your stock now has an adjusted basis of dividend 2) The distribution gives cash or other prop-$20. You receive a return of capital of $30 in (($200 ÷ $210) × $100) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 95.24erty to some shareholders and an in-1994. The first $20 of this amount reduces Basis (cost) of stock dividend crease in the percentage interest in theyour basis to zero. You report the other $10 as (($10 ÷ $210) × $100) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.76corporation’s assets or earnings and prof-a long-term capital gain for 1994. You must re- Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00its to other shareholders,
port as a long-term capital gain any return of
capital you receive on this stock in later years. 3) The distribution is in convertible preferred Cash received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10.00

stock and has the same result as in (2), Basis (cost) of stock dividend . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.76
Liquidating distributions.  Liquidating distri- 4) The distribution gives preferred stock to Gain $ 5.24
butions, sometimes called liquidating divi- some common stock shareholders and
dends, are distributions you receive during a gives common stock to other common Because you had held the share of stockpartial or complete liquidation of a corporation. stock shareholders, or more than one year at the time the stock divi-These distributions are, at least in part, one

dend was declared, your gain on the stock divi-5) The distribution is on preferred stock.form of a return of capital. They may be paid in
dend is a long-term capital gain.(This requirement, however, does not ap-one or more installments. You will receive

ply if the distribution is made on converti-Form 1099–DIV from the corporation showing
ble preferred stock solely to take into ac-you the amount of the liquidating distribution. Other Distributions 
count a stock dividend, stock split, or aAny liquidating distribution you receive is You may receive any of the following distribu-
similar event that would otherwise resultnot taxable to you until you have recovered the tions during the year.
in reducing the conversion right.)basis of your stock. After the basis of your

stock has been reduced to zero, you must re- Exempt-interest dividends.  Exempt-interest
port the liquidating distribution as a capital gain In addition, any transaction having the ef- dividends you receive from a regulated invest-

fect of increasing your proportionate interest in(except in certain instances with regard to col- ment company (mutual fund) are not included
the corporation’s assets or earnings and prof-lapsible corporations). Whether you report the in your taxable income. (However, see Infor-
its may be taxable to you, even though nogain as a long-term or short-term capital gain mation-reporting requirement, next.) You will
stock or stock rights are actually distributed.depends on how long you have held the stock. receive a notice from the mutual fund telling

See Holding Period in Chapter 4. The term ‘‘stock’’ includes rights to acquire you the amount of the exempt-interest divi-
such stock, and the term ‘‘shareholder’’ in-Stock acquired at different times.  If you dends you received. Exempt-interest divi-
cludes a holder of rights or convertibleacquired stock in the same corporation in more dends are not shown on Form 1099–DIV or
securities.than one transaction, you own more than one Form 1099–INT.

Basis.  If you receive taxable stock divi-block of stock in the corporation. If you receive Information-reporting requirement.  Al-
dends or stock rights, include their fair marketdistributions from the corporation in complete though these dividends are not taxable, you
value at the time of the distribution in your in-liquidation, you must divide the distribution must show them on your tax return if you are
come. This amount is your basis in the stock oramong the blocks of stock you own in the fol- required to file a return. This is an information-
stock rights received. If you receive stock divi-lowing proportion: the number of shares in that reporting requirement and does not convert
dends or stock rights that are not taxable toblock over the total number of shares you own. tax-exempt interest to taxable interest. See
you, see Stocks and Bonds in Chapter 4 for in-Divide distributions in partial liquidation among How to Report Interest Income, earlier. Also,
formation on how to figure their basis.that part of the stock that is redeemed in the exempt-interest dividends may be treated as

partial liquidation. After the basis of a block of tax-exempt interest on specified private activ-
stock is reduced to zero, you must report the ity bonds, which is a ‘‘tax preference item’’ thatFractional shares.  You may not own enough
part of any later distribution for that block as a may be subject to the alternative minimum tax.stock in a corporation to receive a full share of
capital gain. See Form 6251 and its instructions for morestock if the corporation declares a stock divi-

Distributions less than basis.  If the total information.dend. However, with the approval of the share-
liquidating distributions you receive are less Loss on sale of stock.  If you received ex-holders, the corporation may set up a plan in
than the basis of your stock, you may have a empt-interest dividends on mutual fund stockwhich no fractional shares are issued, but are
capital loss. You can report a capital loss only that you held for 6 months or less and sold at asold, and the cash proceeds are given to the
after you have received the final distribution in loss, you cannot claim the part of the loss thatshareholders. Any cash you receive for frac-
liquidation that results in the redemption or is equal to or less than the exempt-interest div-tional shares under such a plan is treated as
cancellation of the stock. Whether you report idends. You must report the balance of thean amount realized on the sale of the fractional
the loss as a long-term or short-term capital loss as a short-term capital loss. This rule doesshares. You must determine your gain or loss
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not apply to losses incurred under a periodic However, you must use Form 1040 if you re- This amount is also included in Box 1a of Form
liquidation plan. ceive capital gain distributions or return of cap- 1099–DIV. You must include this amount as

ital distributions. You cannot use Form income on your tax return. You can deduct
1040EZ if you receive any dividend income. these expenses as a miscellaneous itemizedDividends on insurance policies.  Dividends

deduction subject to the 2% of adjusted grossyou receive on insurance policies are a partial
income limit only if you itemize deductions onForm 1099–DIV.  If you owned stock on whichreturn of the premiums you paid. Do not in-
Schedule A (Form 1040).you received $10 or more in gross dividendsclude them in your gross income until they are

Box 2 of Form 1099–DIV shows theand other distributions, you should receive amore than the total of all net premiums you
amount of ‘‘Federal income tax withheld’’ if youForm 1099–DIV.paid for the contract. However, you must re-
were subject to backup withholding. You mayport as taxable income the interest that is paid 1099 DIV
be subject to backup withholding if, for exam-or credited on dividends left with the insurance Box 1a of Form 1099–DIV shows the
ple, you failed to furnish your social securitycompany. amount of gross dividends and other distribu-
number to a payer. Report this amount andtions you received on stock. Box 1a is the total
check the box on Form 1040A, line 28a, or onof Boxes 1b, 1c, 1d, and 1e.Dividends on veterans’ insurance.  Divi-
Form 1040, line 54.Box 1b of Form 1099–DIV shows your ordi-dends you receive on veterans’ insurance poli-

Box 3 of Form 1099–DIV shows thenary dividends. This amount is included in Boxcies are not taxable. In addition, do not report
amount of foreign taxes withheld (paid) on divi-1a. If you do not need to file Schedule B (Formas taxable income interest on dividends left
dends and other distributions, and Box 4 iden-1040) or Schedule 1 (Form 1040A), add to-with the Department of Veterans Affairs.
tifies the foreign country or U.S. possession. Ifgether the amounts shown in Boxes 1b and 1e
there are entries in these boxes, fill out Formand enter the total on line 9 (Form 1040 orPatronage dividends.  Generally, patronage
1040 and Form 1116, Foreign Tax Credit.Form 1040A). See also the paragraph aboutdividends you receive in money from a cooper-
However, do not complete Form 1116 if youBox 1e.ative organization are included in your income.
deduct this amount as ‘‘Other taxes’’ onBox 1c of Form 1099–DIV shows your capi-Do not include in your income patronage
Schedule A. For more information on the credittal gain distributions. If you enter the Box 1adividends you receive on:
and deduction, see Publication 514, Foreignamount on line 5 of Schedule B, subtract the

1) Property bought for your personal use, or Tax Credit for Individuals.Box 1c amount out on line 7 of Schedule B.
Box 5 of Form 1099–DIV shows distribu-You must also report these capital gains on2) Capital assets or depreciable property

tions of cash from corporations in partial orSchedule D (Form 1040), Part II, line 14. How-bought for use in your business. But you
complete liquidation. Box 6 shows the fair mar-ever, if you do not need to complete Schedulemust reduce the basis (cost) of the items

D for any other capital transactions, report ket value of noncash distributions. If there arebought. If the dividend is more than the
them directly on line 13 of Form 1040 and write entries in these boxes, see Liquidating distri-adjusted basis of the assets, you must re-
‘‘CGD’’ on the dotted line next to that line. (But, bu t ions ,  ea r l i e r  under  Non taxab leport the excess as income.
see the Note on the next page.) Distributions.

Box 1d of Form 1099–DIV shows your non-These rules are the same whether the co-
taxable distributions. If you enter the Box 1a Dividends received on restricted stock. operative paying the dividend is a taxable or
amount on line 5 of Schedule B, subtract the Restricted stock is stock that you get from yourtax-exempt cooperative.
Box 1d amount out on line 8 of Schedule B. employer for services you perform and that is
Amounts shown in box 1d are usually a return nontransferable and subject to a substantial

Alaska Permanent Fund Dividends.  Do not of capital that reduces your basis in the stock. risk of forfeiture. You do not have to include
report these amounts as dividends. Instead, Once you have received an amount equal to the value of the stock in your income when you
report these amounts on line 21 of Form 1040. your cost or other basis, these distributions are receive it. However, if you get dividends on re-

taxable to you as a capital gain even if the stricted stock, you must include them in your
payer lists them as nontaxable. income as wages, not dividends. See Re-How to Report

If you own stock in a nonpublicly-offered stricted Property Received for Services inDividend Income regulated investment company, your pro rata Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable In-
Generally, you can use either Form 1040 or share of that fund’s allocable investment ex- come, for information on restricted stock
Form 1040A to report your dividend income. penses is shown in Box 1e of Form 1099–DIV. dividends.
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Your employer should include these divi- If you received a Form 1099–DIV from a bro- Form 1040—Total Dividends
dends in the wages shown on your Form W–2. kerage firm, list the brokerage firm as the of More Than $400 
If you also get a Form 1099–DIV for these divi- payer. However, you must use Form 1040 in- You must fill in Part II of Schedule B and attach
dends, list them on line 5, Part II of Schedule B stead of Form 1040A if you had capital gain it to your return, if:
(Form 1040), with the other dividends you re- distributions or return of capital distributions.

1) Your total dividends, including capital gainceived. Enter a subtotal of all your dividend in- Exempt-interest dividends, which are
and nontaxable distributions, are morecome several lines above line 6. Below the treated as interest, should be reported on line
than $400, orsubtotal, write ‘‘Dividends on restricted stock 8b. See How to Report Interest Income,

reported as wages on line 7, Form 1040,’’ and earlier. 2) You received, as a nominee, dividends
enter the amount of the dividends included in that actually belong to someone else.
your wages on line 7, Form 1040. Subtract this Nominees (Form 1040A).  If you received div- (See Nominees (Form 1040), later, for
amount from the subtotal and enter the result idends as a nominee (that is, the dividends are how to report these dividends.)
on line 6, Part II of Schedule B. in your name but actually belong to someone

Election.  You can choose to include in else), include them on line 5 of Schedule 1. If your total dividends are more than $400, you
gross income the value of restricted stock as Several lines above line 6, put a subtotal of all must also complete Part III of Schedule B.
compensation for services. If you make this dividend income listed on line 5. Below this You must report all of your dividend income
choice, the dividends are treated as any other subtotal, write ‘‘Nominee Distributions’’ and (Box 1a of Form 1099–DIV) on line 5, Part II of
dividends. I f  you receive both a Form show the amounts received as a nominee. Schedule B. You must include on this line all
1099–DIV and a Form W–2 showing these div- Subtract the total of your nominee distributions the ordinary dividends, capital gain distribu-
idends, do not include the dividends in your from the subtotal. Enter the result on line 6 of tions, and return of capital distributions you re-
wages reported on line 7, Form 1040. List the Part II. ceive. You should list the name of the payer
dividends on line 5, Part II of Schedule B, and the amount of income for each distributionSee Nominees (Form 1040), later, for more

you receive. If your securities are held by aalong with your other dividends (if the amount information.
brokerage firm (in ‘‘street name’’), list theof dividends received from all sources is more
name of the brokerage firm that is shown onthan $400). Attach a statement to your Form Form 1040—Total Dividends
Form 1099–DIV as the payer. If your stock is1040 explaining why the amount shown on line of $400 or Less held by a nominee who is the owner of record,7 of your Form 1040 is different from the

Report only the total of your ordinary dividends and the nominee credits or pays you dividendsamount shown on your Form W–2.
from Box 1b of Form 1099–DIV and any in- on the stock, you should show the name of the
vestment expenses from Box 1e of Form nominee and the dividends you received or forDividends on stock sold.  If stock is sold, ex- 1099–DIV on line 9, Form 1040, if: which you were credited. You should enter onchanged, or otherwise disposed of after a divi-

line 6 the total of the amounts listed on line 5.1) Your total dividends, including capital gaindend is declared, but before it is paid, the
However, if you hold stock as a nominee, seeand nontaxable distributions, are $400 orowner of record (usually the payee shown on
Nominees (Form 1040), later.less, andthe dividend check) must report the dividend.

Even if the purchase price of the stock goes up 2) You did not receive, as a nominee, divi- Capital gain distributions.  You enter on linebecause of the amount of the anticipated divi- dends that actually belong to someone 7, Part II of Schedule B, any amount shown ondend, the owner of record must report such else. line 5 that is a capital gain distribution. Youdividend.
also enter this amount on line 14, Part II of

Capital gain distributions.  Report capital Schedule D (Form 1040). If you do not need to
Stock sold short.  If you borrow stock to make gain distributions (Box 1c of Form 1099–DIV) use Schedule D to report any other gains or
a short sale (see Short Sales in Chapter 4), on line 14, Part II of Schedule D (Form 1040). If losses, do not use it. Instead, show your capi-
you may have to pay the lender an amount to you do not need Schedule D to report any tal gain distributions on line 13, Form 1040 and
replace the dividends distributed while you other capital gains or losses, enter your capital write ‘‘CGD’’ on the dotted line next to that line.
maintain your short position. Your treatment of gain distributions on line 13, Form 1040 and
the payment depends on the kind of distribu- write ‘‘CGD’’ on the dotted line next to that line. Note:  Use the Capital Gain Tax Work-
tion for which you are reimbursing the lender of sheet in the Form 1040 instructions to figure
the stock. Note:  Use the Capital Gain Tax Work- your tax if your taxable income (Form 1040,

If your payment is made for a liquidating sheet in the Form 1040 instructions to figure line 37) is more than: $91,850 if married filing
distribution or nontaxable stock distribution, or your tax if your taxable income (Form 1040, jointly or qualifying widow(er); $55,100 if sin-
if you buy more shares equal to a stock distri- line 37) is more than: $91,850 if married filing gle; $78,700 if head of household; or $45,925
bution issued on the borrowed stock during jointly or qualifying widow(er); $55,100 if sin- if married filing separately.
your short position, you have a capital ex- gle; $78,700 if head of household; or $45,925
pense. You must add the payment to the cost if married filing separately.

Nontaxable (return of capital) distributions.of the stock sold short.
You enter on line 8, Part II of Schedule B, anyFor more information, see Short Sale Ex-

Nontaxable (return of capital) distributions. amount from line 5 that you received as a re-penses, later, under Short Sales in Chapter 4.
Some distributions are nontaxable because turn of capital distribution. However, after the
they are a return of your cost. You report return basis of your stock has been reduced to zero,Form 1040A of capital distributions (Box 1d of Form you must also show this amount on line 1, Part

Report your total dividends on line 9, Form 1099–DIV) only after your basis in the stock I of Schedule D, if you held the stock one year
1040A. You also must list each payer’s name has been reduced to zero. If the basis of your or less. Show it on line 9, Part II of Schedule D,
and the amount of dividends received from stock is zero, report any return of capital distri- if you held the stock for more than one year.
each payer in Part II of Schedule 1 (Form bution you receive on line 1, Part I of Schedule Write ‘‘Dividend R.O.C. Exceeding Basis’’ in
1040A) and attach it to your Form 1040A, if: D, if you have held the stock one year or less. column (a) of Schedule D and the name of the

Report it on line 9, Part II of Schedule D, if you company. Report your gain in column (g) of1) The amount on line 9 is more than $400,
have held the stock for more than one year. Schedule D. Your gain is the amount of theor
Write ‘‘Dividend R.O.C. Exceeding Basis’’ in distribution in excess of your basis in the stock.
column (a) of Schedule D and the name of the2) You received, as a nominee, dividends
company. Report your gain in column (g) ofthat actually belong to someone else. Completing Schedule B.  Add the amounts
Schedule D. Your gain is the amount of the(See Nominees (Form 1040A), next, for shown on lines 7 and 8 and enter the total on
distribution in excess of your basis in the stock.how to report these dividends.) line 9. Subtract the amount on line 9 from the
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amount on line 6. The difference, if any, is your residual interests are treated as portfolio in- Generally, you report your income from a
taxable ordinary dividends. Enter this amount come (or loss). Such income (or loss) is not regular interest on line 8a, Form 1040. For
on line 10, Part II of Schedule B, and on line 9, taken into account in determining the loss from more information on how to report OID, see
Form 1040. If you had over $400 of dividends, a passive activity. Original issue discount (OID), under How to
you must also complete Part III of Schedule B. For more information about the qualifica- Report Interest Income, earlier.

tions and the tax treatment that apply to a Persons exempt from Form 1099 report-
Nominees (Form 1040).  Include on line 5, REMIC and the interests of investors in a ing.  Corporations and other persons specified
Part II of Schedule B (Form 1040), all divi- REMIC, refer to Sections 860A through 860G in Regulation 1.6049-7(c) will not receive
dends you received. This includes dividends of the Internal Revenue Code, and regulations Forms 1099. These persons and fiscal year
you received, as a nominee, that actually be- issued thereunder. taxpayers may obtain tax information by con-
long to another person (such as your child), tacting the REMIC or the issuer of the CDO, if
even if you later distributed some or all of this Regular interest defined.  A regular interest they hold directly from the REMIC or issuer of
income to others. Enter a subtotal of all your is treated as a debt instrument for all federal the CDO. Publication 938, Real Estate Mort-
dividend income listed on line 5 several lines tax purposes. A REMIC can have several clas- gage Investment Conduits (REMICs) Report-
above line 6. Below the subtotal, write ‘‘Nomi- ses (also known as ‘‘tranches’’) of regular in- ing Information, should be used to request the
nee Distribution’’ and show the amounts re- terests. A regular interest unconditionally enti- information in the manner prescribed in Regu-
ceived as a nominee. Subtract these distribu- tles the holder to receive a specified principal lation 1.6049-7(e)(5). If the specified exempt
tions from the subtotal and enter the result on amount (or other similar amount). Any interest recipient holds the regular interest or CDOline 6. payments must be payable based upon a fixed through a nominee (rather than directly), they

If you receive a Form 1099–DIV on which or variable rate, or they must consist of a spec- can request the information from their nomi-your taxpayer identification number is shown, ified portion of the interest payments on quali- nee in the manner prescribed in Regulationand two or more recipients are named, or fied mortgages. This specified portion cannot 1.6049-7(f)(7)(i).amounts belonging to another person are in- vary during the period in which such interest is
cluded, you must file a Form 1099–DIV with outstanding. The timing (but not the amount) of
the IRS to show the proper distributions of principal payments can be contingent on the Allocated investment expenses of a
these amounts. Complete a Form 1096, An- extent of prepayments on qualified mortgages REMIC.  Regular interest holders in a REMICnual Summary and Transmittal of U.S. Infor- and the amount of income from permitted in- may be allowed to deduct certain miscellane-mation Returns, and file both forms with the In- vestments of a REMIC. ous expenses, but only if the REMIC is a sin-ternal Revenue Service Center. Give the other

gle-class REMIC. A single-class REMIC isperson Copy B of the Form 1099–DIV which
one that generally would be classified as aTax Treatment ofyou filed as a nominee. On Form 1099–DIV
trust for tax purposes if it had not electedREMIC Regular Interests and Form 1096, you should be listed as the
REMIC status.‘‘Payer.’’ On Form 1099–DIV, the other owner A REMIC regular interest is treated as a debt

The single-class REMIC will report yourshould be listed as the ‘‘Recipient.’’ You are instrument for income tax purposes. Accord-
share of allocated investment expenses as in-not required, however, to file a Form 1099–DIV ingly, the OID, market discount, and income-
terest income in Box 2 of Form 1099–OID, orto show payments for your spouse. For more reporting rules that apply to bonds and other
on the additional written statement.information about the reporting requirements debt instruments as described earlier in this

You may be able to take a deduction forand the penalties for failure to file (or furnish) publication under Discount on Debt Instru-
these expenses subject to a 2% limit that alsocertain information returns, see 1994 Instruc- ments apply, with certain modifications dis-

tions for Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W–2G. applies to certain other miscellaneous item-cussed below.
ized deductions. See Chapter 3 for more
information.Liquidating distributions.  You will receive Reporting requirements.  When you figure

Form 1099–DIV from the corporation showing your income on your tax return, you must in-
the amount of the liquidating distribution. Gen- clude in income accrued interest and OID that Redemption of REMIC regular interests aterally, this is treated as the sale or exchange of accrued during the tax year on your regular in- maturity.  Redemption of debt instruments ata capital asset and should be reported on terest. Holders of regular interests must use an their maturity is treated as a sale or exchange.Schedule D (Form 1040). accrual method of accounting to report OID You must report redemptions on your tax re-

and interest income. Because accrual meth- turn (Schedule D of Form 1040 for individuals)
ods are not based on the receipt of cash, you whether or not you realize gain or loss on the
may have to include OID or interest income inREMICs and transaction. Your basis is your adjusted issue
your taxable income even if you have not re-

price, which includes any OID you previously
ceived any cash payments.Other CDOs reported in income.

Forms 1099–INT and 1099–OID.  You
Holders of interests in real estate mortgage in- Any amount that you receive on the retire-should receive a copy of Form 1099–INT, or
vestment conduits (REMICs) and other collat- ment of a debt instrument is treated in theForm 1099–OID and an additional written
eralized debt obligations (CDOs) must follow same way as if you had sold or exchanged thatstatement, before March 15, 1995 (if you are a
special rules for reporting income and any ex- instrument. A debt instrument is retired when itcalendar year taxpayer), that indicates the
penses from these investment products. is reacquired or redeemed by the issuer andamounts you must include in your gross in-

canceled.come. The additional written statement should
Sale or exchange of a REMIC regular in-REMICs also contain enough information to enable you

terest.  Gain on the sale or exchange of ato figure your accrual of market discount orA real estate mortgage investment conduit
REMIC regular interest will be ordinary incomeamortizable bond premium.(REMIC) is an entity that is formed for the pur-
to the extent of the excess, if any, of:Form 1099–INT shows the amount of inter-pose of holding a fixed pool of mortgages se-

est income that accrued to you for the periodcured by interests in real property. A REMIC
• The amount that would have been includedyou held the regular interest.issues to investors regular and residual inter-

in your income if the yield to maturity on theests. For tax purposes, a REMIC is generally Form 1099–OID shows the amount of OID
regular interest had been 110% of the appli-treated as a partnership with the residual inter- and interest, if any, that accrued to you for the
cable Federal rate at the beginning of yourest holders treated as the partners. The regu- period you held the regular interest. You will
holding period, overlar interests are treated as debt instruments. not need to make any adjustments to the

Amounts includible in income (or deducti- amounts reported even if you held the regular
ble as a loss) by holders of REMIC regular and interest for only a portion of the calendar year. • The amount you included in your income.
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your tax year. Generally, you must report amounts you must include in your gross in-Residual Interest Holder 
come. The additional written statement shouldREMIC items shown on Schedule Q (and anyA residual interest is an interest in a REMIC
contain enough information about the CDO toattached schedules), or similar statement,that is not a regular interest. It is designated as
enable you to figure your accrual of market dis-consistent with the way the REMIC treated thea residual interest by the REMIC.
count or amortizable bond premium.items on the return it filed. If you are treating

Generally, you report your income from athese REMIC items differently from theTax treatment of REMIC residual interests.
CDO on line 8a, Form 1040. For more informa-REMIC, you must complete Form 8082, No-If you acquire a residual interest in a REMIC,
tion about reporting these amounts on your re-tice of Inconsistent Treatment or Amendedyou must take into account, on a quarterly ba-
turn, see Original issue discount (OID), underReturn (Administrative Adjustment Requestsis, your daily portion of the taxable income or
How to Report Interest Income, earlier.(AAR)), and attach it to your tax return.net loss of the REMIC for each day during the

Form 1099–INT shows the amount of inter-For more information about reporting yourtax year that you hold the residual interest.
est income paid to you for the period you heldincome (or loss) from a residual interest in aYou must report such amounts as ordinary in-
the CDO.REMIC, follow the Schedule Q (Form 1066)come or loss.

Form 1099–OID shows the amount of OIDand Schedule E (Form 1040) instructions.Excess inclusions.  A portion of the
accrued to you and the interest, if any, paid toExpenses.  Subject to the 2% of adjustedREMIC’s taxable income allocated to you may
you for the period you held the CDO. Yougross income limit, you may be able to claim abe characterized as an excess inclusion.
should not need to make any adjustments tomiscellaneous itemized deduction on your taxYour taxable income for the calendar year can-
the amounts reported even if you held thereturn for certain ordinary and necessary ex-not be less than your allocable share of the
CDO for only a portion of the calendar year.penses that you paid or incurred, directly or in-amount of the excess inclusion for that calen-

Persons exempt from Form 1099 reportingdirectly, in connection with your investment indar year.
should see Persons exempt from Form 1099a REMIC. Indirect expenses may include cer-Limit on recognition of losses.  You can-
reporting earlier under REMICs.tain expense items incurred by the REMIC andnot claim your share of the quarterly net loss

passed through to the investor. The REMICfrom a REMIC that is greater than the adjusted
will report these expenses to you on line 3b of Acquisition Premium basis of your residual interest in the REMIC at
Schedule Q. See Chapter 3 for information onthe end of the calendar quarter (determined If you bought the debt instrument after its star-
how to report these expenses.without regard to your share of the net loss of tup date or issue date, the amount of OID

the REMIC for that quarter). You can treat the shown on Form 1099–OID, or the accompany-
amount disallowed as a loss incurred by the ing additional written statement, may not beCollateralized Debt
REMIC in the next calendar quarter, but only the proper amount for you to include in in-Obligations (CDOs) for the purpose of offsetting your share of come. For example, if you bought the debt in-

A collateralized debt obligation (CDO) is aREMIC taxable income for that quarter. strument at an acquisition premium, that ac-
debt instrument, other than a REMIC regularBasis in the residual interest.  Your basis quisition premium reduces the amount of OID
interest, that is secured by a pool of mortgagesin the residual interest is increased by the includible in your income. To determine the
or other evidence of debt and that has principalamount of taxable income you take into ac- amount to subtract from your OID, use the
payments that are subject to acceleration.count. Your basis is decreased (but not below formula described below.
(Note: While REMICs are collateralized debtzero) by the amount of cash or the fair market
obligations, they have unique rules that do notvalue of any property distributed to you, and by Computation of acquisition premium.  Mul-
apply to CDOs issued before 1987.) CDOs,the amount of any net loss you have taken into tiply the daily portion of OID by a fraction in
also known as ‘‘pay-through bonds,’’ are com-account. If you sell your residual interest, you which:
monly divided into different classes (alsomust adjust your basis to reflect your share of

1) The numerator is the acquisition premiumcalled ‘‘tranches’’).the REMIC’s taxable income or net loss imme-
you paid for the instrument on thediately before such sale. See also Wash CDOs can be secured by a pool of mort-
purchase date, andSales, in Chapter 4, for more information about gages, automobile loans, equipment leases,

selling a residual interest. or credit card receivables. 2) The denominator is the total amount of
Treatment of distributions.  You must in- For more information about the qualifica- OID remaining for such instrument after

clude in your gross income any distribution tions and the tax treatment that apply to an is- your purchase date.
that exceeds your adjusted basis. Treat the suer of a CDO, refer to Section 1272(a)(6) of
distribution as a gain from the sale or ex- the Internal Revenue Code, and any regula-

Acquisition premium is explained further inchange of your residual interest. tions issued thereunder.
Publication 1212, under Debt Instruments Is-Schedule Q.  If you hold a REMIC residual
sued After December 31, 1984.interest, you should receive Schedule Q (Form Tax Treatment of CDOs 

1066), Quarterly Notice to Residual Interest
If you are the holder of a CDO, that obligationHolder of REMIC Taxable Income or Net Loss
is considered to be a debt instrument for in-Allocation, and instructions from the REMIC S Corporations come tax purposes. Accordingly, the OID,each quarter. Schedule Q will indicate:
market discount, and income-reporting rules

To qualify for S corporation status, a corpora-1) Your pro rata share of the REMIC’s quar- that apply to bonds and other debt instru-
tion must meet all the following requirements.terly taxable income (or loss), ments, as described earlier in this chapter

under Discount on Debt Instruments, also ap- 1) It must be a domestic corporation.2) Any ‘‘excess inclusion,’’ which is the
ply to you with certain modifications as dis-smallest amount of taxable income you 2) It must have only one class of stock.cussed in this section.may report for the year,

3) It must have no more than 35 sharehold-
3) Your pro rata share of the REMIC’s ex- Reporting requirements.  When you figure ers. When counting shareholders, a hus-

penses for the quarter, and your income on your tax return, you must in- band and wife and their estates are
clude interest income you actually received4) Other information that is relevant only to treated as one shareholder.
under the cash method of accounting and anycertain institutional investors.

4) Its shareholders must be only individuals,accrued OID on your CDO during the tax year.
estates (including estates of individuals inForms 1099–INT and 1099–OID.  YouDo not attach Schedules Q to your tax re- bankruptcy), and certain trusts.should receive a copy of Form 1099–INT, orturn. Keep them for your records.

Form 1099–OID and an additional writtenUse Part IV of Schedule E (Form 1040) to 5) Its shareholders must be citizens or re-
statement, before March 15, 1995 (if you are areport your total share of the REMIC’s taxable sidents of the United States. Nonresident
calendar year taxpayer), that indicates theincome (or loss) for each quarter included in aliens cannot be shareholders.
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6) It cannot be a member of an affiliated of Schedule K–1 and its instructions will ex- Stock in name of member.  When stock is
recorded in the name of one club member, thisgroup of corporations. Certain other types plain the limits and tell you where on your re-
member must give his or her social securityof corporations also do not qualify. turn to report your share of S corporation items
number to the payer of dividends. (When stockfrom passive activities.7) All shareholders must agree to the corpo-
is held in the names of two or more club mem-Form 8582.  If you have a passive activityration’s decision to be an S corporation.
bers, the social security number of only oneloss from an S corporation, you must complete
member must be given to the payer.) ThisForm  8582, Passive Activity Loss Limitations,In general, an S corporation does not pay a member is considered as the record owner forto figure the amount of the allowable loss totax on its income. Instead, its income and ex- the actual owner of the stock, the investmententer on your return. See Publication 925 forpenses are passed through to the sharehold- club. This member is a ‘‘nominee’’ and mustmore information.ers, who then report these items on their own file Form 1099–DIV, showing the club to be the

income tax returns. owner of the dividend, his or her social security
An S corporation must file a return on Form number, and the EIN of the club.

1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Cor- Investment Clubs 
poration. This shows the results of the corpo- No social security coverage for investmentAn investment club is formed when a group ofration’s operation for its tax year and the items club earnings.  If an investment club partner-friends, neighbors, business associates, orof income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit that ship’s activities are limited to investing in sav-

others pool limited or stated amounts of fundsaffect the shareholders’ individual income tax ings certificates, stock, or securities, and col-
to invest in stock or other securities. The clubreturns. lecting interest or dividends for its members’
may or may not have a written agreement, aAll current year income or loss and other accounts, the members’ share of income is not
charter, or bylaws.tax items are taxed to you at the corporation’s earnings from self-employment. You cannot

Usually the group operates informally withyear end (generally, the end of the calendar voluntarily pay the self-employment tax in or-
members pledging to pay a regular amountyear) whether or not you actually receive any der to increase your social security coverage
into the club monthly. Some clubs have a com-amount. Generally, those items increase or and ultimate benefits.
mittee that gathers information on securities,decrease the basis of your S corporation stock For more information on self-employment
selects the most promising securities, and rec-as appropriate. tax, see Publication 533, Self-Employment
ommends that the club invest in them. OtherGenerally, S corporation distributions are a Tax.
clubs rotate the investigatory responsibilitiesnontaxable return of your basis in the corpora-
among all their members. Most clubs requiretion’s stock. However, in certain cases, part of The Club As An Associationall members to vote for or against all invest-the distributions may be taxable as a dividend,
ments ,  sa les ,  exchanges ,  and  o ther or Corporation or as a long-term or short-term capital gain, or
transactions.as both. The corporation’s distributions may Your investment club must file a Form 1120 (or

Many clubs operate as partnerships andbe in the form of cash or property. Form 1120–A) and be taxed as a corporation if
are treated as such for federal tax purposes.Dividends of an S corporation generally are it is incorporated, or if it is an association that
Others operate as corporations, trusts, or as-paid only from retained earnings from years must be treated as a corporation. If your in-
sociations that are taxed as corporations.prior to 1983 or prior to becoming an S corpo- vestment club is unincorporated, to be treated

ration. Generally, property (including cash) as a corporation for tax purposes, it must have
distributions, except dividend distributions, are Tax returns and identifying numbers.  In- associates, be organized to carry on business,
considered a return of capital and reduce your vestment clubs must file either Form 1065, and divide the gains from the business. In ad-
basis in the stock of the corporation. Distribu- U.S. Partnership Return of Income; Form dition, the organization generally must have a
tions in excess of basis are treated as a gain majority of the following characteristics:1041, U.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and
from the sale or exchange of property. Trusts; or Form 1120,U.S. Corporation In- 1) Continuity of life,

come Tax Return. Certain small corporationsFor more information on basis adjust-
2) Centralization of management,ments, see S corporation stock under Basis of may be able to file Form 1120–A, U.S. Corpo-
3) Limited liability, andInvestment Property in Chapter 4. ration Short-Form Income Tax Return. See the

Instructions for Forms 1120 and 1120–A. 4) Free transferability of interests.
Form SS–4.  Each club must have an em-How to report S corporation income, de-

ployer identification number (EIN) to use whenductions, and credits.  The S corporation The presence or absence of these characteris-
filing their return. The club’s EIN also mayshould send you a copy of Schedule K–1 tics must be taken into account in determining
have to be given to the payer of dividends. If(Form 1120S) showing your share of income, whether an organization is an association. The
your club does not have an EIN, get Formcredits, and deductions of the S corporation for facts in each case determine whether or not
SS–4, Application for Employer Identificationthe tax year. You must report your distributive the characteristics are present.
Number, from the IRS or from your nearest So-share of the items of income, gain, loss, de- Other factors can also be significant in
cial Security Administration office. Mail theduction, or credit of the S corporation on the classifying an organization as an association.
completed Form SS–4 to the Internal Revenueappropriate lines and schedules of your Form An organization will be treated as an associa-
Service Center where you file the club’s tax1040. You generally treat these items as if you tion if the corporate characteristics are such
return.had realized or incurred them personally. that it more nearly resembles a corporation

Stock in name of club.  When stock is re-If you are treating S corporation items on than a partnership or trust. Certain publicly-
corded in the name of the investment club, theyour tax return differently from the way the S traded partnerships are also treated as
club must give its own EIN to the payer ofcorporation reported the items on its return, corporations.
dividends.you must complete Form 8082, Notice of In-

consistent Treatment or Amended Return (Ad- If the club is a partnership or a trust, the div- Club files Form 1120.  If your club must file
ministrative Adjustment Request (AAR)), and idends distributed to the partners or benefi- Form 1120 (or Form 1120–A), you do not re-
attach it to your tax return. For more informa- ciaries must be shown on Form 1065 or Form port any of its income or expenses on your in-
tion about your treatment of the S corporation 1041, respectively. The partners’ or the benefi- dividual return. All ordinary income and ex-
tax items, see Shareholder’s Instructions for ciaries’ identifying numbers also must be penses and capital gains and losses must be
Schedule K–1 (Form 1120S). shown on the return. reported on the Form 1120 (or Form 1120–A).

For more information about S corporations, If the club is an association taxed as a cor- However, you must report any distributions
see Publication 589, Tax Information on S poration, any distribution it makes that quali- that you receive from the corporation.
Corporations. fies as a dividend must be reported on Forms Some corporations can choose not to be

1096 and 1099–DIV if total distributions to thePassive activity losses.  Rules apply that taxed and have earnings taxed to the share-
shareholder are $10 or more for the year.limit losses from passive activities. Your copy holders. See S Corporations, earlier.
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For more information about corporations, the club, must report your share of the club’s Choice Not To Be Treated
see Publication 542, Tax Information on income, gains, losses, deductions, and credits As A Partnership 
Corporations. for the club’s tax year. Its tax year generally

An unincorporated club used only for invest-Passive activity losses.  Except for per- must be the same tax year as that of the part-
ment purposes, and not for the active conductsonal service and certain closely held corpora- ners owning a majority interest. You must re-
of a business, can choose not to be treated astions, the rules that limit losses from passive port these items whether or not you actually re-
a partnership if all the partners agree.activities do not apply to corporations. ceive any distribution from the partnership.

You should receive a copy of Schedule
Making the election.  To make this choice,K–1 (Form 1065), Partner’s Share of Income,The Club As A Partnership 

Credits, Deductions, Etc., from the partner- the club must file a partnership return, FormIf your club is not a corporation or an associa-
ship. The amounts shown on Schedule K–1 1065, for the first year for which it does nottion taxed as a corporation, it will be treated as
are your share of the partnership’s income, de- want to be treated as a partnership. The returna partnership. A partnership is an unincorpo-
ductions, and credits. Report each amount on must be filed by the due date, including exten-rated organization through which any busi-
the appropriate lines and schedules of your in- sions, for filing the return. This return shouldness, financial operation, or venture operates.
come tax return. show only the name or other identification andFor federal income tax purposes, the term

The club’s expenses for producing or col- the address of the club. A separate statement‘‘partnership’’ includes syndicates, groups,
lecting income, for managing investment prop- must be attached to the return showing the fol-pools, and joint ventures.
erty, or for determining any tax are listed sepa- lowing information:Example.  You and 24 other persons each rately on Schedule K–1 and can be deducted

agree to contribute $10 a month to jointly in- 1) The names, addresses, and identificationby the individual partners if the partners item-
vest in securities. All of you are to share the in- numbers of all the members of the club,ize their deductions on Schedule A (Form
come from such investments equally. 1040). These expenses are listed on line 22 of 2) A statement that the club is used for in-The agreement states that your club will Schedule A along with other miscellaneous vestment purposes only and that its mem-operate until it is ended by a three-fourths vote deductions subject to the 2% limit. See Chap- bers can figure their income without figur-of the total membership and that it will not end ter 3 for more information. ing partnership taxable income,on the withdrawal or death of any member. If you are treating partnership items on
But, under local law, any member has the 3) A statement that the club is an investingyour tax return differently from the way the
power to dissolve the club at any time. partnership,partnership reported the items on its return,

Members conduct the business of your you must complete Form  8082, Notice of In- 4) Information about where to obtain theclub at regular monthly meetings. Buy or sell consistent Treatment or Amended Return (Ad- terms of the agreement, written or oral,action can be taken only when approved by a ministrative Adjustment Request (AAR)), and under which the club operates, andmajority of the club’s membership present. attach it to your tax return. For more informa-
Elected officers perform only administrative 5) A statement that all the members of thetion about reporting your income from a part-
functions, such as presiding at meetings and nership, follow the Schedule K–1 instructions. club have chosen the exclusion from part-
carrying out the directions of the members. For more information about the tax treat- nership treatment.
Members of the club are personally liable for ment of partnership items and a partner’s tax
all debts of, or claims against, the club. Neither return, see Publication 541, Tax Information If the investment club makes this choice,you nor any other member can transfer on Partnerships. Form 1065 need not be filed for later years, butmembership. Passive activity losses.  Rules apply that the members must report their share of in-Your club is made up of associates. Its ob- limit losses from passive activities. Your copy come, deductions, and credits on their individ-jective is to carry on business and divide the of Schedule K–1 (Form 1065) and its instruc- ual Forms 1040. The members can deductgains from the business. However, the club tions will tell you where on your return to report their share of investment expenses, as miscel-does not have the corporate characteristics of your share of partnership items from passive laneous deductions subject to the 2% limit, onlimited liability, free transferability of interest, activities. If you have a passive activity loss Schedule A (Form 1040) if they itemize theircontinuity of life, and centralized management. from a partnership, you must complete Form deductions. The choice remains in effect asTherefore, your club will be treated as a part- 8582, Passive Activity Loss Limitations, to fig- long as the club qualifies, or until the IRS ap-nership for federal tax purposes and must file a ure the amount of the allowable loss to enter proves the club’s application to change thereturn on Form 1065. on your tax return. choice.

Schedule BClub files Form 1065.  If your investment club
Schedule Q (Form 1066) is treated as a partnership, you, as a partner in
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Abusive tax shelters commonly involve detailed information about determining
package deals that are designed from the start and reporting income, losses, and credits2. to generate losses, deductions, or credits far in from passive activities, see Publication
excess of present or future investment. Or, 925.
they may promise investors from the start thatTax Shelters 2) Registration of tax shelters. Generally,future inflated appraisals will enable them, for

the organizers of certain tax shelters mustexample, to reap charitable contribution de-
register the shelter with the IRS. The IRSductions based on those appraisals. (But see

Topics will then assign the tax shelter a registra-the appraisal requirements discussed under
This chapter discusses: tion number. If you are an investor in a taxCurbing Abusive Tax Shelters.) They are com-

shelter, the seller (or the transferor) mustmonly marketed in terms of the ratio of tax de-• How to recognize an abusive tax shelter,
provide you with the tax shelter registra-ductions allegedly available to each dollar in-

• Rules enacted by Congress to curb tax vested. This ratio (or ‘‘write-off’’) is frequently tion number at the time of sale (or trans-
shelters, said to be several times greater than one-to- fer) or within 20 days after the seller or

• Investors’ reporting requirements, one. transferor receives the number if that date
Since there are many abusive tax shelters, is later. See Investor Reporting, later, for• Penalties that may apply, and

it is not possible to list all the factors you more information about reporting this
• How IRS detects tax shelters. should consider in determining whether an of- number when filing your tax return.

fering is an abusive tax shelter. However, you
3) List of investors. Organizers and sellersshould ask the following questions, whichUseful Items

of any potentially abusive tax shelter mustmight provide a clue to the abusive nature ofYou may want to see:
maintain a list identifying each investor.the plan.
(This rule, however, does not apply to anPublication Do the tax benefits far outweigh the eco-
investor who, as a seller, later transfersnomic benefits?❏ 538 Accounting Periods and Methods an interest in a tax shelter that is a pro-

Is this a transaction you would seriously❏ 556 Examination of Returns, Appeal jected income investment, defined later.)
consider, apart from the tax benefits, ifRights, and Claims for Refund The list must be available for inspection
you hoped to make a profit? by the IRS and the information required to❏ 561 Determining the Value of Donated

Do shelter assets really exist and, if so, are be included on the list generally must beProperty
they insured for less than their retained for 7 years. See Transfer of inter-

❏ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules purchase price? ests in a tax shelter, later, for more
information.Is there a nontax justification for the wayForm (and Instructions)

profits and losses are allocated to 4) Appraisals of donated property. Gener-
❏ 8271 Investor Reporting of Tax Shelter partners? ally, if the value of property you donateRegistration Number

Do the facts and supporting documents exceeds $5,000 ($10,000 in the case of
❏ 8275 Disclosure Statement make economic sense? In that connec- privately traded stock), you must get a

tion, are there sales and resales of the written ‘‘qualified’’ appraisal of the❏ 8275–R Regulation Disclosure
tax shelter property at ever increasing property’s fair market value and attach anStatement
prices? appraisal summary to your income tax re-

turn. The appraisal must be done by aDoes the investment plan involve a gim-
mick, device, or sham to hide the eco- ‘‘qualified’’ appraiser who is not the tax-

Investments that yield tax benefits are nomic reality of the transaction? payer, a party to a transaction in which the
sometimes called ‘‘tax shelters.’’ In some taxpayer acquired the property, the do-Does the promoter offer to backdate docu-
cases, Congress has concluded that the loss nee, or an employee or related party ofments after the close of the year? Are
of revenue is an acceptable side effect of spe- any of the preceding persons. (Relatedyou instructed to backdate checks cov-
cial tax provisions designed to encourage tax- parties are defined under Related Partyering your investment?
payers to make certain types of investments. Transactions in Chapter 4.) For more in-Is your debt a real debt or are you assuredIn many cases, however, losses from tax shel- formation about appraisals, see Publica-by the promoter that you will neverters produce little or no benefit to society, or tion 561.have to pay it?the tax benefits are exaggerated beyond those

5) Interest on penalties. If you are as-intended. Those cases are referred to as ‘‘abu- Does this transaction involve laundering
sessed an accuracy-related or civil fraudsive tax shelters.’’ An investment that is con- United States-source income through

sidered a tax shelter is subject to restrictions, penalty (as discussed under Penalties,foreign corporations incorporated in a
including the requirement that it be registered, tax haven and owned by United States later), interest will be imposed on the
as discussed later, unless it is a projected in- shareholders? amount of the penalty from the due date
come investment (defined later). of the return (including any extensions) to

the date of payment of the penalty.

Curbing Abusive 6) Accounting methods and capitaliza-
tion rules. Tax shelters generally cannotAbusive Tax Shelters Tax Shelters 
use the cash method of accounting. Also,Congress has enacted a series of income taxAbusive tax shelters are marketing schemes
uniform capitalization rules generally ap-laws designed to halt the growth of abusive taxthat involve artificial transactions with little or
ply to the production or purchase of inven-shelters. These provisions include theno economic reality. They often make use of
tory goods, to constructed business prop-following:unrealistic allocations, inflated appraisals,
erty, and to noninventory propertylosses in connection with nonrecourse loans, 1) Passive activity losses and credits.
produced or purchased for sale. Undermismatching of income and deductions, fi- The passive activity loss and credit rules
the uniform capitalization rules, the directnancing techniques that do not conform to limit the amount of losses and credits that
cost and a portion of the indirect cost at-standard commercial business practices, or can be claimed from passive activities
tributable to the property must be capital-the mischaracterization of the substance of the and limit the amount that can offset
ized or included in inventory. For more in-transaction. Despite appearances to the con- nonpassive income, such as certain port-
formation, see Publication 538.trary, the taxpayer generally risks little. folio income from investments. For more
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Projected income investment.  Special rules number to each person to whom you trans- maximum penalty under this provision is lim-
apply to a tax shelter that is not expected to re- ited to $100,000 for each tax shelter in eachferred your interest. (However, this does not
duce the tax liability of any investor. That tax calendar year.apply if your interest is in a projected income
shelter is considered to be a projected income Special rule for projected income in-investment, described earlier.) You must also
investment. To qualify as a projected income vestment.  If you are an investor who laterprovide a notice substantially in the following
investment, the tax shelter must not be ex- transfers an interest in a projected income in-form:
pected to reduce the cumulative tax liability vestment, described earlier, you are not re-
of any investor during any year of the first 5 You have acquired an interest in [name and address quired to maintain a list of investors unless the
years ending after the date the investment was of tax shelter] whose taxpayer identification tax shelter was no longer a projected income
offered for sale. In addition, the assets of a number is [if any]. The Internal Revenue Service investment before the transfer.
projected income investment must not include has issued [name of tax shelter] the following tax
or relate to more than an incidental interest in: shelter registration number: [Number]. You must Penalties 

report this registration number to the Internal1) Master sound recordings, Investing in an abusive tax shelter may be anRevenue Service, if you claim any deduction, loss,
expensive proposition when you consider all of2) Motion picture or television films, credit, or other tax benefit or report any income by
the consequences. First, the promoter gener-reason of your investment in [name of tax shelter].3) Videotapes,
ally charges a substantial fee. If your return isYou must report the registration number (as well4) Lithograph plates, examined by the IRS and a tax deficiency isas the name and taxpayer identification number of
determined, you will be faced with payment of5) Copyrights, [name of tax shelter]) on Form 8271. Form 8271
more tax, interest on the underpayment, possi-must be attached to the return on which you claim6) Literary, musical, or artistic compositions,
bly a 20% accuracy-related penalty, or a 75%the deduction, loss, credit, or other tax benefit oror
civil fraud penalty. Also, the penalty for failurereport any income. Issuance of a registration

7) Collectibles (such as works of art, rugs, to make the proper estimated tax paymentsnumber does not indicate that this investment or
antiques, metals, gems, stamps, coins, or may apply. You may also be subject to thethe claimed tax benefits have been reviewed,
alcoholic beverages). penalty for failure to pay tax. These penaltiesexamined, or approved by the Internal Revenue

are explained in the following paragraphs.Service.
Tax shelters that qualify as projected in-

come investments are not subject to the regis- Accuracy-related penalties.  A 20% accu-The following requirements also apply:
tration rules for tax shelters, described earlier. racy-related penalty can be imposed for un-

1) Maintaining a list. You must maintain aHowever, the requirement to maintain a list of derpayments of tax due to:
list identifying each person to whom youinvestors that is in effect for tax shelters also

Negligence or disregard of rules ortransferred your interest. Or, you may re-applies to any projected income investment,
regulations,quire a designated person or seller toexcept for one an investor later transfers. See

maintain the list. However, see SpecialTransfer of interests in a tax shelter, later. Substantial understatement of tax, or
rule for projected income investment,A tax shelter that previously qualified as a Substantial valuation misstatement.later, for an exception to this requirement.projected income investment may later be dis-
If you choose to delegate this require-qualified if, in one of its first five years, it

This penalty will not be imposed if you canreduces the cumulative tax liability of any in- ment, you must submit to the designated
show that you had reasonable cause for anyvestor. In that case, the tax shelter becomes person or seller all of the information that
understatement of tax and that you acted insubject to the registration rules for tax shelters, you would otherwise be required to main-
good faith.described earlier. tain on the list.

If you are charged an accuracy-related
penalty, interest will be imposed on the2) Providing notice. If the tax shelter is not

Investor Reporting amount of the penalty from the due date of thea projected income investment, described
If you include on your tax return any deduction, return (including extensions) to the date ofearlier, you must provide a notice to each
loss, credit or other tax benefit, or any income, payment of the penalty.person to whom you transferred your in-
from an interest in a tax shelter required to be Negligence or disregard of rules or reg-terest. This notice must be substantially in
registered, you must report the registration ulations.  The penalty for negligence or disre-the following form:
number the tax shelter provided to you. (See gard of rules or regulations is imposed only on
Registration of tax shelters, earlier.) Complete the portion of the underpayment that is attribu-
and attach Form 8271, Investor Reporting of You have acquired an interest in [name and address table to negligence or disregard of rules or reg-
Tax Shelter Registration Number, to your re- of tax shelter]. If you transfer your interest in this ulations. The penalty will not be charged if you
turn to report the number and to provide other tax shelter to another person, you are required by can show that you had reasonable cause for
information about the tax shelter and its bene- the Internal Revenue Service to keep a list understating your tax and that you acted in
fits. You must also attach Form 8271 to any containing that person’s name, address, taxpayer good faith.
application for tentative refund (Form 1045) identification number, the date on which you Negligence includes any failure to make a
and to any amended return (Form 1040X) on transferred the interest, and the name, address, reasonable attempt to comply with the provi-
which such benefits are claimed or income is and tax shelter registration number of this tax sions of the Internal Revenue Code.
reported. If you do not include the registration shelter. If you do not want to keep such a list, you Disregard includes any careless, reckless,
number with your return, you will be subject to must (1) send the information specified above to or intentional disregard. The penalty for disre-
a penalty of $250 for each such failure, unless [name and address of designated person], who will gard of rules and regulations can be avoided if:
the failure is due to reasonable cause. keep the list for this tax shelter, and (2) give a copy

You have a reasonable basis for your posi-
of this notice to the person to whom you transfer

tion on the tax issue, and
your interest.Exception.  Even if you have an interest in a

You make an adequate disclosure of yourregistration-required tax shelter, you do not
If you do not maintain the required list of in- position.have to file Form 8271 if you did not claim any

vestors, or do not delegate a designated per-deduction, loss, credit, or other tax benefit, or
son or seller to maintain the list, you will bereport any income from that tax shelter. Use Form 8275, Disclosure Statement, to
subject to a penalty of $50 for each person re- make your disclosure, and attach it to your tax
quired to be on the list. But, you will not have toTransfer of interests in a tax shelter.  If you return. A Form 8275 is shown at the end of this
pay the penalty if you can show that the failurehold an investment interest in a tax shelter and chapter. To disclose a position contrary to a
to comply with this requirement was due tolater transfer that interest to another person, regulation, use Form 8275–R, Regulation Dis-

you must provide the tax shelter’s registration reasonable cause and not willful neglect. The closure Statement.
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Substantial understatement of tax.  An of tax you underpaid because of the gross val- Pre-filing notification letter.  If you are an in-
understatement is considered to be substan- uation misstatement. The penalty rate is also vestor in an abusive tax shelter promotion, the
tial if it exceeds the greater of: 40% if the property’s correct value or adjusted IRS may send you a ‘‘pre-filing notification let-

basis is zero. ter’’ if it determines that it is highly likely that1) 10% of the tax required to be shown on
there is:the return, or

Civil fraud penalty.  If there is any underpay- 1) A gross valuation overstatement, or2) $5,000. ment of tax on your return due to fraud, a pen-
2) A false or fraudulent statement regardingalty of 75% of this underpayment will be added

An ‘‘understatement’’ is the amount of tax re- the tax benefits to be derived from the taxto your tax.
quired to be shown on your return for a tax shelter entity or arrangement.Joint return.  The fraud penalty on a joint
year minus the amount of tax shown on the re-

return applies to each spouse only to the ex-
turn, reduced by any rebates. The term ‘‘re-

This letter will advise you that, based upon atent that the underpayment is due to the fraud
bate’’ generally means a decrease in the tax

review of the promotion, it is believed that theof that spouse.shown on your original return as the result of
purported tax benefits are not allowable. Theyou filing an amended return or claim for
letter also will advise you of the possible taxEstimated tax payment.  If a deficiency is as-refund.
consequences if you claim the benefits on yoursessed for $500 or more, you may be chargedThe understatement is considered to be
income tax return.a penalty for failure to make the proper quar-due to a tax shelter if it is the result of a partner-

You also may receive a notification letterterly estimated tax payments.ship or other entity (such as a corporation or
after you file your tax return. If you have al-trust), an investment plan, or other arrange-
ready claimed the benefits on your tax return,Failure to pay tax.  If a deficiency is assessedment, whose principal purpose, based on ob-
you will be advised that you can file anand is not paid within 10 days of the demandjective evidence, is the avoidance or evasion
amended return. However, any applicablefor it, an investor can be penalized with up to aof federal income tax. Two special rules apply
penalties still can be asserted.25% addition to tax if such failure to payin the case of tax shelters:

If you claim the benefits after receiving thecontinues.1) An understatement of tax does not in- pre-filing notification or if you fail to amend
clude any tax due to a tax shelter item

your return, you will be notified that your tax re-
(such as an item of income, gain, loss, de- Abusive Tax Shelter turn is being examined. Normal audit and ap-duction, or credit) if you had substantial Detection Program peal procedures will be followed during the ex-authority for the tax treatment of the item

amination, and accuracy-related, civil orThe IRS has implemented a program to detectand reasonably believed that the tax treat-
criminal fraud, and other penalties will be con-and identify those returns, claims, or applica-ment chosen was more likely than not the
sidered and, when appropriate, asserted. Fortions for refund in which benefits from abusiveproper one.
information on the examination of returns, seetax shelter promotions are claimed. Under this

2) Disclosure of the tax shelter item on a tax Publication 556, Examination of Returns, Ap-program, the IRS will detect and identify such
return does not reduce the amount of the peal Rights, and Claims for Refund.returns, claims, and applications before
understatement.

processing and before refunds are paid. When
appropriate, the IRS will reduce refunds that Revenue rulings.  The IRS has published nu-

For other than tax shelters, you can file Form are specifically attributable to the abusive tax merous revenue rulings concluding that the8275 or Form 8275–R to disclose items that
shelter. claimed tax benefits of various abusive taxcould cause a substantial understatement of

Returns subject to review under this pro- shelters should be disallowed. A revenue rul-income tax to avoid the substantial understate-
gram include those in which pre-filing notifica- ing is the conclusion of the IRS on how the lawment penalty if you have a reasonable basis
tion letters, described later, have been sent to is applied to a particular set of facts. Revenuefor your position on the tax issue.
investors. Also subject to review are those re- rulings are published in the Internal RevenueAlso, the understatement penalty will not
turns that are selected on the basis of certain Bulletin for taxpayers’ guidance and informa-be imposed if you can show that there was rea-
criteria that identify particularly abusive tax tion and also for use by IRS officials. So, if yoursonable cause for the underpayment attributa-
shelter promotions. return is examined and an abusive tax shelterble to the understatement and that you acted

is identified and challenged, a published reve-in good faith. An important factor in establish-
Loss carryback adjustments.  Under the de- nue ruling dealing with that type of shelter,ing reasonable cause and good faith will be the
tection program, the IRS also can offset an as- which disallows certain claimed tax shelterextent of your effort to determine your proper
sessed deficiency against a scheduled refund benefits, would serve as the basis for the ex-tax liability under the law.
resulting from a decrease in tax based on the amining official’s challenge of the tax benefitsValuation misstatement.  You may be lia-
carryback of a net operating loss. (Form 1045,ble for a penalty if you misstate the value or ad- that you claimed. In such a case, the examiner
Application for Tentative Refund, is used to ap-justed basis of property. In general, you are lia- will not compromise even if you or your repre-
ply for a quick refund of taxes from such car-ble for the penalty if: sentative believe that you have authority for
rybacks.) This action may occur when a deter- the positions taken on your tax return.1) The value or adjusted basis of any prop-
mination is made that it is highly likely that The courts have generally been unsympa-erty claimed on the return is 200% or
there is: thetic to taxpayers involved in abusive taxmore of the correct amount,

shelter schemes and have ruled in favor of the1) A gross valuation misstatement, or2) You underpaid your tax by at least $5,000 IRS in the majority of the cases in which these
because of the misstatement, and 2) A false or fraudulent statement, with re- shelters have been challenged.

spect to the tax benefits to be secured by3) You cannot establish that you had rea-
holding an interest in the tax shelter entitysonable cause for the underpayment and Whether to Invest or arrangement, that would be subject tothat you acted in good faith.
the penalty under Section 6700 of the In- In light of the adverse tax consequences and
ternal Revenue Code (relating to the pro- the substantial amount of penalties and inter-You may be assessed a penalty of 40% for
motion of abusive tax shelters). est that will result if the claimed tax benefits area gross valuation misstatement. If you mis-

disallowed, you should consider tax shelter in-state the value or the adjusted basis of prop-
vestments carefully, and seek competent legalThis treatment also applies to returns, claims,erty by 400% or more of the amount deter-
and financial advice. or applications relating to a partnership inter-mined to be correct, you will be assessed a

penalty of 40%, instead of 20%, of the amount est in a tax shelter promotion. Form 8275
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limit the amount of loss you can deduct to the
amount you risk losing in the activity. Gener- Interest Expenses 3. ally, this is the amount of cash and the ad-

This section discusses the interest expensesjusted basis of property you contribute to the
you may be able to deduct as an investor.activity. It also includes money you borrow forInvestment For information on home mortgage inter-use in the activity if you are personally liable for
est, see Publication 936.repayment or if you use property not used inExpenses

For information on business interest, seethe activity as security for the loan. For more
Chapter 8 of Publication 535.information, see Publication 925.

You cannot deduct personal interestWords you may need to know (see
expense.Passive activity losses and credits.  TheGlossary):

amount of losses and tax credits you can claim
At-risk rules Investment Interest from passive activities is limited. Generally,Passive activity

you are allowed passive activity losses only up If you borrow money that is allocable to prop-Portfolio income
to the amount of your passive activity income. erty you hold for investment, the interest you
Also, you can use credits from passive activi- pay is investment interest. You can deduct in-
ties only against tax on the income from pas- vestment interest subject to the limit discussedTopics sive activities. There are exceptions for certain later. However, you cannot deduct interest you

This chapter discusses: activities, such as rental real estate activities. incurred to produce tax-exempt income. See
• Investment expenses you can deduct on Passive activity.  A passive activity gener- Tax-exempt income, later, under Nondeduct-

Schedule A (Form 1040), ally is any activity involving the conduct of any ible Expenses.
trade or business in which you do not materi- Investment interest does not include any• Limits on deductions,
ally participate and any rental activity. How- qualified residence interest or any interest• Interest expenses,

taken into account in computing income or lossever, if you are involved in renting real estate,
• The limit on investment interest, from a passive activity.the activity is not a passive activity if more than
• Expenses of producing income, one-half (and more than 750 hours) of the per-

sonal services you perform during the year are Allocation of Interest Expense • Nondeductible expenses,
performed in real property trades or busi- Your deduction for interest expense may be• Bond premium amortization, and nesses in which you materially participate. The limited, depending on how the debt proceeds

• How to report investment expenses. term trade or business includes any activity are used. If the money you borrowed is used
that involves the conduct of a trade or busi- for business or personal purposes as well as

Useful Items ness and, to the extent provided in regulations, for investment, you must allocate the debt
You may want to see: any activity in connection with a trade or busi- among those purposes. You allocate the inter-

ness and any activity engaged in for the pro- est expense on that debt according to how you
Publication duction of income. You are considered to ma- used the debt proceeds. However, fully de-

terially participate in an activity if you are ductible home mortgage interest does not❏ 535 Business Expenses
involved on a regular, continuous, and sub- have to be allocated, regardless of how the❏ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules stantial basis in the operations of the activity. proceeds are used.

❏ 936 Home Mortgage Interest Deduction Other income (nonpassive income). Example 1.  You borrow $10,000 and use
Generally, you can use losses from passive $8,000 to purchase stock. The other $2,000 isForm (and Instructions) activities only to offset income from passive used to purchase items for your home. Since
activities. You generally cannot use passive❏ Schedule A (Form 1040) Itemized 80% of the debt is used for, and allocated to,
activity losses to offset your other income,Deductions investment purposes, 80% of the interest on
such as your wages or your portfolio income. that debt is investment interest. The other 20%❏ 4952 Investment Interest Expense
Portfolio income is gross income from inter- is nondeductible personal interest. (This is ba-Deduction
est, dividends, annuities, or royalties that is not sically how the allocation rule works; however,
derived in the ordinary course of a trade or see Example 2, later, for other calculations you
business. It also includes gains or losses (not may have to make.)
derived in the ordinary course of a trade or
business) from the sale or trade of property How to treat certain debt proceeds.  Interest
(other than an interest in a passive activity) you pay on debt proceeds that you received inLimits on Deductions producing portfolio income or held for invest- cash is generally treated as nondeductible
ment. Portfolio income does not includeYour deductions for investment expenses may personal interest.
Alaska Permanent Fund dividends.be limited by: However, if you deposit the debt proceeds

Expenses.  Do not include in the computa- in an account, that deposit is treated as an in-The at-risk rules,
tion of your passive activity income or loss: vestment expenditure. Amounts held in the ac-

The passive activity loss limits, count are treated as investment property, re-1) Expenses (other than interest) which are
The limit on investment interest, or gardless of whether the account bearsclearly and directly allocable to your port-

interest. Any interest you pay on the depositedThe 2% limit on certain miscellaneous folio income, or
proceeds is investment interest. But, if youitemized deductions.

2) Interest expense properly allocable to withdraw the funds and use them for another
such income. purpose, you must reallocate the debt and anyThe at-risk rules and passive activity rules

interest you pay.are explained briefly in this section. The limit
You can treat any expenditure made fromHowever, such interest and other expenseson investment interest is explained later in this

any account (or in cash) within 30 days beforemay be subject to other limits. These limits willchapter under Limit on Investment Interest.
or after the debt proceeds are deposited (or re-be explained in the remainder of this chapter.The 2% limit is explained later in this chapter
ceived) as made from such proceeds.Additional information.  For more infor-under Expenses of Producing Income.

mation about determining and reporting in-
Effect of how your interest is allocated.  In-come and losses from passive activities, seeAt-risk rules.  Special at-risk rules apply to
terest expense generally is subject to the limitsPublication 925.most income-producing activities. These rules
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that apply to the expenditure to which the un- interest on your return for 1994 because you Obligations do not apply to you, the amount of
derlying debt is allocated. For example, if your interest expense you can deduct for interestdid not actually pay it. If you use an accrual
debt proceeds are allocated to an investment expenses you incurred to purchase or carry amethod, you may be able to deduct a portion of
expenditure, your deduction for the interest ex- short-term obligation is limited.the interest on the loans through December
pense on that debt is subject to the limits that Interest is deductible only to the extent your31, 1994, on your return for 1994.
apply to investment interest. Similarly, if your net direct interest expense for the tax year is
debt proceeds are allocated to an expenditure more than:Interest paid in advance.  Generally, if you
in connection with a passive activity, your in- pay interest in advance for a period that goes 1) The amount of acquisition discount or OID
terest expense deduction is subject to the pas- beyond the end of the tax year, you must included in income for the tax year, plus
sive loss limit. Interest on debt proceeds that spread the interest over the tax years to which

2) The amount of any interest payable onare allocable to personal expenditures is non- it belongs. You can deduct in each year only
such obligations (other than interest takendeductible personal interest. the interest for that year.
into account in determining the amount ofThe allocation of the debt proceeds also
acquisition discount or OID).depends on when you use the proceeds. Interest on margin accounts.  If you are a

Example 2.  Assume in Example 1 that you cash-basis taxpayer, you can deduct interest
Interest payable, in this case, is any amountborrowed the money on March 1 and immedi- on margin accounts as investment interest in
that accrued while you held the obligations butately purchased the stock for $8,000. You did the year you paid it. You are considered to
that was not included in your income by reasonnot purchase the household items until June 1. have paid interest on these accounts only
of your accounting method. The method of de-You had deposited the $2,000 in the bank. The when you actually pay the broker or when the
termining acquisition discount and OID for$2,000 is treated as being used for an invest- interest becomes available to the broker
short-term obligations is discussed in Chapterment purpose for the 3–month period. There- through your account. Receipts for the pay-
1 under Discount on Short-Term Obligations.fore, your total interest expense for 3 months ment of interest may become available in your

on this debt is investment interest. In June, you account when the broker collects dividends or
Net direct interest expense.  Net direct inter-must begin to allocate 80% of the debt and the interest for your account, or sells securities
est expense is the amount of interest incurredinterest expense for investment and 20% for held for you or received from you. But also see
during the year to purchase or carry the obliga-personal purposes. Interest Expense and Carrying Charges under
tion minus the total amount of interest (includ-Straddles in Chapter 4.
ing OID) from the obligation that is includible inPayments on debt require new allocation.
your income for the year.As you repay the debt, you must reallocate the Deferral of interest expense deduction for

proceeds. You must first reduce the amount al- interest on a market discount bond.  The
Disallowed interest expense.  In the yearlocated for personal purposes. You then real- amount you can deduct for interest expense
you dispose of the obligation, or if you choose,locate what portion is for investment purposes. you incurred to purchase or carry a market dis-
in another year in which you have net interestcount bond is limited. To find your deduction,Example 3.  If, in Example 2, you repay income from the bond, you can deduct thefirst figure the excess, if any, of the amount of$500 on November 1, the entire repayment is amount of any interest expense you were notinterest expense incurred for the year toapplied against the amount allocated for per- allowed to deduct for an earlier year. Followpurchase or carry the bond over the total inter-sonal purposes. The debt is now allocated as the same rules provided in the earlier discus-est and OID includible in gross income for the$8,000 for investment purposes, and $1,500 sion under Deferral of interest expense deduc-bond for the year. This excess is then reducedfor personal purposes. Therefore, until the tion for interest on a market discount bond.by the market discount allocable to the numbernext reallocation is necessary, 84% ($8,000

of days you held the bond during the year. The÷$9,500) of the debt and the interest expense
result is your interest expense deduction for Limit on Investment Interest is allocated for investment.
the year. (Figure the allocable market discount The amount of investment interest you can de-
using the rules discussed in Chapter 1 underPass-through entities.  If you use borrowed duct is limited. This limit applies to interest paid
Market Discount Bonds.)funds to purchase an interest in, or make a or accrued in 1994 on money that you bor-

Disallowed interest expense.  In the yearcontribution to, a partnership or S corporation, rowed that is properly allocable to investment
you dispose of the bond, you can deduct thethen the interest on those funds has to be allo- property. It also applies to any disallowed in-
amount of any interest expense you were notcated based on the assets of the entity. For vestment interest carried over from 1993.
allowed to deduct for an earlier year.more information, see Chapter 8 of Publication

535. Choosing to deduct disallowed interest Form 4952.  Use Form 4952, Investment Inter-
expense in a year prior to the year of dispo- est Expense Deduction, to figure your total de-
sition.  You can choose to deduct disallowedAdditional allocation rules.  For more infor- duction for investment interest. However, you
interest expense in a year prior to the year youmation about allocating interest expense, see do not have to file Form 4952 if all of the follow-
dispose of a bond if there is net interest in-Chapter 8 of Publication 535. ing apply.
come from the bond during the year. This • Your only investment income was from inter-
choice allows you to deduct any disallowed in-When To Deduct est or dividends.
terest expense attributable to the bond to theInvestment Interest 

• You do not have any other deductible ex-extent the disallowed interest expense does
This section discusses the rules for determin- penses directly connected with the produc-not exceed the net interest income from that
ing when you can deduct investment interest. tion of that income.bond. The balance of the disallowed interest

expense remains deductible in the year you • Your investment interest expense is notWhen deductible.  If you use the cash method dispose of the bond. more than the total of that income.of accounting, you must pay the interest before
Net interest income.  This is the interestyou can deduct it. • You have no carryovers of investment inter-income (including OID) from the bond that youIf you use an accrual method of account- est expense from 1993.include in income for the year minus the inter-ing, you can deduct interest over the period it

est expense incurred during the year toaccrues, regardless of when you pay it. See How to Report Investment Expenses,purchase or carry the bond.
later, for more information.Example.  You borrowed $1,000 on Sep-

tember 6, 1994, payable in 90 days at 12% in- Deferral of Interest Deduction onterest. On December 5, 1994, you paid this Investment interest.  Investment interest
Short-Term Obligations with a new note for $1,030, due on March 5, generally is the interest you paid or accrued on
If the current income inclusion rules discussed1995. If you use the cash method of account- money you borrowed that is properly allocable
in Chapter 1 under Discount on Short-Terming, you cannot deduct any portion of the $30 to property held for investment.
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Investment property.  Property held for in- your child’s interest and dividend income that Form 4952 for Jane Smith is illustrated at
vestment includes property that produces the end of this chapter.you choose to report on your return.  See Tax
portfolio income, such as interest, dividends, Losses from passive activities.  Incomeon investment income of a child under age 14
annuities, or royalties not derived in the ordi- or expenses that you used in computing in-under General Information in Chapter 1.
nary course of a trade or business. Portfolio in- come or loss from a passive activity are not in-However, if part of the amount you report is
come also includes net gain (not derived in the cluded in determining your investment incomeyour child’s Alaska Permanent Fund Divi-
ordinary course of a trade or business) from or investment expenses (including investmentdends, that part does not count as investment
the sale or trade of property producing this interest expense). See Publication 925 forincome. To figure the amount of your child’s in-
type of income or held for investment (other more information about passive activities.come that you can consider your investment
than an interest in a passive activity). income, for purposes of figuring the limit on Example.  Ted is a partner in a partnership

your investment interest expense deduction, that operates a business. However, he does
start with the amount on line 5 of Form 8814.Limit on Deduction not materially participate in the partnership’s
Multiply that amount by a percentage that is business. In 1994, Ted’s interest in the part-Generally, you can claim a deduction for in-
equal to the Alaska Permanent Fund Divi- nership is considered a passive activity.vestment interest expense of up to the amount
dends divided by the total amount of interest For 1994, Ted’s investment income fromof your net investment income.
and dividend income on line 3 of Form 8814. interest and dividends is $10,000. His invest-You can carry forward the amount of in-
Subtract the result from the amount on line 5 of ment expenses (other than interest) arevestment interest that you could not deduct be-
Form 8814. $3,200 after taking into account the 2% limit oncause of this limit to the next tax year. The in-

miscellaneous itemized deductions. His in-terest carried forward is treated as investment Example.  Your 10–year–old child has in-
vestment interest expense is $8,000. Ted alsointerest paid or accrued in that later year. terest and dividend income for 1994 of $4,000,
has income from the partnership of $2,000.including $500 in Alaska Permanent Fund Div-

Ted figures his net investment income andidends. You choose to report this on your re-Partners, shareholders, and beneficiaries.
the limits on the amount of his investment in-turn. You enter $4,000 on line 3 of Form 8814To determine whether you exceed the limit on
terest expense deduction for 1994 in the fol-and $3,000 on line 5 of Form 8814 and line 22investment interest, combine your share of in-
lowing way:of Form 1040. For purposes of the limit on in-vestment interest from a partnership, S corpo-

vestment interest, you figure your investmentration, estate or trust with your other invest- Total investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000
income as follows:ment interest. Minus: Investment expenses (other than

$3,000 | ($3,000 ξ $500) = $2,625 interest) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,200
Net investment income.  For purposes of fig- $4,000

Net investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6,800uring the limit on the deduction for investment
Deductible investment interest expenseInvestment expenses.  For purposes ofinterest, determine the amount of your net in-

for 1994 $ 6,800determining net investment income, invest-vestment income by subtracting your invest-
ment expenses include all income-producingment expenses (other than interest expense)

The $2,000 of income from the passive ac-expenses (other than interest expense) relat-from your investment income. See also
tivity is not used in determining Ted’s net in-ing to the investment property that are allowa-Losses from passive activities, later in this
vestment income. His investment interest de-ble deductions after applying the 2% limit thatdiscussion.
duction is limited to $6,800, the amount of hisapplies to miscellaneous itemized deductions.Investment income.  This generally in-
net investment income.In figuring the amount over the 2% limit, ex-cludes gross income you derived from prop-

penses that are not investment expenses areerty held for investment (such as interest, divi-
disallowed before any investment expensesdends, annuities, and royalties). Investment
are disallowed. See Expenses of Producingincome does not include Alaska Permanent Bond PremiumIncome, later, for a discussion of the 2% limit.Fund dividends.

Investment income generally does not in- Example.  Jane Smith, a single taxpayer, Amortization 
clude net capital gain from disposing of invest- has investment income in 1994 of $3,000 in

If you buy a bond that yields taxable interest,ment property (including capital gain distribu- dividends and a net capital gain of $9,000 on
you can choose to amortize the premium youtions from mutual funds). However, you can the sale of investment property. Jane’s 1994
pay to buy the bond. To amortize a premiumchoose to include part or all of your net capital investment expenses (other than interest),
means to deduct a part of the premium eachgain in investment income. which were directly connected with the pro-
year over the life of the bond. If you make thisYou must make this choice on or before the duction of this income, amounted to $980 after
choice, you must reduce your basis in the tax-due date (including extensions) of the tax re- taking into account the 2% limit on miscellane-
able bond by a part of the premium each yearturn on which the capital gain is reported. You ous itemized deductions. Jane also incurred
over the life of the bond. If you do not choosemake this choice by completing Form 4952 ac- $12,500 of investment interest expense in
to amortize the bond premium, it will be treatedcording to its instructions. To figure the amount 1994.
as part of your basis of the bond. The discus-of your investment income if you have a gain Jane chooses to include all of her net capi- sion on making this choice appears later underfrom disposing of investment property, see tal gain in investment income. Therefore, her Choosing to Amortize.Form 4952 and its instructions. total investment income is $12,000 ($3,000 If you buy a bond that yields tax-exempt in-

dividends + $9,000 net capital gain). She terest, you must amortize any premium you
Caution:  If you choose to include any figures her net investment income and the lim- paid to buy the bond. This amortized amount is

amount of your net capital gain in investment its on the amount of her investment interest ex- not deductible in determining taxable income.
income, you must reduce your net capital gain pense deduction for 1994 in the following way: However, each year you must reduce your ba-
that is eligible for the 28% maximum capital sis in the bond by the amortization for the year.Total investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,000gains rate by the same amount. Therefore,

Minus: Investment expenses (other thanbefore making this choice, consider the effect
Bond premium.  Bond premium is the amountinterest) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 980on your total tax liability. Compare your tax if
by which a bond sells above its face, or matur-you make this choice with your tax if you do Net investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,020 ity, value. For example, a bond with a facenot. Deductible investment interest expense value of $1,000 would have a $50 premium if it

for 1994 $11,020For more information about the maximum sells for $1,050.
capital gains rate, see Capital Gain Tax Com- A taxable bond that is subject to a call

For 1994, Jane’s investment interest ex-putation in Chapter 4. before it matures can be redeemed by the is-
pense deduction is limited to $11,020, theInvestment income of child reported on suer before the scheduled maturity date. The
amount of her net investment income.parent’s return.  Investment income includes bond premium is determined by reference to
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the amount the issuer will pay at the earlier call claimed in earlier years). This gives you your from the subtotal, and enter the result on line
amortizable bond premium for the year. 2.date if the call results in a smaller amortizable

Constant yield method.  Under thisbond premium for the period ending on the call You also reduce the basis of the bond by
method, the amount of your amortizable bonddate. the amount of the amortized premium.
premium increases each month over the life of
the bond. This method is explained in Reve-Basis.  You decrease the basis of the bond by
nue Ruling 82–10.the amortizable bond premium in all cases in Expenses ofwhich you are required, or choose, to amortize
Bonds issued after September 27, 1985.the premium. Use the resulting adjusted basis Producing Income For these bonds, you must amortize bond pre-to figure your gain or loss on the sale or re-
mium using the yield to maturity method de- You can deduct certain ordinary and neces-demption of the bond. Gains and losses are
scribed in Section 171(b)(3) of the Internal sary expenses as miscellaneous deductionsdiscussed in Chapter 4.
Revenue Code. only if you are able to itemize deductions onIf the interest on the bond is exempt from

Schedule A (Form 1040). To be deductible,tax, you cannot deduct the amortization even
these expenses must be paid or incurred:though you must reduce the basis of the bond Choosing to Amortize 

each year by a part of the premium. You choose to amortize the premium on taxa- 1) To produce or collect income,
Bonds acquired in an exchange after ble bonds by deducting or offsetting the pre-

2) To manage property held for producing in-May 6, 1986.  If you receive a bond after May mium on your income tax return for the first tax
come, or6, 1986, in exchange for other property and the year for which you want the choice to apply.

basis of the bond is determined (in whole or in You must attach a statement to your return 3) In connection with the determination, col-
part) by reference to the basis of the other showing how you figured your deduction (or lection, or refund of any tax.
property, then in determining the amortizable offset amount). See How to Report Bond Pre-
bond premium, your basis for the bond cannot mium Amortization, next. The expenses must be directly related to
exceed the bond’s fair market value immedi- This choice is binding for the year you the income or income-producing property, and
ately after the exchange. This treatment does make it and for later tax years. It applies to all the income must be taxable to you.

similar bonds you own in the year you makenot apply to an exchange of a bond for another The deduction for most income-producing
the election and also to those you acquire inbond if the exchange is part of a corporate expenses is subject to a 2% limit that also ap-
later years.reorganization. plies to certain other miscellaneous itemized

You may change your decision to amortize deductions. The amount deductible is limited
bond premium only with the written approval ofDealers.  A dealer in taxable bonds (or anyone to the total of these miscellaneous deductions
the IRS.who holds them mainly for sale to customers in that is more than 2% of your adjusted gross

the ordinary course of a trade or business and income.
who would properly include bonds on hand in The 2% limit also applies to those invest-How to Report
inventory at the close of the tax year) cannot ment expenses that are allocated to share-Bond Premium Amortizationclaim a deduction for amortizable bond pre- holders and partners by certain pass-through

How you deduct your bond premium amortiza-mium. Instead, the premium is part of the cost entities, such as S corporations, partnerships,tion depends on when you acquired the bond.of the bonds. nonpublicly-offered regulated investmentHowever, you must file Form 1040 if you amor-See section 75 of the Internal Revenue companies or mutual funds, and REMICs.tize bond premium.Code for purposes of determining your gross However, allocated investment expenses of
income if you are a dealer in tax-exempt publicly-offered mutual funds are not subjectTaxable bonds acquired before October 23,bonds. to the 2% limit.1986.  For these bonds, deduct bond premium

For information on how to report expensesamortization on line 28 of Schedule A (Form
Premium on a convertible bond.  If you paid of producing income, see How to Report In-1040) as a miscellaneous itemized deduction
a premium for a convertible bond, you cannot vestment Expenses, later.not subject to the 2% of adjusted gross income
amortize or deduct the amount of the premium limit.
attributable to the conversion feature of the Attorney or accounting fees.  You can de-
bond. duct attorney or accounting fees that are nec-Taxable bonds acquired after October 22,

essary to produce or collect taxable income.1986, but before 1988.  For these bonds, de-
However, in some cases, attorney or account-duct the bond premium amortization as inter-How to Figure
ing fees are part of the basis of property. Seeest expense on line 13 of Schedule A (FormAmortization for the Year Basis of Investment Property, in Chapter 4.1040). Use Form 4952, Investment Interest

Figure the amount of bond premium amortiza- Expense Deduction, to figure your allowable
tion for the year as follows. Automatic investment service and divi-deduction and attach the form to your return.

dend reinvestment plans.  A bank may offerYou can choose to offset the premium
Bonds issued before September 28, 1985. its checking account customers an automaticagainst the bond’s interest income. See Taxa-
For these bonds, you can amortize bond pre- investment service whereby, for a charge,ble bonds acquired after 1987, next.

each customer can choose to invest a part ofmium using any reasonable method. Reason-
the checking account each month in the com-able methods include: Taxable bonds acquired after 1987.   For all
mon stock of certain specified corporations.taxable bonds acquired after 1987, the amor-1) The straight-line method, and
Or, a bank that acts as a dividend disbursingtizable bond premium is offset against the in-

2) The constant yield method. agent for a number of publicly-owned corpora-terest income from the bond. This offset also
tions may set up a plan known as an automaticapplies to taxable bonds acquired after Octo-

Straight-line method.  Under this method, dividend reinvestment service. Under the plan,ber 22, 1986, and before 1988, for which you
the amount of your amortizable bond premium cash dividends paid by a corporation are rein-elect to offset the premium against interest
is the same each month. Divide the number of vested, after the bank deducts a serviceincome.
months you held the bond during the year by charge for serving as an agent for participatingOffset your interest income from a bond by

shareholders, in full or fractional shares ofthe number of months from the beginning of reporting the bond’s interest on line 1 of
stock of the corporation. Each customer orthe tax year (or, if later, the date of acquisition) Schedule B (Form 1040). Several lines above
shareholder is periodically given a statementto the date of maturity or earlier call date. Then line 2, put a subtotal of all interest listed on line
showing the date of purchase, the purchasemultiply the result by the bond premium (re- 1. Below this subtotal, write ‘‘ABP Adjust-
price including stock brokerage costs, and theduced by any amortizable bond premium ment,’’ and the amount. Subtract this amount
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accumulated number of shares and fractions bonds, or investment-related papers and doc- can deduct the part of the interest that relates
uments. You cannot deduct all of the rent if you to the taxable dividends as investment inter-in the account.
also use the box to store personal items or tax- est, if you itemize deductions.A corporation in which you own stock also
exempt securities. If you use the box to storemay have a dividend reinvestment plan. This
taxable securities and tax-exempt securities orplan lets you choose to use your dividends to Stockholders’ meetings.  You cannot deduct
personal items, you can deduct only a part of transportation and other expenses that youbuy more shares of stock in the corporation in-
the rent. See Tax-exempt income later under pay in order to attend stockholders’ meetingsstead of receiving the dividends in cash.
Nondeductible Expenses, to figure what part of companies in which you have no interestYou can deduct the monthly service charge
you can deduct. other than owning stock. This is true evenyou pay to a bank to participate in an auto-

though your purpose in attending is to get in-matic investment service plan. If you partici-
formation that would be useful in making fur-Sponsored investment plan.  If you are apate in a dividend reinvestment plan, you can
ther investments.subscriber to a sponsored investment plan,deduct any service charge subtracted from

You cannot deduct expenses for attendingyou pay creation and custody fees.your cash dividends before the dividends are
a convention, seminar, or similar meeting forCreation fee.  This fee is deducted by theused to buy more shares of stock. Deduct the
investment purposes.custodian from your deposits. It is paid to thecharges in the year you pay them.

sponsor for its services in developing, selling,
and administering the plan. It is a fee paid for Single-premium life insurance and endow-Clerical help and office rent.  You can de-
the privilege of getting stock through the plan. ment contracts.  You cannot deduct interestduct office expenses, such as rent, clerical
This fee is a capital expense. You must add it on money you borrow to buy or carry a single-help, etc., that you incur in connection with
to the cost of the shares you get through the in- premium life insurance, endowment, or annu-your investments and collecting the taxable in-
vestment plan. You cannot deduct it. ity contract.come on them.

Custody fee.  This fee is paid for services This includes policies for which almost all
performed by the custodian for holding the the premiums are paid within 4 years from theCost of replacing missing securities.  To re-
shares you acquired through the plan, collect- date of purchase, or for which an amount is de-place your taxable securities that are mislaid,
ing and reinvesting cash dividends, maintain- posited with the insurer for the payment of alost, stolen, or destroyed, you may have to
ing individual records, and providing you with large number of future premiums.post an indemnity bond. You can deduct the
detailed statements of your account. It is apremium you pay to buy the indemnity bond
fixed percentage of each deposit. You can de- Systematic borrowing on insurance.  Gen-and the related incidental expenses.
duct this fee. erally, you cannot deduct interest on moneyYou may, however, get a refund of part of

you borrow to buy or carry a life insurance, en-the bond premium if the missing securities are
State and local transfer taxes.  You cannot dowment, or annuity contract if you plan torecovered within a specified time. Under cer-
deduct the state and local transfer taxes you systematically borrow part or all of the in-tain types of insurance policies, you can re-
pay when you buy or sell securities. If you pay creases in the cash value of the contract. Thiscover some of the expenses.
these transfer taxes when you buy securities, is not limited to the borrowing of increases inIf you receive the refund in the tax year you
you must treat them as part of the cost of the the cash value.pay the amounts, you can deduct only the dif-
acquired property. If you pay these transfer

ference between the expenses paid and the taxes when you sell securities, you must treat Tax-exempt income.  You cannot deduct ex-amount refunded. If the refund is made in a them as a reduction in the amount realized on penses you incurred to produce tax-exempt in-later tax year, you must include the refund in the disposition. come. Nor can you deduct interest on moneyincome in the year you received it, but only to
you borrow to buy tax-exempt securities.the extent that the expenses decreased your

Trustee’s commissions for revocable trust. The rules relating to interest expenses ontax in the year you deducted them.
 If you set up a revocable trust and have its in- tax-exempt securities apply to amounts you
come distributed to you, you can deduct the pay in connection with personal property used

Fees.  You can deduct fees you pay to a bro- commission you pay the trustee for managing in a short sale or amounts paid by others for
ker, bank, trustee, or similar agent to collect in- the trust to the extent it is to produce or collect the use of any collateral in connection with the
come, such as your taxable bond or mortgage taxable income or to manage property. How- short sale. However, you can deduct ex-
interest, or your dividends on shares of stock. ever, you cannot deduct any part of the com- penses you incur if you deposit cash as collat-
But you cannot deduct a fee you pay to a bro- mission that is for producing or collecting tax- eral for the property used in the short sale and
ker to acquire investment property, such as exempt income or for managing property that the cash does not earn a material return during
stocks or bonds. You must add the fee to the produces tax-exempt income. the period of the sale. Short sales are dis-
cost of the property. See Basis of Investment If you are a cash-basis taxpayer and pay cussed in Chapter 4.
Property, in Chapter 4. the commissions for several years in advance, Expenses for both tax-exempt and taxa-

You cannot deduct any broker’s fees, com- you must deduct a part of the commission ble income.  You may have expenses that are
missions, or option premiums you pay (or that each year. You cannot deduct the entire for both tax-exempt and taxable income. If you
were netted out) in connection with the sale of amount in the year you pay it. cannot specifically identify what part of the ex-
investment property. They are selling ex- penses is for the tax-exempt income and what
penses and can be used only to figure gain or part is for the taxable income, you can allocate
loss from the sale. See Reporting Capital the expenses, using reasonable proportions
Gains and Losses on Schedule D, in Chapter Nondeductible based on facts and circumstances. You must
4, for more information about the treatment of attach a statement to your return showing theExpenses these sale expenses. basis of the apportionment, and stating that

Some expenses that you incur as an investor each deduction claimed is not attributable to
Investment counsel and advice.  You can are not deductible. tax-exempt income.
deduct fees you pay for counsel and advice One accepted method for allocating ex-
about investments if the fees relate to invest- Regulated investment company.  You can- penses is to divide them in the same propor-
ments that produce taxable income. This in- not deduct the interest on money you borrow tion that your tax-exempt income is to your to-
cludes amounts you pay for investment advi- to buy shares of stock of a regulated invest- tal income. To do this, you first must divide
sory services. ment company that distributes only exempt-in- your tax-exempt income by your total income.

terest dividends. If the company distributes Then multiply the result by your expenses to
Safe deposit box rent.  You can deduct rent both taxable and exempt-interest dividends, find the part of the expenses that relates to the
you pay for a safe deposit box if you use the you cannot deduct the part of the interest that tax-exempt income. You cannot deduct this
box to store taxable income-producing stocks, relates to the exempt-interest dividends. You part.
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Example.  You received $6,000 interest — For information on bonds acquired after partnership or S corporation, these expenses
$4,800 was tax-exempt and $1,200 was taxa- October 22, 1986, see Bond Premium Amorti- will be shown on your Schedule K–1. A non-
ble. In earning this income, you had $500 of zation, earlier in this chapter. publicly-offered regulated investment com-
expenses. You cannot specifically identify the pany (or mutual fund) will indicate your share
amount of each expense item that is for each of the allocated investment expenses in BoxCash method.  If you use the cash method of
income item, so you must divide your ex- 1e of Form 1099–DIV, or on an equivalentreporting income and expenses, you generally
penses. Therefore, 80% ($4,800 tax-exempt deduct your expenses, except for certain pre- statement. Publicly-offered mutual funds are
interest divided by $6,000 total interest) of your paid interest, in the year you pay them. discussed later.
expenses is for the tax-exempt income. You If you hold an interest in a REMIC, any ex-
cannot deduct $400 (80% of $500) of the ex- penses relating to your residual interest invest-Accrual method.  If you use an accrualpenses. You can deduct the balance of the ex-

ment will be shown on line 3b of Schedule Qmethod, you deduct your expenses when theypenses, $100, because they are for the taxa-
accrue rather than when you pay them. (Form 1066); any expenses relating to yourble interest.

regular interest investment will appear on aRelated party.  If you use an accrualCapital gains and losses.  To figure your
method, you cannot deduct interest and other separate statement accompanying the Formincome so that you can divide your expenses,
expenses owed to a related cash-basis person 1099 (or equivalent statement).include your capital gains for the year. But do
until payment is made and the amount is in- Report your share of such investment ex-not include your capital losses.
cludible in the gross income of that person. penses on Schedule A (Form 1040), subject toState income taxes.  You can deduct state
The relationship, for purposes of this rule, is the 2% limit, in the same manner as your otherincome taxes on interest income that is ex-
determined as of the end of the tax year for expenses of producing income.empt from federal income tax. But you cannot
which the interest or expense would otherwisededuct state income taxes on other exempt Including expenses in income.  The in-
be deductible. If a deduction is denied underincome. vestment expenses allocated to a holder of an
this rule, this rule will continue to apply even if interest in a REMIC or a nonpublicly-offered
your relationship with the person ceases to ex- mutual fund, as described above, are consid-
ist before the amount is includible in the gross ered to be indirect deductions through thatHow to Report income of that person. pass-through entity. You must include in your

This rule generally applies to those rela- gross income an amount equal to the amountInvestment Expenses 
tionships listed in Chapter 4 under Related of the expenses allocated to you, whether orTo deduct your investment expenses, you Party Transactions. not you are able to claim a deduction for thosemust itemize deductions on Schedule A (Form The postponement of deductions for un- expenses. If you are a shareholder in a non-1040). Enter your deductible investment inter- paid expenses and interest under the related publicly-offered mutual fund, you must includeest expense on line 13, Schedule A. Also at- party rule does not apply to original issue dis- on your return the full amount of gross divi-tach a completed Form 4952, if you used that count (OID), regardless of when payment is dends or other distributions of stock, as shownform to figure your investment interest ex- made. This rule also does not apply to loans in Box 1a of Form 1099–DIV or an equivalentpense. Enter the total amount for your ex- with below-market interest rates or to certain

statement. If you are a residual interest holderpenses of producing income on line 22, payments for the use of property and services
in a REMIC, you must report as ordinary in-Schedule A, and include this amount with your when the lender or recipient is required to in-
come on Schedule E (Form 1040) the totalother miscellaneous deductions that are sub- clude payments periodically in income, even

ject to the 2% limit, described earlier. List the amounts shown on lines 1b and 3b of Sched-though a payment has not been made.
type and amount of each expense; if neces- ule Q (Form 1066). If you are a REMIC regularThe related party rule, however, does ap-sary, you can show the required information on interest holder, you must include the amount ofply to accruals by partnerships to partners,an attached statement. any expense allocation you received on line 8apartners to partnerships, shareholders to S

of Form 1040.corpora t ions ,  and  S  corpora t ions  toNote:  Bond premium amortization on
shareholders.bonds you acquired before October 23, 1986,

is also deductible as a miscellaneous deduc-
Publicly-offered mutual funds.  Publicly-of-Investment expenses allocated throughtion on Schedule A (Form 1040). However, this
fered mutual funds, generally, are funds thatpass-through entities.  If you hold an interestinvestment expense is not subject to the 2%
are traded on an established securities ex-in a partnership, S corporation, real estatelimit. List these expenses on line 28 of Sched-
change. This type of fund reports to you onmortgage investment conduit (REMIC), or aule A. The 2% limit also does not apply to short
Form 1099–DIV, in Box 1a, your net dividendnonpublicly-offered regulated investmentsale expenses, described in Chapter 4. In-
income (gross dividends minus investment ex-company (or mutual fund), that organizationstead, treat such amounts as an interest ex-
penses). Include this net figure in your income.will generally report to you your share of cer-pense and include them on line 13, Schedule
Illustrated Form 4952 tain investment expenses. In the case of aA.
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Unstated interest and imputed principal 4) The redemption is a distribution in partial
rules for sales or exchanges.  For informa- liquidation of a corporation.4. tion about the unstated interest rules applica-
ble to certain payments received on account of Redemption or retirement of bonds.  A re-
a seller-financed sale or exchange of prop- demption or retirement of bonds or notes atSales and Trades
erty, and about the imputed principal rules ap- their maturity is a sale or trade which you must
plicable to any debt instrument issued on ac-of Investment report on Schedule D (Form 1040) whether or
count of such transactions, see Publication not you realize gain or loss on the transaction.
537, Installment Sales.Property However, if the issuer has merely extended

the maturity date of its notes, during which pe-Other property transactions.  Certain sales
riod some of the noteholders have agreed notor trades of property are discussed in other
to redeem their notes until all the other notesTopics IRS publications. These include, for example:
are retired or their retirement is provided for,This chapter discusses:

Sale of your main home, discussed in Pub- neither a trade nor a closed or completed• What a sale or trade is, lication 523, Selling Your Home; transaction has occurred. Under these circum-
• Basis, Installment sales, covered in Publication stances, you do not figure gain or loss.

537;• Adjusted basis,
Surrender of stock.  A surrender of stock by aVarious types of transactions involving• Figuring gain or loss,

business property, including disposi- dominant shareholder, who retains control of
• Nontaxable trades, tions of assets used in a trade or busi- the corporation, is treated as a contribution to

ness or for the production of income, capital rather than as an immediate loss de-• Capital gains and losses, and
discussed in Publication 544, Sales ductible from taxable income. The surrender-

• How to report your gain or loss. and Other Dispositions of Assets; ing shareholder must reallocate his or her ba-
sis in the surrendered shares to the shares heTransfers of property at death, covered inUseful Items or she retains.Publication 559, Survivors, Executors,

You may want to see: and Administrators; and
Trade of investment property for an annu-Disposition of an interest in a passive ac-Publication ity.  If you transfer investment property to antivity, discussed in Publication 925,

❏ 551 Basis of Assets organization, such as a corporation, trust,Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules.
fund, or foundation, in exchange for a contract❏ 564 Mutual Fund Distributions
providing for a fixed annuity to pay you guaran-
teed annual payments for life, you realize aForm (and Instructions)
gain if the present value of the annuity is moreWhat Is a❏ Schedule D (Form 1040) Capital than your basis in the property traded. This

Gains and Losses gain is taxable in the year of the trade. FigureSale or Trade? 
the present value of the annuity according to❏ 2119 Sale of Your Home

A sale is generally a transfer of property for factors used by commercial insurance compa-
❏ 6781 Gains and Losses From Section money only or for a promise to pay money, nies issuing annuities.1256 Contracts and Straddles such as a mortgage or note. A trade is a trans-

fer of property in return for other property or❏ 8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations Transfer by inheritance.  The transfer ofservices, and may be taxed in the same way
property of a decedent to the executor or ad-❏ 8824 Like-Kind Exchanges as a sale.
ministrator of the estate, or to the heirs or ben-
eficiaries, is not a sale or other disposition. NoSale and purchase.  Ordinarily, a transaction
taxable gain or deductible loss results from theis not a trade when you voluntarily sell property
transfer.This chapter explains how you figure your for cash and immediately buy similar property

gain or loss when you sell or trade investment to replace it. Such a sale and purchase are two
property. To determine whether you had a gain separate transactions.
or loss on a sale of property, you generally

Basis ofsubtract your adjusted basis (defined later) Redemption of stock.  A redemption of stock
from the amount you realize (defined later). is treated as a sale or trade and is subject to Investment Property 

the capital gain or loss provisions unless the
Investment property.  This is property that redemption is a dividend or other distribution
produces investment income. Examples in- on stock. Words you may need to know (see
clude stocks, bonds, and Treasury bills and Dividend vs. sale or trade.  Whether a re- Glossary):notes. Property used in a trade or business is demption is treated as a sale, trade, dividend,
not investment property. or other distribution depends on the circum- Fair market value

stances in each case. Both direct and indirect Original issue discount (OID)
Form 1099–B.  If you sold property such as ownership of stock will be considered. The re-
stocks, bonds, or certain commodities through demption is treated as a sale or trade of stock

Basis is a way of measuring your investment ina broker, you should receive Form 1099–B, if:
property for tax purposes. You must know theProceeds From Broker and Barter Exchange 1) The redemption is not essentially basis of your property to figure depreciation,Transactions, or an equivalent statement from equivalent to a dividend (see Dividends amortization, depletion, and casualty losses,the broker. You should receive the statement and Other Corporate Distributions in and whether you have a gain or loss on its saleby January 31, 1995, showing the gross pro- Chapter 1), or other disposition.ceeds from sales during 1994. The IRS will

2) There is a substantially disproportionate Investment property you buy normally hasalso get a copy of Form 1099–B from the
redemption of stock, an original basis equal to its cost. If you getbroker.

property in some way other than buying it,If you receive a Form 1099–B or equivalent 3) There is a complete redemption of all the
such as by gift or inheritance, its fair marketstatement, you must complete Schedule D of stock of the corporation owned by the

Form 1040. shareholder, or value may be important in figuring the basis.
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Real estate taxes.  If you buy real property Property Received inCost Basis 
and agree to pay taxes that are owed by the Nontaxable Trades The basis of property you buy is usually its seller, you include the taxes you pay in the If you have a nontaxable trade, you do not rec-cost. The cost is the money you pay and the cost of the property. You cannot deduct them ognize gain or loss until you dispose of thefair market value of other property or services as taxes you paid. property you received in the exchange.you give for it.

If you reimburse the seller for taxes the A nontaxable trade is one in which property
seller paid for you, you ordinarily can deduct is traded solely for like property, stock is tradedMutual fund load charge.  Your basis in those taxes. Do not include them in the cost of solely for like stock of the same corporation, orshares purchased from a regulated investment the property. property is traded for securities of a controlledcompany (mutual fund) usually includes a

corporation. These trades are discussed latersales fee, also known as a load charge. But,
under Nontaxable Trades.in certain cases, you cannot add to your basis Basis Other Than Cost 

the entire amount of a load charge incurred af-
There are times when you must use a basis Partially nontaxable trade.  If you receive un-ter October 3, 1989, if the load charge gives
other than cost. In these cases, the fair market like property or money in addition to the likeyou a reinvestment right. For more informa-
value or the adjusted basis of certain property property, you may have a taxable gain. How-tion, see Publication 564.

ever, you are taxed on the gain only to the ex-may be important.
tent of the money and unlike property youAssuming a mortgage.  If you buy property
receive.and become liable for an existing mortgage on Fair market value.  This is the price at which

the property, the cost of the property is the the property would change hands between a
Basis.  The basis of property you received in aamount you pay plus the unpaid mortgage you buyer and a seller, neither being forced to buy
nontaxable or partially nontaxable trade isassume. or sell and both having reasonable knowledge
generally the adjusted basis of the propertyof all the relevant facts. Sales of similar prop-
you gave up. Increase this amount by anyUnstated interest.  If you buy property under erty, around the same date, may be helpful in
cash you paid, additional costs you had, anda deferred-payment plan that charges little or figuring fair market value.
any gain recognized. Reduce this amount byno interest, you may have to treat part of the
any cash or unlike property you received, anypurchase price as interest. You must subtract
loss recognized, any liability of yours that wasProperty Received for Services this amount, if any, from your cost to find your
assumed, and any liability to which the prop-basis. For more information, see Unstated In- If you receive investment property for services, erty you traded was subject.terest in Publication 537. you must include the property’s fair market

value in income. The amount you include in in- Related parties.  Special rules apply to trans-Settlement fees.  Include certain closing come then becomes your basis in the property. actions between related parties. See Relatedcosts and settlement fees in the basis of prop- If the services were performed for a price that Party Transactions, later.erty. These include: was agreed on beforehand, this price will be
accepted as the fair market value of the prop-1) Legal and recording fees, Property Transferserty if there is no evidence to the contrary.

2) Real estate agent’s commissions, Between Spouses 
If property is transferred to you from your3) Abstract fees (sometimes called abstract Restricted property.  If you receive, as pay- spouse, or (if the transfer is incident to divorce)of title fees), ment for services, property that is subject to from your former spouse, your basis is your

certain restrictions, your basis in the property4) Charges for installing utility services, spouse’s or former spouse’s adjusted basis
is its fair market value when it becomes sub- immediately before the transfer. See Transfers5) Surveys,
stantially vested. Property becomes substan- of Property Between Spouses or Incident to a6) Transfer taxes, tially vested when it becomes transferable or Divorce, later under Nontaxable Trades.
when it is no longer subject to substantial risk7) Title insurance, The transferor must supply you with
of forfeiture. See Restricted Property Re- records necessary to determine the adjusted8) Legal fees for perfecting title, and ceived for Services in Publication 525 for more basis and holding period of the property as of

9) Any amounts the seller owes that you information. the date of the transfer.
agree to pay, such as back taxes or inter-
est, recording or mortgage fees, charges Bargain purchases.  If you buy investment Property Received as a Gift 
for improvements or repairs, and sales property from your employer at less than fair To figure your basis in property that you re-commissions. market value, as payment for services, you ceive as a gift, you must know its adjusted ba-

must include the difference in income. Your sis to the donor just before it was given to you,Closing costs that you cannot add to your basis in the property is the price you pay plus its fair market value at the time it was given tobasis include: the amount you include in income. you, the amount of any gift tax paid on it, and
1) Fire insurance premiums, the date it was given to you.

2) Mortgage insurance premiums, Property Received in
Fair market value less than donor’s ad-

Taxable Trades 3) The cost of repairs, justed basis.  If the fair market value of the
property at the time of the gift was less than the4) Rent for occupancy before closing, If you traded investment property for other in-
adjusted basis to the donor just before the gift,vestment property, the basis of the new prop-5) Charges for utilities or other services re-
your basis for gain on its sale or other disposi-erty is its fair market value at the time of thelating to occupancy before closing, and
tion is the same as the donor’s adjusted basistrade unless you received the property in a

6) Amounts placed in escrow for the future plus or minus any required adjustments to ba-nontaxable trade.
payment of items such as taxes and sis during the period you hold the property.

Example.  You trade A Company stock forinsurance. Your basis for loss is its fair market value at
B Company stock having a fair market value of the time of the gift plus or minus any required
$1,200. If the adjusted basis of the A CompanyIf the seller actually paid for any item for adjustments to basis during the period you
stock is less than $1,200, you have a taxablewhich you are liable, such as your share of the hold the property.
gain on the trade. The basis of the B Companyreal property taxes for that year, you must re- No gain or loss.  If you use the basis for
stock is $1,200. If you later sell the B Companyduce your basis by that amount if you are not figuring a gain and the result is a loss, and then
stock for $1,300, you will have a gain of $100.charged for it at settlement. use the basis for figuring a loss and the result
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is a gain, you will have neither a gain nor a Fair market value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000 You must also reduce your basis when you re-
ceive nontaxable distributions because theseMinus: Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000loss.
are a return of capital.Net increase in value of gift . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 60,000

If you can definitely identify the shares ofExample.  You receive a gift of investment
stock or the bonds you sold, their basis is theproperty having an adjusted basis of $10,000

Gift tax paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,000 cost or other basis of the particular shares ofat the time of the gift. The fair market value at
Multiplied by .60 ($60,000 ÷ $100,000) .60 stock or bonds. However, if you buy and sellthe time of the gift is $9,000. You later sell the

securities at various times in varying quantitiesGift tax due to net increase in value . . . . . $ 5,400property for $9,500. You have neither gain nor
and you cannot definitely identify the sharesPlus: Adjusted basis of property to your loss. Your basis for figuring gain is $10,000,
you sell, the basis of the securities you sell ismother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000and $10,000 minus $9,500 results in a $500
the basis of the securities you acquired first.Your basis in the property $ 45,400loss. Your basis for figuring loss is $9,000, and
Except for certain mutual fund shares, dis-$9,500 minus $9,000 results in a $500 gain.
cussed later, you cannot use the average price
per share to figure gain or loss on the sale ofNote:  If the donee pays the gift tax, the do-
the shares.Fair market value more than donor’s ad- nor realizes taxable income to the extent the

justed basis.  If the fair market value of the Example.  You bought 100 shares of stockgift taxes paid by the donee exceed the do-
property at the time of the gift was equal to or of XYZ Corporation in 1984 for $10 a share. Innor’s adjusted basis in the property.
more than the donor’s adjusted basis just January 1985, you bought another 200 shares
before the gift, your basis for gain or loss on for $11 a share. In July 1985, you gave your

Part sale, part gift.  If you get property in a son 50 shares. In December 1987, you boughtits sale or other disposition is the donor’s ad-
transaction that is partly a sale and partly a gift, 100 shares for $9 a share. In April 1994, youjusted basis plus or minus any required adjust-
your basis is either the basis of the gift, as ex- sold 130 shares. You cannot identify thements to basis during the period you held the
plained here, or the amount you paid for the shares you disposed of, so you must use theproperty. Also, you may be allowed to add to
property, whichever is greater. stock you acquired first to figure the basis. Thethe donor’s adjusted basis all or part of any gift

shares of stock you gave your son had a basistax paid, depending on the date of the gift.
Inherited Property of $500 (50 × $10). You figure the basis of the

130 shares of stock you sold in 1994 asIf you inherited property, your basis in that
follows:Gift received before 1977.  If you received property generally is its fair market value (its

property as a gift before 1977, your basis in the appraised value on the federal estate tax re-
50 shares (50 ×$10) balance of stockproperty is the donor’s adjusted basis in- turn) on:

bought in 1984 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 500creased by the total gift tax paid on the gift. The date of the decedent’s death, or 80 shares (80 ×$11) stock bought inHowever, your basis cannot be more than the
January 1985 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 880The later alternate valuation date if the es-fair market value of the gift at the time it was

Total basis of stock sold in 1994 $1,380tate qualifies for, and elects to use, al-given to you.
ternate valuation.

Example 1.  You were given XYZ Com-
If no federal estate tax return was filed, use the Identification.  You will make an adequatepany stock in 1976. At the time of the gift, the
appraised value on the date of death for state identification if you show that certificates rep-stock had a fair market value of $21,000. The
inheritance or transmission taxes. resenting shares of stock from a lot that youdonor’s adjusted basis was $20,000. The do-

bought on a certain date or for a certain pricenor paid a gift tax of $500 on the gift. Your ba-
were delivered to your broker or other agent.Appreciated property.  The basis in certainsis for gain or loss is $20,500, the donor’s ad-

If you have left the stock certificates withappreciated property that you acquire may bejusted basis plus the amount of gift tax paid.
your broker or other agent, an adequate identi-the decedent’s adjusted basis in the property
fication is made if you:immediately before death rather than its fairExample 2.  Assume the same facts as in

market value. This applies only if you or your 1) Tell your broker or other agent the particu-Example 1 except that the gift tax paid was
spouse had given the decedent the appreci- lar stock to be sold or transferred at the$1,500. Your basis is $21,000, the donor’s ad-
ated property as a gift during the one-year pe- time of the sale or transfer, andjusted basis plus the gift tax paid, but limited to
riod ending on the date of death. Appreciatedthe fair market value of the stock at the time of 2) Receive a written confirmation of this fromproperty is any property whose fair marketthe gift. your broker or other agent within a rea-value on the day it was given to the decedent is

sonable time.more than its adjusted basis.

Gift received after 1976.  If you received
If you bought stock in different lots at differ-More information.  See Publication 551, Ba-property as a gift after 1976, your basis is the

ent times and you hold a single stock certifi-sis of Assets, for more information on commu-donor’s adjusted basis increased by the part of
cate for this stock, you will make an adequatenity property, surviving tenancy, qualified jointthe gift tax paid that was for the net increase in
identification if you:interest, and transfers of a farm or business.value of the gift. You figure this part by multi-
1) Tell your broker or other agent the particu-plying the gift tax paid on the gift by a fraction.

lar stock to be sold or transferred whenThe numerator (top part) is the net increase in Stocks and Bonds 
you deliver the certificate to your broker orvalue of the gift and the denominator (bottom The basis of stocks or bonds you own gener- other agent, andpart) is the fair market value of the gift. ally is the purchase price plus the costs of

The net increase in value of the gift is the 2) Receive a written confirmation of this frompurchase such as commissions and recording
fair market value of the gift minus the donor’s your broker or other agent within a rea-or transfer fees. If you acquired stock or bonds
adjusted basis. sonable time.other than by purchase, your basis is usually

determined by fair market value or the donor’s
Example.  In 1994, you received a gift of adjusted basis as discussed earlier under Ba- Stock identified this way is the stock sold or

property from your mother. At the time of the sis Other Than Cost . transferred even though stock certificates from
gift, the property had a fair market value of The basis of stocks must be adjusted for a different lot are delivered to the broker or
$100,000 and an adjusted basis to her of certain events that occur after purchase. For other agent. If you sell part of the stock repre-
$40,000. She paid a gift tax of $9,000 on her example, if you receive more stock from non- sented by a single certificate directly to the
gift of the property to you. You figure your ba- taxable stock dividends or stock splits, you buyer instead of through a broker, you will
sis in the following way: must reduce the basis of your original stock. make an adequate identification if you keep a
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written record of the particular stock that you shares after the distribution—three with a ba- to your return for the year in which you receive
intend to sell. This method of identification also sis of $10 each and three with a basis of $15 the rights stating that you choose to divide the
applies to bonds sold or transferred. each. basis of the stock.

New and old stock not identical.  If the Basis of new stock.  If you exercise the
new stock you received as a nontaxable divi- stock rights, the basis of the new stock is itsMutual fund shares.  You can choose to use
dend is not identical to the old stock on which it cost plus the basis of the stock rights exer-the average basis of shares you own in a regu-
is declared, divide the adjusted basis of the old cised. The holding period of the new stock be-lated investment company (mutual fund) if you
stock between the old and the new stock in the gins on the date you exercised the stock rights.acquired the shares at various times and
ratio of the fair market value of each lot of stockprices and if you left the shares on deposit in Example.  You own 100 shares of ABC
to the total fair market value of both lots on thean account kept by a custodian or agent for ac- Company stock, which cost you $22 per share.
date of distribution of the new stock.quiring or redeeming such shares. You figure The ABC Company gave you 10 stock rights

average basis by using either the double-cate- Example.  You bought a share of common that would allow you to buy 10 more shares at
gory method or the single-category method. stock for $100. Later, the corporation distrib- $26 per share. At the time the stock rights were
These methods and other information on the uted a share of preferred stock for each share distributed, the stock had a market value of
basis of mutual fund shares are explained  in of common stock held. At the date of distribu- $30, not including the stock rights. Each stock
Publication 564. tion, your common stock had a fair market right had a market value of $3. The market

value of $150 and the preferred stock had a value of the stock rights was less than 15% of
Automatic investment service.  If you par- fair market value of $50. You figure the basis the market value of the stock, but you chose to
ticipate in an automatic investment service, of the old and new stock by dividing your $100 divide the basis of your stock between the
your basis for each share of stock, including basis between them. The basis of your com- stock and the rights. You figure the basis of the
fractional shares, bought by the bank or other mon stock is $75 ($150/$200 × $100) and the rights and the basis of the old stock as follows:
agent is the purchase price plus a share of the basis of the new preferred stock is $25 ($50/

100 shares × $22 =$2,200, basis of old stockbrokerage commission. $200 × $100).
In determining your holding period for Stock bought at various times.  Figure

100 shares × $30 = $3,000, market value of old stockshares bought by the bank, full shares are con- the basis of stock dividends received on stock
sidered bought first and any fractional shares you bought at various times and at different
are considered bought last. Your holding pe- 10 rights × $3 = $30, market value of rightsprices by allocating to each lot of stock the
riod starts on the bank’s purchase date. If a share of the stock dividends attributable to it.
share was bought over more than one ($3,000 ÷ $3,030) × $2,200 = $2,178.22, new basisStock splits.  Figure the basis of stock
purchase date, your holding period for that of old stocksplits in the same way as stock dividends if
share is a split holding period. A part of the identical stock is distributed on the stock held.
share is considered to have been bought on ($30 ÷ $3,030) × $2,200 = $21.78, basis of rightsHolding period.  Your holding period for
each date that stock was bought by the bank new stock that you receive as a nontaxable

If you sell the rights, the basis for figuringwith the proceeds of available funds. stock dividend begins on the same date as the
gain or loss is $2.18 ($21.78 ÷ 10) per right. Ifholding period of the old stock.
you exercise the rights, the basis of the stockDividend reinvestment plans.  If you partici- Taxable stock dividends.  If your stock
you acquire is the price you pay ($26) plus thepate in a dividend reinvestment plan and re- dividend is taxable when you receive it, the
basis of the right exercised ($2.18), or $28.18ceive stock from the corporation at a discount, original basis of your new stock is its fair mar-
per share. The remaining basis of the old stockyour basis is the full fair market value of the ket value on the date of distribution. The basis
is $21.78 per share.stock on the dividend payment date. You must of your old stock does not change. Your hold-

Holding period.  The holding period ofinclude the amount of the discount in your ing period for the new stock is determined from
nontaxable stock rights begins on the sameincome. the date of distribution.
date as the holding period of the original stock.Public utilities.  If, before 1986, you ex-

cluded from income the value of stock you had Stock rights.  A stock right is a right to sub-
Scrip dividends.  A scrip dividend is a tempo-received under a qualified public utility rein- scribe to a new issue of a corporation’s stock.
rary certificate entitling its holder to a fractionalvestment plan, your basis in that stock is zero. It may be exercised, sold if it has a market
share of stock. Scrip dividends are generallySee Public utility stock reinvestment plans in value, or expire. Stock rights are rarely taxable
taxable to the extent of their fair market valueChapter 1. when you receive them. See Nontaxable Dis-
when you receive them. Basis for scrip is itstributions in Chapter 1.
fair market value on the date of receipt.Stock dividends.  Stock dividends are distri- Taxable stock rights.  If you receive stock

butions made by a corporation of its own stock. rights that are taxable, the basis of the rights is
Investment property received in liquida-Generally, stock dividends are not taxable to their fair market value at the time of distribu-
tion.  In general, if you receive investmentyou. However, see Nontaxable Distributions in tion. The basis of the old stock does not
property as a distribution in partial or completeChapter 1. If the stock dividends are not taxa- change.
liquidation of a corporation and if you recog-ble, you must divide your basis for the stock Nontaxable stock rights.  If you receive
nize gain or loss when you acquire the prop-between the old and new stock. nontaxable stock rights and allow them to ex-
erty, your basis in the property is its fair marketNew and old stock identical.  If the new pire, they have no basis.
value at the time of the distribution.stock you received as a nontaxable dividend is If you exercise or sell the nontaxable stock

identical to the old stock on which the dividend rights and if, at the time of distribution, the
S corporation stock.  You must increaseis declared, divide the adjusted basis of the old stock rights had a fair market value of 15% or
your basis in stock of an S corporation by yourstock by the number of shares of old and new more of the fair market value of the old stock,
pro rata share of the following items:stock. The result is your basis for each share of you must divide the adjusted basis of the stock

stock. between the stock and the stock rights. Use a All income items of the S corporation that
ratio of the fair market value of each to the totalExample.  You owned one share of com- are separately stated and passed
fair market value of both at the time ofmon stock that you bought for $45. The corpo- through to you as a shareholder,
distribution.ration distributed two new shares of common The nonseparately stated income of the S

stock for each share held. You then had three If the fair market value of the stock rights is corporation, and
shares of common stock. Your basis of each less than 15%, their basis is zero. However,

The amount of the deduction for depletionshare is $15 ($45 ÷ 3). If you owned two you can choose to divide the basis of the old
that is more than the basis of the prop-shares before the distribution, one bought for stock between the old stock and the stock
erty being depleted.$30 and the other for $45, you would have six rights. To make the choice, attach a statement
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You must decrease your basis in stock of this amount. See Original Issue Discount Legal fees for getting the assessment
an S corporation by your pro rata share of the (OID), in Chapter 1, and Discounted debt in- reduced,
following items: struments, later in this chapter under Capital or

Certain carrying charges,
Ordinary Gain or Loss.Distributions by the S corporation that

All other capital expenses.Discounted tax-exempt obligations.were not included in your income,
OID on tax-exempt obligations is generally not

All loss and deduction items of the S cor- taxable. However, before you dispose of a tax- You cannot increase your basis in property
poration that are separately stated and exempt obligation issued after September 3, for expenses that are deductible as current ex-
passed through to you, 1982, that you acquire after March 1, 1984, penses. However, you can choose to capital-

you must accrue OID on the obligation to de-Any nonseparately stated loss of the S ize certain taxes, interest, commitment fees,
termine its adjusted basis. The accrued OID iscorporation, carrying charges, etc. If you make this choice,
added to the basis of the obligation to deter- add these items to the basis of the property.Any expense of the S corporation that is
mine any gain or loss when you dispose of it.

not deductible in figuring its income and
You must accrue OID on a tax-exempt obli- Short sales.  You cannot deduct paymentsnot properly chargeable to a capital ac-

gation under the same method used for OID you make to a lender in lieu of dividends dis-count, and
on corporate debt instruments issued after tributed during the time you maintain a short

The amount of your deduction for depletion July 1, 1982. For information on determining position on stock used in a short sale if the
of oil and gas wells to the extent the de- OID, see Debt Instruments Issued After July 1, closing occurs on or before the 45th day after
duction is not more than your share of 1982, and Before January 1, 1985, or Debt In- the date of the short sale (one year in the case
the adjusted basis of the wells. struments Issued After December 31, 1984, as of extraordinary dividends).

applicable, in Publication 1212. The 45-day and one-year periods are sus-
However, your basis in the stock cannot be re- If the tax-exempt obligation has a maturity pended during any period in which you hold
duced below zero. See Publication 589 for of one year or less, accrue OID under the rules options to buy substantially identical stock or
more information. for acquisition discount on short-term obliga- securities or hold one or more positions in sub-

tions. See Discount on Short-Term Obliga- stantially similar or related property.
Specialized small business investment tions in Chapter 1. The amount you pay to the lender for divi-
company stock or partnership interest.  If Stripped tax-exempt obligation.  If you dends distributed during the time you main-
you choose to postpone part or all of your gain buy or sell a stripped tax-exempt bond or cou- tained your short position is a capital expense,
from a sale of publicly traded securities, you pon after October 22, 1986, you must accrue and you must add it to the basis of the stock
must reduce the basis of the common stock or OID on that obligation to determine its ad- sold short.
partnership interest in a specialized small bus- justed basis when you dispose of it. For See Short Sales, later.
iness investment company that is your re- stripped tax-exempt bonds or coupons bought
placement property. See Rollover of Gain, or sold after June 10, 1987, part of this OID Mutual fund  stock.  If you own stock in a mu-
later. may be taxable. You accrue the OID on such tual fund, you must report as capital gains any

obligations in the manner described in Chapter amounts that the fund allocated to you as capi-
Premiums on bonds.  If you buy a taxable 1 under Stripped Bonds and Coupons. tal gain distributions, even though you did not
bond at a premium and choose to amortize the Increase your basis in the stripped tax-ex- actually receive them. Increase your basis in
premium paid, you must reduce the basis of empt bond or coupon by the interest that ac- the fund by 65% of the undistributed capital
the bond by a part of the premium each year crued but was not paid, and not previously re- gain (the difference between the undistributed
over the life of the bond. If you do not choose flected in your basis, before the date you sold capital gain included in income and the
to amortize the bond premium, the premium is the bond or coupon. In addition, for bonds amount of tax paid for you by the fund). See
treated as part of your basis in the bond. bought or sold after June 10, 1987, add to your Undistributed capital gains under Capital Gain

Although you cannot deduct the premium basis any accrued market discount (the taxa- Distributions, in Chapter 1.
on tax-exempt bonds, you must amortize it to ble part of the OID) not previously reflected in
determine your adjusted basis in the bonds. basis. Decreases to Basis You must reduce the basis of the bonds by the

You must reduce your original basis by re-premium you amortized for the period you held Adjusted Basis ceipts that are a return of capital, such as non-the bonds.
Before you can figure any gain or loss on a taxable distributions. Other items that reduceSee Bond Premium Amortization, in Chap-
sale, exchange, or other disposition of prop- basis include:ter 3, for more information.
erty, or figure allowable depreciation, deple-

Amortization,tion, or amortization, you usually must makeMarket discount on bonds.  If you include
certain adjustments (increases and de- Depreciation allowed or allowable,market discount on a bond in income currently,
creases) to the basis of the property. The re-increase the basis of your bond by the amount Depletion,sult of these adjustments to the basis is the ad-of market discount you include in your income.
justed basis. Losses recognized on involuntarySee  Market Discount Bonds in Chapter 1 for

conversions,more information.
Note.  Certain basis adjustments relating Deducted casualty losses, and

to stocks and bonds were discussed earlierAcquisition discount on short-term obliga-
Insurance reimbursements.under Stocks and Bonds .tions.  If you include acquisition discount on a

short-term debt obligation in your income cur-
However, you cannot reduce your basis belowrently, increase the basis of the obligation by Increases to Basis zero.the amount of acquisition discount you include

You increase the basis or cost of your propertyin your income. See Discount on Short-Term
by all items that are charged to a capital ac-Obligations in Chapter 1 for more information.
count. These include:

How to FigureOriginal issue discount (OID) on debt in- The cost of improvements and betterments
struments.  If you include in your income an having a life of more than one year, Gain or Loss 
amount of OID on corporate instruments is-

OID for the period you held a bond,sued after May 27, 1969, or on certain You figure gain or loss on a sale or trade of
noncorporate instruments issued after July 1, Assessments levied against the property property by comparing the amount you realize
1982, increase the basis of the instruments by to pay for local benefits, with the adjusted basis of the property.
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Gain.  If the amount you realize from a sale or market value of the nonlike-kind property youNontaxable Trades 
receive. You cannot deduct a loss.trade is more than the adjusted basis of the This section discusses trades which generally

Like-kind property and nonlike-kindproperty you transfer, the difference is a gain. do not result in a taxable gain or a deductible
property transferred.  If you give up nonlike-loss.
kind property in addition to the like-kind prop-If you trade business property or deprecia-Loss.  If the adjusted basis of the property you erty, you must recognize gain or loss only onble investment property, see Publication 544.transfer is more than the amount you realize, the nonlike-kind property you give up. The gain

the difference is a loss. or loss is the difference between the adjusted
Like-Kind Exchanges basis of the nonlike-kind property and its fair
If you trade business or investment property market value.Amount realized.  The amount you realize
for other business or investment property of afrom a sale or trade of property is everything
like kind, you must postpone tax on the gain or Like-kind property and money transferred.you receive for the property. This includes the
postpone deducting the loss until you sell or If conditions (1) — (6) are met, you have a non-money you receive plus the fair market value
dispose of the property you receive. All six of taxable trade even if you pay money in addi-of any property or services you receive. the following requirements must be met for the tion to transferring property in exchange forFair market value.  Fair market value is trade to be nontaxable. like-kind property.the price at which the property would change
1) The property must be business or invest-hands between a buyer and a seller, neither

Basis.  You figure your basis in property re-ment property. You must hold both thebeing forced to buy or sell and both having rea-
ceived in a nontaxable or partially nontaxableproperty you trade and the property yousonable knowledge of all the relevant facts.
trade as explained under Basis Other Thanreceive for business or investment pur-

The fair market value of notes or other evi- Cost, earlier.poses. Neither property may be used for
dence of indebtedness you receive as a part of personal purposes, such as your home or
the sale price is usually the best amount you How to report.  You must report the exchangefamily car.
can get from selling them to, or discounting of business or investment like-kind property on2) The property must not be property held forthem with, a bank or other buyer of such debt Form 8824, Like-Kind Exchanges. If you fig-sale. The property you trade and the prop-instruments. ure a recognized gain or loss on Form 8824,erty you receive must not be property you

Debt paid off.  An indebtedness against report it on Schedule D of Form 1040 or onsell to customers, such as merchandise. It
the property, or against you, that is paid off as Form 4797, Sales of Business Property,must be property held for productive use
a part of the transaction or that is assumed by whichever applies.in your trade or business or property held

For exchanges you report on Schedule D,the buyer must be included in the amount real- for investment.
enter any gain or loss from Form 8824 on line 4ized. This is true even if neither you nor the

3) There must be an exchange of like-kind or line 12 of Schedule D. (See Reporting Capi-buyer is personally liable for the debt. For ex-
property. The exchange of real estate for tal Gains and Losses on Schedule D, later, toample, if you sell or trade property that is sub-
real estate and the exchange of personal determine whether to use line 4 or 12.)ject to a nonrecourse loan, the amount you re- property for similar personal property are To compute any partial gains or losses andalize includes the full amount of the note exchanges of like-kind property. The for more information on like-kind exchanges,assumed by the buyer even though the trade of an apartment house for a store see the instructions for Form 8824. For moreamount of the note exceeds the fair market building, or a panel truck for a pickup information on how to report the sale of busi-value of the property. truck, are like-kind exchanges. The ex- ness property, see Publication 544.Payment of cash.  If you trade property for change of a piece of machinery for a store

other property and in addition pay cash, the building is not a like-kind exchange. Rule for foreign real property.  Generally, for
amount you realize is the fair market value of 4) The property must not be stocks, bonds, transfers after July 10, 1989, the trade of real
the property you receive. Determine your gain notes, choses in action, certificates of property located in the United States for real
or loss by subtracting your adjusted basis (the trust or beneficial interest, or other securi- property located outside the United States is
cash you pay and the adjusted basis of the ties or evidence of indebtedness or inter- not a like-kind exchange.
property you traded in) from the amount you est, including partnership interests. How-
realize. If the result is a positive number, it is a ever, you can have a nontaxable Corporate Stocks 
gain. If the result is a negative number, it is a exchange of corporate stocks, as dis- The following trades of corporate stocks gen-
loss. cussed later. erally do not result in a taxable gain or a de-

5) The property must meet the identification ductible loss.Example 1.  You sell stock which you had
requirement. The property to be receivedpledged as security for a bank loan of $8,000.
must be identified on or before the day Stock for stock of the same corporation. Your basis in the stock is $6,000. The buyer
that is 45 days after the date of transfer of You can exchange common stock for commonpays off your bank loan and pays you $20,000
the property given up in the exchange. stock or preferred stock for preferred stock inin cash. The amount realized is $28,000

the same corporation without having a recog-6) The exchange must meet the completed($20,000 plus $8,000). Your gain is $22,000
nized gain or loss. This is true for a trade be-transaction requirement. The property($28,000 minus $6,000).
tween two persons as well as a trade betweenmust be received on or before the earlier
a stockholder and a corporation.Example 2.  You trade A Company stock of:

In some instances, you can trade commonwith an adjusted basis of $7,000 for B Com-
a) The 180th day after the date on which stock for preferred stock, preferred stock forpany stock with a fair market value of $10,000,

you transfer the property given up in the common stock, or stock in one corporation forwhich is your amount realized. Your gain is transfer, or stock in another corporation without having a$3,000 ($10,000 minus $7,000). If you also re-
b) The due date, including extensions, for recognized gain or loss. These trades must beceive a note for $6,000 that has a discount

your tax return for the year in which the part of mergers, recapitalizations, transfers tovalue of $4,000, your gain is $7,000 ($10,000
transfer of the property given up occurs. controlled corporations, bankruptcies, corpo-plus $4,000 minus $7,000).

rate divisions, corporate acquisitions, or other
Partially nontaxable exchange.  If you re- corporate reorganizations.

No gain or loss.  You may be required to use ceive cash or nonlike-kind property in addition Convertible stocks and bonds.  You will
a basis for figuring gain different from that to the like-kind property, and the above condi- not have a recognized gain or loss if you con-
used for figuring loss. In this case, you may not tions are met, you have a partially nontaxable vert bonds into stock or preferred stock into
have a gain or a loss. See No gain or loss trade. You are taxed on any gain you realize, common stock of the same corporation ac-
under Basis Other Than Cost, earlier. but only to the extent of the cash and the fair cording to a conversion privilege in the terms
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of the bond or the preferred stock certificate 80% of the total combined voting power of all Washington, D.C. 20239–0001
except where gain is specifically required to be classes of stock entitled to vote and at least
recognized. 80% of the outstanding shares of each class of

nonvoting stock of the corporation.Example.  In November, you bought for $1 Transfers of Property
If this provision applies to you, you must at-a right issued by XYZ Corporation entitling Between Spouses or

tach to your return a complete statement of allyou, on payment of $99, to subscribe to a bond Incident to a Divorce facts pertinent to the exchange.issued by that corporation.
Generally, no gain or loss is recognized on aMoney or other property.  If, in an other-On December 2, you subscribed to the
transfer of property from an individual to (or inwise nontaxable trade of property for corpo-bond that was issued on December 9. The
trust for the benefit of) a spouse or, if incidentrate stock, you also receive money or propertybond contained a clause stating that you would
to a divorce, a former spouse. This nonrecog-other than stock, you may have a taxable gain.receive one share of XYZ Corporation com-
nition rule does not apply if the recipientHowever, you are taxed only up to the amountmon stock on surrender of one bond and the
spouse or former spouse is a nonresidentof money plus the fair market value of the otherpayment of $50. You presented the bond and
alien. The rule also does not apply to a transferproperty you receive. The rules for figuring$50 and received one share of XYZ Corpora-
in trust to the extent the adjusted basis of thegain in this situation generally follow those dis-tion common stock.
property is less than the amount of the liabili-cussed earlier for like-kind exchanges. No lossYou do not have a recognized gain or loss

is recognized. ties assumed and liabilities on the property.when you surrender the bond and $50 for the
Basis.  The basis of the stock you receive Any transfer of property to a spouse or for-share of common stock. This is true whether

is generally the adjusted basis of the property mer spouse on which gain or loss is not recog-the fair market value of the stock was more or
you transfer. Increase this amount by any nized is treated by the transferee as acquiredless than $150 on the date of the conversion.
amount that was treated as a dividend, plus by gift and is not considered a sale or ex-The basis of your share of stock is $150.
any gain recognized on the exchange. De- change. The transferee’s basis in the propertyYour holding period is split. Your holding pe-
crease this amount by any cash you received, will be the same as the adjusted basis of theriod for the part of the share of stock attributa-
the fair market value of any other property you transferor immediately before the transfer.ble to your ownership of the bond ($100 basis)
received, and any loss recognized on the This carryover basis rule applies whether thebegins on December 2. Your holding period for
exchange. adjusted basis of the transferred property isthe part of the share of stock attributable to

The basis of any other property you receive less than, equal to, or greater than its fair mar-your cash investment ($50 basis) begins on
is its fair market value on the date of the trade. ket value at the time of transfer. This rule ap-the day after you acquire the share of stock.

plies for purposes of determining loss as well
as gain. Any gain recognized on a transfer inInsurance Policies and Annuities Bonds for stock of another corporation.
trust increases the basis.Generally, if you convert the bonds of one cor- You will not have a recognized gain or loss if

A transfer of property is incident to a di-poration into common stock of another corpo- you trade:
vorce if the transfer occurs within one year af-ration, according to the terms of the bond is- 1) A life insurance contract for another life in-
ter the date on which the marriage ends, or ifsue, you must recognize gain or loss on the surance contract or for an endowment or
the transfer is related to the ending of the mar-exchange to the extent of the difference be- an annuity contract,

tween the fair market value of the common riage. For more information, see Property Set-
2) An endowment contract for an annuitystock received and the cost or other basis of tlements in Publication 504, Divorced or Sepa-

contract, or for another endowment con-the bonds exchanged. In some instances, rated Individuals.
tract that provides for regular paymentshowever, such as trades that are part of merg-
beginning at a date not later than the be-ers or other corporate reorganizations, you will Related Party Transactions ginning date under the old contract, orhave no recognized gain or loss if certain re-

Special rules apply to the sale or trade of prop-quirements are met. For more information 3) An annuity contract for another annuity
erty between related parties.about the tax consequences of converting se- contract.

curities of one corporation into common stock
Gain on Sale or Tradeof another corporation, under circumstances The insured or annuitant must stay the same

such as those just described, consult the re- as under the original contract. Exchanges of of Depreciable Property 
spective corporations and the terms of the contracts not included in this list, such as an The capital gain provisions do not apply and
bond issue. This information is also available annuity contract for an endowment contract, or your gain is ordinary income, if:
on the prospectus of the bond issue. an annuity or endowment contract for a life in-

1) You have a recognized gain on the sale orsurance contract, are taxable.
trade of property, including a leasehold orProperty for stock of a controlled corpora-
a patent application, that is depreciabletion.  If you transfer property to a corporation U.S. Treasury Notes or Bonds 
property in the hands of the party who re-solely in exchange for stock in that corpora- You can trade certain issues of U.S. Treasury
ceives it, andtion, and immediately after the trade you are in obligations for other issues, designated by the

control of the corporation, you ordinarily will 2) The transaction is between you and aSecretary of the Treasury, with no gain or loss
not recognize a gain or loss. This rule applies controlled entity, or you and a trust inrecognized on the trade. The Treasury will is-
both to individuals and to groups who transfer which you or your spouse is a beneficiary.sue a payment for the final interest, regardless
property to a corporation. It does not apply if of whether your maturing securities are used
the corporation is an investment company. to purchase new Treasury securities or are See Chapter 2 in Publication 544 for more
However, if you had a gain from the disposition presented for cash payment. However, if you information.
of depreciable property from this transaction, purchased a new issue through the TREA-
you may be taxed on part of the gain. See Pub- SURY DIRECT system, such payments will be Like-Kind Exchanges lication 544 for more information. credited to your designated account by direct

Generally, if you trade business or investmentIf you are in a bankruptcy or a similar pro- deposit. See the discussion in Chapter 1 under
property for other business or investmentceeding and you transfer assets to a controlled U.S. Treasury Bills, Notes, and Bonds, for
property of a like kind, no gain or loss is recog-corporation under a plan, other than a reorgan- more information about income from these in-
nized. See Like-Kind Exchanges, earlier underization, you must recognize gain to the extent vestments. For other information on these
Nontaxable Trades.the stock you receive in the exchange is used notes or bonds, write to:

This rule also applies to exchanges ofto pay off your debts.
property between related parties, defined nextFor this purpose, to be in control of a corpo- Bureau of the Public Debt
under Loss on Sale or Trade of Property. How-ration, you or your group of transferors must U.S. Department of the Treasury

own, immediately after the exchange, at least Customer Inquiry Section, Room 429 ever, if either related person disposes of the
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like-kind property within 2 years after the ex- interest, or the profits interest, in the But stock constructively owned by an individ-
change, the gain or loss on the exchange must ual under rule 2 or 3 is not treated as owned bypartnership,
be recognized. Each related person must re- that individual for again applying either rule 25) Two S corporations if the same persons
port any gain or loss not recognized on the or 3 to make another person the constructiveown more than 50% in value of the out-
original exchange on the tax return filed for the owner of the stock.standing stock of each corporation,
year in which the later disposition occurred.

6) Two corporations, one of which is an SThese rules generally do not apply to: Property received from a related party.  If
corporation, if the same persons own you sell or trade at a gain property that you ac-Dispositions due to the death of either re- more than 50% in value of the outstanding quired from a related party, you recognize thelated person, stock of each corporation, gain only to the extent that it is more than the

Involuntary conversions (see Chapter 1 of loss previously disallowed to the transferor.7) Two corporations that are members of the
Publication 544), or This rule applies only if you are the originalsame controlled group (under certain con-

transferee and you acquired the property byExchanges or dispositions whose main ditions, however, such losses are not dis-
purchase or exchange. This rule does not ap-purpose is not the avoidance of federal allowed but must be deferred),
ply if the transferor’s loss was disallowed be-income tax. 8) Two partnerships if the same persons cause of the wash sale rules, described later

own, directly or indirectly, more than 50% under Wash Sales.The 2–year period does not include the pe- of the capital interests or the profits inter- Example 1.  Your brother sells you stockriod during which the holder’s risk of loss is ests, or with a cost basis of $10,000 for $7,600. Yoursubstantially diminished by:
9) A partnership and a person who owns, di- brother cannot deduct the loss of $2,400. Later

The holding of a put on the property, rectly or indirectly, more than 50% of the you sell the same stock to an unrelated party
capital interest, or the profits interest, in for $10,500, thus realizing a gain of $2,900.The holding by another person of a right to
the partnership. Your reportable gain is $500 — the $2,900acquire the property, or

gain minus the $2,400 loss not allowed to yourA short sale or any other transaction.
brother.If you sell or trade to a related party a num-

ber of blocks of stock or pieces of property in a Example 2.  If, in Example 1, you sold the
lump sum, you must figure the gain or loss stock for $6,900 instead of $10,500, your rec-Loss on Sale or Trade of Property separately for each block of stock or piece of ognized loss is only $700 — $7,600 basis mi-

You cannot deduct a loss on the sale or trade property. The gain on each item may be taxa- nus $6,900. You cannot deduct the loss that
of property, other than a distribution in com- ble. However, you cannot deduct the loss on was not allowed to your brother.
plete liquidation of a corporation, if the transac- any item. Also, you cannot reduce gains from
tion is directly or indirectly between you and the sales of any of these items by losses on the
the following related parties: sales of any of the other items. Capital or Ordinary1) Members of your family—this includes

Investment expenses.  Generally, the sameonly your brothers and sisters, half-broth- Gain or Loss 
related parties identified in the preceding listsers and half-sisters, spouse, ancestors
must also be considered when you determine(parents, grandparents, etc.), and lineal

Words you may need to know (seethe deductibility of investment expenses underdescendants (children, grandchildren,
an accrual method. See How to Report Invest-etc.), Glossary):
ment Expenses, in Chapter 3, for more infor-2) A corporation in which you directly or indi- Call
mation about the related party rule.rectly own more than 50% in value of the Commodity future

outstanding stock. See Constructive own- Conversion transaction
Indirect transactions.  These include salesership of stock, later, or Equity option
through a stock exchange. You cannot deduct Extraordinary dividend3) A tax-exempt charitable or educational or- your loss on the sale of stock through your bro- Forward contractganization that is directly or indirectly con- ker if, for example, under a prearranged plan a Limited partnertrolled, in any manner or by any method, related party or entity buys the same stock you Listed optionby you or by a member of your family, had owned. Marked to marketwhether or not this control is legally

Nonequity optionenforceable. Constructive ownership of stock.  In deter- Options dealer
mining whether a person directly or indi- PutIn addition, a loss on the sale or trade of prop- rectly owns any of the outstanding stock of a Regulated futures contracterty is not deductible if the transaction is di- corporation, the following rules apply. Section 1256 contractrectly or indirectly between the following re- Rule 1.  Stock directly or indirectly owned Straddlelated parties: by or for a corporation, partnership, estate, or Wash sale
trust is considered owned proportionately by1) A grantor and fiduciary, or the fiduciary
or  fo r  i t s  shareho lders ,  par tners ,  o rand beneficiary, of any trust, This section discusses the tax treatment of dif-
beneficiaries. ferent types of investment transactions. For in-2) Fiduciaries of two different trusts, or the fi-

Rule 2.  An individual is considered to own formation about the tax treatment of gains andduciary and beneficiary of two different
the stock that is directly or indirectly owned by losses on the sale or exchange of propertytrusts, if the same person is the grantor of
or for his or her family. Family includes only used in a trade or business, see Publicationboth trusts,
brothers and sisters, half-brothers and half- 544.

3) A trust fiduciary and a corporation of sisters, spouse, ancestors, and l ineal If you have a taxable gain or a deductible
which more than 50% in value of the out- descendants. loss from a transaction, it may be either a capi-
standing stock is directly or indirectly Rule 3.  An individual owning, other than by tal gain or loss or an ordinary gain or loss, de-
owned by or for the trust, or by or for the applying rule 2, any stock in a corporation is pending on the circumstances. Generally, a
grantor of the trust, considered to own the stock that is directly or sale or trade of a capital asset (defined later)

indirectly owned by or for his or her partner.4) A corporation and a partnership if the results in a capital gain or loss. A sale or trade
Rule 4.  When applying rule 1, 2, or 3, stocksame persons own more than 50% in of a noncapital asset generally results in ordi-

constructively owned by a person under rule 1value of the outstanding stock of the cor- nary gain or loss. Depending on the circum-
poration and more than 50% of the capital is treated as actually owned by that person. stances, a gain or loss on a sale or trade of
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property used in a trade or business may be you acquired under circumstances enti- generally must be filed within 3 years from the
tling you to the basis of someone who re- date a return is filed, or 2 years from the datetreated as either capital or ordinary, as ex-
ceived the publications free or for less the tax is paid.) For more information about fil-plained in Publication 544. In some situations,
than the normal sales price. ing a claim, see Publication 556, Examinationpart of your gain or loss may be a capital gain

of Returns, Appeal Rights, and Claims foror loss and part may be an ordinary gain or
Refund.loss. Personal use property.  Property held for

personal use is a capital asset. Gain from a
Discounted debt instruments.  Treat yoursale or exchange of that property is a capitalCharacter of gain or loss.  It is important for
gain or loss on the sale, redemption, or retire-gain. Loss from the sale or exchange of thatyou to properly distinguish or classify your
ment of a bond or other evidence of indebted-property is not deductible unless it results fromgains and losses as either ordinary or capital
ness originally issued at a discount as follows.a personal casualty loss, such as a lossgains or losses. You also need to classify your

Treat gains on short-term federal, state,caused by a fire or hurricane. If you need morecapital gains and losses as either short-term or
or local government obligations as ordinaryinformation about casualty losses, get Publica-long-term. The correct classification helps you
income up to the ratable share of the acquisi-tion 547, Nonbusiness Disasters, Casualties,figure the limit on capital losses and your
tion discount. This treatment applies to obliga-and Thefts.proper tax if you can use the Capital Gain Tax
tions that have a fixed maturity date not moreComputation, explained later. For information
than one year from the date of issue. (How-about determining whether your capital gain or Investment Property 
ever, this treatment does not apply for state orloss is short-term or long-term, see Holding

Investment property is a capital asset. Any local government obligations with tax-exemptPeriod, later.
gain or loss you have from its sale or trade interest.) Any gain in excess of the ratable
generally is a capital gain or loss. share of the acquisition discount is capitalCapital Assets and gain. Any loss is capital loss. Acquisition dis-
Gold, silver, stamps, coins, gems, etc. count is the excess of the stated redemptionNoncapital Assets 
These are capital assets except when they are price at maturity over your basis in theFor the most part, everything you own and use
held for sale by a dealer. Any gain or loss you obligation.for personal purposes, pleasure, or investment
have from their sale or trade generally is a cap- However, do not treat such gains as in-is a capital asset. Some examples are:
ital gain or loss. come to the extent you previously included the

• Stocks or bonds held in your personal discount in income. This amount increases
account Stocks, stock rights, and bonds.  All of your basis in the obligation. See Discount on

these, including stock received as a dividend, Short-Term Obligations, in Chapter 1, for more• A house owned and used by you and your
are capital assets except when they are held information.family
for sale by a securities dealer. However, see Treat gains on short-term nongovern-

• Household furnishings Losses on Small Business Stock, Losses on ment obligations (whether or not tax exempt)
Small Business Investment Company Stock,• A car used for pleasure or commuting as ordinary income up to the ratable share of
Rollover of Gain, and Exclusion for Gain From OID. This treatment applies to obligations that• Coin or stamp collections Small Business Stock, later. are not short-term government obligations,

• Gems and jewelry and that have a fixed maturity date of not more
Worthless securities.  Stocks, stock rights, than one year from the date of issue.• Gold, silver, or any other metal
and corporate or government bonds with inter- However, to the extent you previously in-
est coupons or in registered form, which be- cluded the discount in income, you do not haveThe fol lowing i tems are noncapital
came worthless during the tax year, are to include it in income again. This amount in-assets:
treated as though they were capital assets creases your basis. See Discount on Short-

1) Property held mainly for sale to cus- sold on the last day of the tax year if they were Term Obligations, in Chapter 1, for more
tomers or property that will physically be- capital assets in your hands. To determine information.
come a part of the merchandise that is for whether they are long-term or short-term capi- Tax-exempt state and local government
sale to customers, tal assets, you are considered to have held the bonds.  If these bonds were originally issued

stocks or securities until the last day of the at a discount before September 4, 1982, and2) Depreciable property used in your trade
year in which they became worthless. See you acquired them before March 2, 1984, treator business, even though fully
Holding Period, later. your part of the OID as tax-exempt interest. Dodepreciated,

If you are a cash-basis taxpayer and make not include it in income.
3) Real property used in your trade or payments on a negotiable promissory note However, any gain from market discount is

business, that you issued for stock that became worth- taxable on disposition or redemption of tax-ex-
less, you can deduct these payments as empt bonds. If you bought the bonds before4) A copyright, a literary, musical, or ar-
losses in the years you actually make the pay- May 1, 1993, the gain from market discount ististic composition, a letter or memo-
ments. Do not deduct them in the year the capital gain. If you bought the bonds after Aprilrandum, or similar property that you cre-
stock became worthless. 30, 1993, the gain from market discount is or-ated by your personal efforts; that was

dinary income.How to report loss.  Report worthless se-prepared or produced for you (in the case
curities on line 1 or line 9 of Schedule D (Form You figure market discount by subtractingof a letter, memorandum, or similar prop-
1040), whichever is applicable. In columns (c) the price you paid for the bond from the sum oferty); or that you acquired under circum-
and (d), write ‘‘Worthless.’’ the original issue price of the bond and thestances (for example, by gift) entitling you

amount of accumulated OID from the date ofFiling a claim for refund.  If you do notto the basis of a person who created the
issue that represented interest to any earlierclaim a loss for a worthless security on yourproperty or for whom it was prepared or
holders.original return for the year it becomes worth-produced,

For the treatment of basis at the time of dis-less, you can file a claim for a credit or refund
5) Accounts or notes receivable acquired position of tax-exempt state and local govern-due to the loss. You must use Form 1040X,

in the ordinary course of a trade or busi- ment bonds issued after September 3, 1982,Amended U.S. Individual Income Tax Return,
ness, or for services rendered as an em- and acquired after March 1, 1984, see Dis-to amend your return for the year the security
ployee, or from the sale of any of the counted tax-exempt obligations under Stocksbecame worthless. You must file it within 7
properties described in (1), and and Bonds, earlier.years from the date your original return for that

6) U.S. government publications that you A loss on the sale or other disposition of ayear had to be filed, or 2 years from the date
received from the government free or for tax-exempt state or local government bond isyou paid the tax, whichever is later. (Claims

deductible as a capital loss.less than the normal sales price, or that not due to worthless securities or bad debts
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Long-term debt instruments issued af- Any amount that you receive on the retire- less (including the outstanding amounts of
ment of a debt instrument is treated in the prior loans) if the lender is not in the businesster 1954, and before May 28, 1969 (or before
same way as if you had sold or exchanged that of lending money, except if a principal purposeJuly 2, 1982, if a government issue).  If you
instrument. of the loan is to avoid federal tax.sell, exchange, or redeem for a gain one of

these debt instruments, the part of your gain Example 1.  On February 4, 1992, you
not exceeding your ratable share of the OID at Obligations issued in bearer form.  Gener-bought at original issue for $7,600, Jones Cor-
the time of sale or redemption is ordinary in- ally, any loss on a registration-required obliga-poration’s 10–year, 5% bond which has a
come. The balance of the gain is capital gain. tion held in bearer form is not deductible. Anystated redemption price at maturity of $10,000.
If, however, there was an intention to call the gain on the sale or other disposition of suchOn February 3, 1994, you sell the bond to Su-
debt instrument before maturity, all of your obligation is ordinary income, unless the is-san Green for $9,040. Assume you have in-
gain not exceeding the entire OID is treated as suer was subject to a tax on the issuance ofcluded $480 of the OID in your gross income
ordinary income at the time of the sale. This the obligation.and increased your basis in the bond by that
treatment of taxable gain also applies to corpo- A registration-required obligation is any ob-amount. This includes the amount accrued for
rate instruments issued after May 27, 1969, ligation except an obligation:1994. Your basis is now $8,080. If at the time
under a written commitment that was binding of the original issue there was no intention to 1) That is issued by a natural person,on May 27, 1969, and at all times thereafter. call the bond before maturity, your gain of
See Original Issue Discount (OID), in Chapter $960 ($9,040 amount realized minus $8,080 2) That is not of a type offered to the public,
1. adjusted basis) is a long-term capital gain.

3) That has a maturity at the date of issue of
Example 1.  You bought a 15–year, 6% Example 2.  If, in Example 1, at the time of not more than 1 year, or

government bond for $850 at original issue on original issue there was an intention to call the
4) That was issued before 1983.April 1, 1982, and sold it on April 20, 1994, for bond before maturity, you will include the en-

$950. The redemption price is $1,000. At the tire gain as ordinary income. You figure this as
Loss on deposits in an insolvent or bank-time of original issue, there was no intention to follows:
rupt financial institution.  If you can reasona-call the bond before maturity. You have held

1) Entire OID ($10,000 stated redemption bly estimate your loss on a deposit because ofthe bond for 144 full months. Do not count the
price at maturity minus $7,600 issue the bankruptcy or insolvency of a qualified fi-additional days that are less than a full month.
price) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,400 nancial institution, you can choose to treat theThe number of complete months from date of

2) Minus: Amount previously included amount as either a casualty loss or an ordinaryissue to date of maturity is 180 (15 years). The
in income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 loss in the current year. Either way, you claimfraction 144/180 multiplied by the discount of

the loss as an itemized deduction. Otherwise,$150 is equal to $120. This is your ratable 3) Maximum amount includible by you as
you can wait until the year of final determina-ordinary income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,920share of OID for the period you owned the
tion of the actual loss and treat the amount asbond. You must treat any part of the gain up to
a nonbusiness bad debt (discussed next) in$120 as ordinary income. Therefore, your Because the amount in (3) is more than your
that year.$100 gain is treated as ordinary income. gain of $960, you must include your entire gain

If you claim a casualty loss, attach Formas ordinary income.Example 2.  If, in Example 1, you sold the 4684, Casualties and Thefts, to your return.Notes of individuals.  If the evidence of in-bond for $980, you would have a gain of $130: Each loss must be reduced by $100. Your totaldebtedness you bought at a discount was is-of that, $120 is ordinary income and $10 is casualty losses for the year are reduced bysued by an individual, its retirement generallylong-term capital gain. 10% of your adjusted gross income.will not be given capital gain treatment. But, ifLong-term corporate debt instruments If you claim an ordinary loss, report it as ayou sell the discounted obligation to someoneissued after May 27, 1969, and government miscellaneous itemized deduction on line 22 ofother than the original borrower, the gain is ainstruments issued after July 1, 1982.  If you Schedule A (Form 1040). The maximumcapital gain as long as it was not acquired inhold one of these debt instruments, you must amount you can claim is $20,000 ($10,000 ifthe ordinary course of your trade or businessinclude a part of the OID in your gross income you are married filing separately) reduced byfor services rendered or from the sale of inven-each year that you own the instrument. Your any expected state insurance proceeds. Yourtory. In figuring your adjusted basis in the note,basis in that debt instrument is increased by loss is subject to the 2% of adjusted gross in-do not reduce your original basis by any inter-the amount of OID that you have included in come limit. You cannot choose to claim an or-est payments or by the part of the principalyour gross income.See Original Issue Dis- dinary loss if any part of the deposit is federallypayments you received that is taxable dis-count (OID), in Chapter 1. insured.count income.
If you sell or exchange the debt instrument You cannot choose either of these meth-

Example.  You bought a $10,000 note ofbefore maturity, your gain on the sale is a capi- ods if:
an individual for $6,000 on which no paymentstal gain, provided the debt instrument was a

You own at least 1% of the financialhad been made. You receive principal pay-capital asset. However, if at the time the instru-
institution,ments totaling $4,000. Then you sell the notement was originally issued there was an inten-

for $3,800. Only 60% ($6,000/$10,000) of thetion to call it before its maturity, your gain on You are an officer of the institution, or
$4,000 is a return of your investment. The bal-the sale of the instrument generally is ordinary
ance is discount income. You reduce your cost You are related to such an owner or officer.income to the extent of the entire OID reduced
by $2,400 ($4,000 × 60%) to figure your ad-by any amounts of OID previously includible in
justed basis. You figure your capital gain in the If the actual loss that is finally determined isyour income. In this case, any balance of the
following way: more than the amount deducted as an esti-gain is a capital gain.

mated loss, you can claim the excess loss as aAn intention to call a debt instrument before
Selling price of note . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,800 bad debt. If the actual loss is less than thematurity means there is a written or oral agree-
Minus adjusted basis of note: amount deducted as an estimated loss, youment or understanding not provided for in the

Cost of note . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,000 must include in income (in the final determina-debt instrument between the issuer and origi-
Minus return on investment . . . . 2,400 3,600 tion year) the excess loss claimed. See Recov-nal holder that the issuer will redeem the debt

Capital gain $ 200 eries in Publication 525.instrument before maturity. In the case of debt
instruments that are part of an issue, the
agreement or understanding must be between Sale of annuity.  The part of any gain on theThe OID rules discussed in Chapter 1 apply to
the issuer and the original holders of a sub- sale of an annuity contract before its maturityobligations issued by individuals after March 1,
stantial amount of the debt instruments in the date that is attributable to interest accumu-1984. The OID rules will not apply to loans
issue. between individuals in amounts of $10,000 or lated on the contract is ordinary income.
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Filing a claim for refund.  If you do not de- take a bad debt deduction until these rights be-Nonbusiness Bad Debts 
come totally worthless.duct a bad debt on your original return for the

If someone owes you money that you cannot year it becomes worthless, you can file a claim
collect, you have a bad debt. You may be able Debts owed by political parties.  You cannotfor a credit or refund due to the bad debt. You
to deduct the amount owed to you when you take a nonbusiness bad debt deduction for anymust use Form 1040X, Amended U.S. Individ-
figure your tax for the year the debt becomes worthless debt owed to you by a political partyual Income Tax Return, to amend your returnworthless. or other organization that accepts contribu-for the year the debt became worthless. YouThere are two kinds of bad debts — busi- tions or spends money to influence elections.must file it within 7 years from the date yourness bad debts and nonbusiness bad debts. A

original return for that year had to be filed, or 2business bad debt, generally, is one that Mechanics’ and suppliers’ liens.  Workersyears from the date you paid the tax, which-comes from operating your trade or business. and material suppliers may file liens againstever is later. (Claims not due to bad debts orAll other bad debts are nonbusiness bad debts property because of debts owed by a builder orworthless securities generally must be filedand are deductible as short-term capital contractor. If you pay off such a lien to avoidwithin 3 years from the date a return is filed, orlosses. foreclosure and loss of your property, you are2 years from the date the tax is paid.) For more
Example.  An architect made personal entitled to repayment from the builder or con-information about filing a claim, see Publica-

loans to several friends who were not clients. tractor. If the debt is uncollectible, you can taketion 556, Examination of Returns, Appeal
She could not collect on some of these loans. a bad debt deduction.Rights, and Claims for Refund.
They are deductible only as nonbusiness bad
debts because the architect was not in the Insolvency of contractor.  You can take a

Loan or gift.  If you lend money to a relative orbusiness of lending money and the loans do bad debt deduction for the amount you deposit
friend with the understanding that it is to be re-not have any relationship to the architect’s with a contractor if the contractor becomes in-
paid, but you later forgive the debt, it is consid-business. solvent and you are unable to recover your de-
ered a gift, and not a loan. You cannot take a posit. If the deposit is for work unrelated to
bad debt deduction for a gift. There must be aBusiness bad debts.  For information on bus- your trade or business, it is a nonbusiness bad
true creditor-debtor relationship between youiness bad debts of an employee, see Publica- debt deduction.
and the person or organization that owes yoution 529. For information on other business
the money.bad debts, see Chapter 14 of Publication 535. Secondary liability on home mortgage.  If

When minor children borrow from their par- the purchaser of your home assumes your
ents to pay for their basic needs, there is no mortgage, you may remain secondarily liableDeductible nonbusiness bad debts.  To be
genuine debt. A bad debt cannot be deducted for repayment of the mortgage loan. If the pur-deductible, nonbusiness bad debts must be to-
for such a loan. chaser defaults on the loan, you may have totally worthless. You cannot deduct a partly

make up the difference if the house is thenworthless nonbusiness debt.
Loan guarantees.  If you guarantee a debt sold for less than the amount outstanding onGenuine debt required.  A debt must be
that becomes worthless, you cannot take a the mortgage. You can take a bad debt deduc-genuine in order for you to deduct a loss. A
bad debt deduction for it unless you can show tion for the amount you pay to satisfy the mort-debt is genuine if it arises from a debtor-credi-
that your reason for making the guarantee was gage, i f  you cannot col lect i t  from thetor relationship based on a valid and enforcea-
to protect your investment, or you entered the purchaser.ble obligation to repay a fixed or determinable
guarantee transaction with a profit motive. Yousum of money.
must also make payments on the debt. If you Worthless securities.  If you own securitiesBasis in bad debt required.  To deduct a
make the guarantee as a favor to friends and and they become totally worthless, you canbad debt, you must have a basis in it — that is,
do not receive any consideration in return, it is take a deduction for a loss, but not for a badyou already included the amount in your in-
considered a gift and you cannot take a debt. See Worthless securities, discussed ear-come or you loaned out your cash. For exam-
deduction. lier in this chapter under Investment Property.ple, you cannot claim a bad debt deduction for

court-ordered child support not paid to you by Example 1.  Henry Lloyd, an officer and
How to report bad debts.  Deduct nonbusi-your former spouse. If you are a cash-basis principal shareholder of the Spruce Corpora-
ness bad debts as short-term capital losses ontaxpayer (most individuals are), you cannot tion, guaranteed payment of a bank loan the
Schedule D (Form 1040).take a bad debt deduction for expected income corporation received. The corporation de-

In Part I, line 1 of Schedule D, enter thesuch as unpaid salaries, wages, rents, fees, in- faulted on the loan and Henry made full pay-
name of the debtor and ‘‘statement attached’’terest, and dividends unless you have previ- ment. Because he entered into the guarantee
in column (a), and the amount of the bad debtously included the amount in your income. If to protect his investment in the corporation,
in column (f). Use a separate line for each badyou are an accrual-basis taxpayer, see Publi- Henry is able to take a nonbusiness bad debt
debt.cation 538, Accounting Periods and Methods, deduction.

For each bad debt, attach a statement tofor more information.
Example 2.  Milt and John are co-workers. your return that contains:

Milt, as a favor to John, guarantees a note atWhen deductible.  You can take a bad debt 1) A description of the debt, including the
their local credit union. John does not pay thededuction only in the year the debt becomes amount, and the date it became due,
note and declares bankruptcy. Milt pays off theworthless. You do not have to wait until a debt 2) The name of the debtor, and any businessnote. However, since he did not enter into theis due to determine whether it is worthless. A or family relationship between you andguarantee agreement to protect an invest-debt becomes worthless when there is no the debtor,ment, Milt cannot take a bad debt deduction.longer any chance that the amount owed will

3) The efforts you made to collect the debt,Deductible in year paid.  Unless you havebe paid.
andrights against the borrower, discussed next, aIt is not necessary to go to court if you can

payment you make on a loan you guaranteedshow that a judgment from the court would be 4) Why you decided the debt was worthless.
is deductible in the year you make theuncollectible. You must only show that you For example, you could show that the bor-
payment.have taken reasonable steps to collect the rower has declared bankruptcy, or that le-

Right of subrogation (rights against adebt. Bankruptcy of your debtor is generally gal action to collect would probably not re-
borrower).  When you make payment on agood evidence of the worthlessness of at least sult in payment of any part of the debt.
loan that you guaranteed, you may have thea part of an unsecured and unpreferred debt.
right to take the place of the lender (the right ofIf your bad debt is the loss of a deposit in a S corporation shareholder.  If you are a
subrogation). The debt is then owed to you. Iffinancial institution, see Loss on deposits in an shareholder in an S corporation, your share of
you have this right, or some other right to de-insolvent or bankrupt financial institution, ear- any nonbusiness bad debt will be shown on a
mand payment from the borrower, you cannotlier under Investment Property. schedule attached to your Schedule K–1
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(Form 1120S) that you receive from the 2) Close the sale. At a later date, you either Example.  Even though you do not own
corporation. buy substantially identical property and any stock of the Ace Corporation, you contract

deliver it to the lender or make delivery to sell 100 shares of it which you borrow from
out of such property that you held at the your broker. After 13 months, when the price ofRecovery of a bad debt.  If you deducted a
time of the sale. the stock has fallen, you buy 100 shares ofbad debt and in a later tax year you recover

Ace Corporation stock and immediately deliver(collect) all or part of it, you may have to in-
them to your broker to close out the short sale.clude the amount you recover in your gross in-

come. However, you can exclude from gross Your gain is a short-term capital gain becauseYou do not realize gain or loss until delivery of
income the amount recovered up to the your holding period of the delivered property isproperty to close the short sale. You will have a
amount of the deduction that did not reduce less than one day.capital gain or loss if the property used to close
your tax in the year deducted. the short sale is a capital asset.

As a general rule, you determine your hold-
ing period on a short sale by the amount of How to apply special rules.  The specialShort Sales 
time you actually hold the property eventually rules for treatment of gains or losses, as dis-

A short sale occurs when you agree to sell delivered to the lender to close the short sale. cussed next, do not apply to any part of the
property you do not own (or own but do not But there are exceptions, as described under property sold short that exceeds the amount of
wish to sell). In this type of sale, you: Special rules for treatment of gains and Spe- the substantially identical property. Property,

cial rule for treatment of losses, later. These for purposes of these rules, includes only1) Sell short. You borrow property and de-
rules are also shown in Figure 4–A.liver it to a buyer. stocks, securities, and commodity futures that
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are capital assets. Generally, it does not in- record date to be in lieu of an exempt-interest A wash sale occurs when you sell stock or
clude straddles (see Straddles, later). dividend, a capital gain dividend, a return of securities at a loss and within 30 days before

The application of the special rules de- capital distribution, or a dividend subject to a or after the sale you:
pends on how long you held the substantially foreign tax credit, as well as for a payment in 1) Buy substantially identical stock or
identical property on the date of the short sale. lieu of tax-exempt interest. Do not treat these securities,
It does not matter how long you held the prop- substitute payments as dividends or interest.

2) Acquire such stock or securities in a fullyerty used to close the short sale. Instead, report the substitute payments shown
taxable trade, oron Form 1099–MISC as ‘‘Other income’’ on

line 21 of Form 1040.Special rules for treatment of gains.  If you 3) Acquire a contract or option to buy such
Substitute payment.  A substitute pay-held property substantially identical to the stock or securities.

ment means a payment in lieu of:property sold short for one year or less on the
date of the short sale, or if you acquire prop- If you sell stock and your spouse or a corpora-1) Tax-exempt interest (including OID) that
erty substantially identical to the property sold tion you control buys substantially identicalhas accrued while the short sale was
short after the short sale and on or before the stock, you also have a wash sale. You add theopen, and
date of closing the short sale, then: disallowed loss to the basis of the new stock or2) A dividend, if the ex-dividend date is after

security.Rule 1. Your gain, if any, when you close the transfer of stock for use in a short sale
the short sale is a short-term capital Example 1.  You buy 100 shares of X stockand before the closing of the short sale.
gain, and for $1,000. You sell these shares for $750 and

within 30 days from the sale you acquire 100Rule 2. The holding period of the substan-
shares of the same stock for $800. Becausetially identical property begins on the Short Sale Expenses 
you bought substantially identical stock, youdate of the closing of the short sale or If you borrow stock to make a short sale, you cannot deduct your loss of $250 on the sale.on the date of the sale of this property, may have to remit to the lender payments in However, you add the disallowed loss ($250)whichever comes first. lieu of the dividends distributed while you to the cost of the new stock ($800) to obtain

maintain your short position. You can deduct your basis of the new stock which is $1,050.Example.  On May 4, 1993, you bought these payments only if you hold the short sale
Example 2.  You are an employee of a cor-100 shares of Able Corporation stock for open at least 46 days (more than 1 year in the

poration which has an incentive compensation$1,000. On October 1, 1993, you sold short case of an extraordinary dividend as defined
plan. Under this plan, you are given 10 shares100 shares of similar Able stock for $1,600. On below), and you itemize your deductions.
of the corporation’s stock as a bonus award.November 2, 1993, you bought 100 more You deduct these expenses as investment
You include the fair market value of the stockshares of Able stock for $1,800 which you interest on Schedule A (Form 1040). See Inter-
in your gross income as additional compensa-used to close the short sale. On this short sale es t  Expenses  in  Chapter  3  fo r  more
tion. You later sell these shares at a loss. If youyou realized a $200 short-term capital loss. information.
receive another bonus award of substantiallyOn June 3, 1994, you sold for $1,800 the If you close the short sale on or before the
identical stock within 30 days of the sale, youstock you originally bought on May 4, 1993. Al- 45th day after the date of the short sale (1 year
cannot deduct your loss on the sale.though you have actually held this stock for or less in the case of an extraordinary divi-

more than one year, Rule 2 applies because dend), you cannot deduct the payment in lieu
Stock or securities.  Under the wash saleyou sold short identical stock on October 1, of the dividend that you make to the lender. In-
rules, stock or securities include contracts or1993 (within a year of purchasing this stock). stead, you must increase the basis of the stock
options to acquire or sell stock or securities.Your holding period began on November 2, used to close the short sale by that amount.
They do not include commodity futures con-1993, the date on which the short sale closed. To determine how long a short sale is kept
tracts and foreign currencies. See Coordina-Therefore, the $800 gain realized on the sale open, do not include any period during which
tion of Loss Deferral Rules and Wash Saleis a short-term capital gain. you hold, have an option to buy, or are under a
Rules, later under Straddles, for informationcontractual obligation to buy substantially
about the tax treatment of losses on the dispo-Special rule for treatment of losses.  If, on identical stock or securities. In addition, do not
sition of positions in a straddle.the date of a short sale of a capital asset, you include any period during which you are con-

held substantially identical property for more sidered to have diminished your risk of loss
than one year, any loss you realize on the Substantially identical.  In determiningfrom the short sale by reason of holding one or
short sale is a long-term capital loss, even if whether stock or securities are substantiallymore other positions in substantially similar or
you held the property used to close the sale for identical, you must consider all the facts andrelated properties.
one year or less. Losses on short sales of cer- circumstances in your particular case. Ordina-
tain stock or securities closed after July 18, rily, stocks or securities of one corporation areException.  The deduction for amounts you
1984, are also subject to wash sale treatment. not considered substantially identical to stockspay in place of dividends will be disallowed
For information about these losses, see Wash or securities of another corporation. However,only to the extent the payments exceed the
Sales, later. they may be substantially identical in someamount that you receive as ordinary income

Mixed straddles.  Under certain elections, cases. For example, in a reorganization, thefrom the lender of the stock for the use of col-
you can avoid the treatment of long-term facts and circumstances may be such that thelateral with the short sale. This exception does
losses under the short sale rules for positions stocks and securities of the predecessor andnot apply to payments in place of extraordinary
that are part of a mixed straddle. See Other successor corporations are substantiallydividends.
elections under Straddles later for more infor- identical.
mation about these elections. Similarly, bonds or preferred stock of a cor-Extraordinary dividends.  If the amount of

poration are not ordinarily considered substan-any dividend you receive on a share of pre-
Reporting substitute payments.  If any bro- tially identical to the common stock of theferred stock equals or exceeds 5% (10% in the
ker transferred your securities for use in a same corporation. However, where the bondscase of other stock) of the amount realized on
short sale, or similar transaction, and received or preferred stock are convertible into commonthe short sale, the dividend you receive is an
certain substitute dividend payments in your stock of the same corporation, the relative val-extraordinary dividend.
behalf while the short sale was open, that bro- ues, price changes, and other circumstances
ker must give you a Form 1099–MISC or a may be such as to make such bonds or pre-

Wash Sales similar statement, reporting the amount of ferred stock and the common stock substan-
such payments. Form 1099–MISC must be You cannot deduct losses from wash sales or tially identical. For example, preferred stock is
used for those substitute payments totaling trades of stock or securities. However, the gain substantially identical to the common stock if
$10 or more that are known on the payment’s from these sales is taxable as a capital gain. the preferred stock:
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1) Is convertible into common stock, 1) On that date, you own stock or securities 1) Hedging transactions entered into in the
normal course of business primarily toidentical to those sold short (or by that2) Has the same voting rights as the com-
reduce the risk of interest rate or pricedate you enter into a contract or option tomon stock,
changes, or currency fluctuations, with re-acquire such stock or securities), and

3) Is subject to the same dividend spect to borrowings, ordinary property or2) You later deliver the stock or securities torestrictions, ordinary obligations. (Generally, ordinaryclose the short sale.
property or obligations are those that can-4) Trades at prices that do not vary signifi-
not produce capital gain or loss under anycantly from the conversion ratio, and Otherwise, a short sale is not considered circumstances.)

complete until the property is delivered to5) Is unrestricted as to convertibility.
2) Transactions that are not hedgingclose the sale.

transactions.Wash sale rules apply to losses on certain Example.  On June 2, you buy 100 shares
short sales.  The wash sale rules apply to a of stock for $1,000. You sell short 100 shares

Futures transactions that are not hedgingloss realized on the closing of a short sale if of the stock for $750 on October 6. On October
transactions generally result in capital gain oryou sell, or enter into another short sale of, 7, you buy 100 shares of the same stock for
loss. There is a limit on the amount of capitalsubstantially identical stock or securities within $750. You close the short sale on November
losses you can deduct each year, as explaineda period beginning 30 days before the date of 17 by delivering the shares bought on June 2.
under Capital Losses, later in this chapter.such closing and ending 30 days after such You cannot deduct the $250 loss ($1,000 −

The termination of a contract that is part ofdate. $750) because the date of entering into the
a hedging transaction generally produces ordi-short sale (October 6) is considered the date of
nary gain or loss. For instance, ordinary gainsale for wash sale purposes and you boughtLess stock bought than sold.  If the number
or loss generally results from offset or exercisesubstantially identical stock within 30 daysof shares of substantially identical stock or se-
of a futures contract that protects against pricefrom the date of the sale.curities you buy within 30 days before or after
changes in a business’ inventory. On the other

the sale is less than the number of shares of
hand, contracts that protect against price

stock or securities you sold, you must deter- Residual Interests in a REMIC changes of noninventory supplies generally do
mine the particular shares of stock or securi- The wash sale rules generally will apply to the not receive ordinary gain or loss treatment be-
ties to which the wash sale rules apply. You do sale of your residual interest in a REMIC if, cause the sale of noninventory supplies gives
this by matching the shares of stock or other during the period beginning 6 months before rise to capital gain or loss. However, if a busi-
securities sold with an equal number, up to the the sale of the interest and ending 6 months af- ness sells only a negligible amount of a nonin-
total, of the identical shares or securities ventory supply, a transaction to hedge theter such sale, you acquire any residual interest
bought. Match the shares in the same order purchase of that supply is treated as a hedgingin any REMIC or any interest in a taxable mort-
that you acquired them. The shares or securi- transaction if it occurred after July 17, 1994.gage pool that is comparable to a residual in-
ties so matched are subject to the wash sale terest. REMICs are discussed in Chapter 1.
rules. Note.  Ordinary gain or loss treatment is

Example.  You bought 100 shares of M also available for certain hedges involving theDealer 
stock on September 21, 1993, for $5,000. On purchase of noninventory supplies and sectionThe wash sale rules do not apply to a dealer inDecember 21, 1993, you bought 50 shares of 1231 assets that occurred in a taxable yearstock or securities if the loss is from a transac-substantially identical stock for $2,750. On De- that ended before July 18, 1994, if the tax re-tion made in the ordinary course of business.cember 28, 1993, you bought 25 shares of turn was still open for adjustment of tax on
substantially identical stock for $1,125. On September 1, 1994. See Treasury Regulation

Nondealers.  For sales of stock or securities,January 4, 1994, you sold for $4,000 the 100 1.1221–2(g)(3) for details.
the wash sale rules apply to all nondealers.shares you bought in September. You have a

If you have numerous transactions in the$1,000 loss on the sale. However, because
commodity futures market during the year, theBasis of Stock or Securitiesyou bought 75 shares of substantially identical
burden of proof is on you to show which trans-stock within 30 days of the sale, you cannot Purchased 
actions are hedging transactions. Clearly iden-deduct the loss ($750) on 75 shares. You can If your loss was disallowed because of the tify any hedging transactions on your booksdeduct the loss ($250) on the other 25 shares. wash sale rules, add the disallowed loss to the and records before the end of the day you en-

cost of the new stock or securities. The result tered into the transaction. It may be helpful to
Loss and gain on same day.  Loss from a is your basis in the new stock or securities. The have separate brokerage accounts for your
wash sale of one block of stock or securities effect of this adjustment is to postpone the loss hedging and nonhedging transactions.
cannot be used to reduce any gains on identi- deduction until the disposition of the new stock For hedging transactions entered into on or
cal blocks sold the same day. or securities. See Example 1 earlier in this sec- after January 1, 1994, or hedging transactions

tion for a demonstration of the basis adjust-Example.  During 1991, you bought 100 entered into before January 1, 1994, and re-
ment. shares of X stock on each of three occasions. maining in existence on March 31, 1994, you

You paid $158 a share for the first block of 100 must identify both the hedging transaction and
shares, $100 a share for the second block, and the item, items, or aggregate risk that is beingHow to Report 
$95 a share for the third block. On December hedged. The identification of the hedged itemReport a wash sale or trade on line 1 or line 9
23, 1994, you sold 300 shares of X stock for must be made no more than 35 days after en-of Schedule D (Form 1040), whichever is ap-
$125 a share. On January 6, 1995, you bought tering into the hedging transaction. The identi-propriate. Show the full amount of the loss in
250 shares of identical X stock. You cannot fication must clearly indicate that the hedgingcolumn (f). On the next line, enter ‘‘Wash Sale’’
deduct the loss of $33 a share on the first block transactions are for tax purposes. For morein column (a) and the amount of the loss not al-
because within 30 days after the date of sale specific requirements concerning identificationlowed in column (g).
you bought 250 identical shares of X stock. In of hedging transactions and the underlying
addition, you cannot reduce the gain realized item, items, or aggregate risk that is beingCommodity Futures on the sale of the second and third blocks of hedged ,  see  Treasury  Regu la t ion
stock by this loss. A commodity futures contract is a standard- 1.1221–2(e).

ized, exchange-traded contract for the sale or The marked-to-market rules, described
Short sale completed.  For purposes of the purchase of a fixed amount of a commodity at next, generally do not apply to properly identi-
wash sale rules, a short sale is considered a future date for a fixed price. fied hedging transactions that meet the three
complete on the date the short sale is entered Businesses may enter into commodity fu- requirements described in the next section
into, if: tures contracts as either: under Hedging Transactions.
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rules apply to transactions entered into by an amount of loss carryover. The loss amountSection 1256 Contracts
individual only to the extent that there are trade which can be carried back under this election,Marked to Market or business expenses or expenses for the pro- however, cannot be more than the net section

This section discusses the special tax rules duction of income. 1256 contracts gain (defined below) in the year
that apply to investments traded on U.S. com- to which the loss is carried. In addition, the
modity futures exchanges. amount of loss carried back to an earlier taxNon-regulated futures contracts.  A non-

year cannot increase or produce a net operat-regulated futures contract, such as a forward
ing loss for such year.Definitions contract, is not subject to the rules described in

The loss is carried to the earliest year firstthis section. Except for straddles, discussedThe following definitions apply in this section.
and any remaining loss amount can then belater, gains and losses on these contracts held
carried to each of the next two tax years. Treatas capital investments are generally treated inSection 1256 contract.  A section 1256 con-
60% of the carryback amount as a long-termthe same manner as other capital gains andtract is any:
capital loss and 40% as a short-term capitallosses. Regulated futures contract, loss from section 1256 contracts. See How to

 Foreign currency contract, Report, later in this section, for informationNonequity and dealer equity options.
about reporting this election on your return.These are defined later under Options. Nonequity option, or

Net section 1256 contracts loss.  This
 Dealer equity option. loss is the lesser of:Determining Gain or Loss

1) The net capital loss for your tax year de-(Marked to Market) Marked to market.  Marked to market means
termined by taking into account only thethat each section 1256 contract you hold at the A section 1256 contract that you acquire and
gains and losses from section 1256 con-close of the tax year will be treated as if you that remains open at the end of the tax year will
tracts, orsold it for fair market value on the last business generally be treated as sold at its fair market

day of the tax year. This means that gain or value on the last business day of the tax year. 2) The sum of the amounts that would be al-
loss is determined even though you continue lowable as a net capital loss carryover to
to hold a position. See also Determining Gain the next tax year without applying the car-60/40 rule.  Under the marked-to-market sys-
or Loss, later. ryover limits, described later.tem, 60% of the gain or loss that you would

have had on a sale on the last business day of
Regulated futures contract.  This is a con- the tax year will be treated as a long-term capi- Net section 1256 contracts gain.  This
tract that: tal gain or loss, and 40% will be treated as a gain is the lesser of:

short-term capital gain or loss. This is true re-1) Provides that amounts that must be de- 1) The capital gain net income for the taxgardless of the actual character and holdingposited to, or can be withdrawn from, your year determined by taking into accountperiod of the property. When you later disposemargin account depend on daily market only gains and losses from section 1256of your section 1256 contracts, any gain orconditions (a system of marking to mar- contracts, orloss you have will be increased or decreasedket), and
2) The capital gain net income for the taxby the gain or loss that you had previously rec-2) Is traded on, or subject to, the rules of a year.ognized. You can also elect to carry backqualified board or exchange, such as a

losses from section 1256 contracts to offsetdomestic board of trade designated as a
prior gains from such contracts. See Loss car- Figure your section 1256 contracts gain forcontract market by the Commodity Fu-
ryback election, later in this discussion. any tax year that occurs before a loss yeartures Trading Commission or any board of

without regard for the net section 1256 con-trade or exchange approved by the Sec-
tracts loss for such loss year or any later taxTerminations and transfers.  The same rulesretary of the Treasury.
year.for determining gain or loss also apply if your

Carryover limits.  If only a portion of theobligation or rights to section 1256 contractsBy definition, a qualified board or exchange
net section 1256 contracts loss is absorbed byare terminated or transferred during the taxalso includes a national securities exchange
carrying the loss back, then an amount equalyear. In this case, use the fair market value ofregistered with the Securities and Exchange
to the unabsorbed portion can be carried for-each section 1256 contract at the time of termi-Commission. However, a regulated futures
ward. The character of the amount carried for-nation or transfer to determine the gain or loss.contract normally is not subject to the rules of,
ward is determined by:Terminations or transfers may result from anyor traded in, a national securities exchange.

offsetting, delivery, exercise, assignment, or 1) Deeming 60% of the carryback to be a
lapse of your obligation or rights to section long-term capital gain and 40% to be aForeign currency contract.  This is a contract
1256 contracts. short-term capital gain, andthat:

Example.  On June 22, 1993, you pur-1) Requires settlement depending on the 2) Offsetting the net 1256 contracts loss with
chased a regulated futures contract forvalue, or delivery, of a foreign currency these deemed gains.
$50,000. On December 31, 1993 (the last bus-that has positions traded through regu-
iness day of your tax year), the fair marketlated futures contracts, Reduce the carryover amount by any amountvalue of the regulated futures contract was

used as a carryback. Any net capital loss car-2) Is traded in the interbank market, and $57,000. You have a $7,000 gain recognized
ryover that is derived from section 1256 con-on your 1993 tax return treated as 60% long-3) Is entered into at arm’s length at a price
tracts continues to be treated as a loss fromterm and 40% short-term capital gain.determined by reference to the price in
section 1256 contracts in such later tax year.On February 1, 1994, you sold the regu-the interbank market.

lated futures contract purchased on June 22,
Special Rules 1993, for $56,000. You have a $1,000 loss rec-Bank forward contracts with maturity dates

ognized on your 1994 tax return treated asthat are longer than the maturities ordinarily If your section 1256 contracts were at any time
60% long-term and 40% short-term capitalavailable for regulated futures contracts are actively-traded personal property identified
loss.considered to meet the definition of a foreign by you as being part of a hedging transac-

currency contract if the above three conditions tion, described later, you cannot treat the
are satisfied. Loss carryback election.  An individual or property as a capital asset in determining any

Special rules apply to certain foreign cur- partnership having a net section 1256 con- gain from its sale or exchange. If the sale or
rency transactions. These transactions may tracts loss (defined below) for 1994 can elect exchange of your property requires ordinary
result in ordinary gain or loss treatment. Inter- to carry such loss back 3 years, instead of fig- income or loss treatment, you cannot use the
nal Revenue Code Section 988 transaction uring a net capital loss and any applicable 60/40 capital gain or loss rule.
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The capital gain or loss treatment rules, de- This hedging transaction exclusion, however, The taxation of these contracts is the same as
scribed earlier in this discussion, also apply to does not apply to transactions entered into by for other section 1256 contracts.
traders in section 1256 contracts, unless or for any syndicate. A syndicate is a partner- Non-dealer equity options, discussed later,
such a contract is held for hedging purposes ship, S corporation, or other entity (other than are not section 1256 contracts.
and any resulting loss would be an ordinary a regular corporation) that allocates more than Both nonequity options and dealer equity
loss. The fact that an individual is actively en- 35% of its losses to limited partners or lim- options are listed options. A listed option is
gaged in dealing or trading in section 1256 ited entrepreneurs. A limited entrepreneur is any option which is traded on, or subject to the
contracts is not a consideration in determining a person who has an interest in an enterprise rules of, a qualified board or exchange (as dis-
which gain or loss treatment to use. (but not as a limited partner) and who does not cussed earlier in Regulated futures contract

actively participate in its management. How- under Section 1256 Contracts Marked to Mar-
ever, you are not considered a limited partner ket). A listed option, however, does not includeHow to Report 
or entrepreneur if you actively participate (or an option that is a right to acquire stock fromIf you disposed of regulated futures or foreign
did so for at least 5 full years) in the manage- the issuer.currency contracts in 1994 (or had unrealized
ment of an entity in which you, or your spouse, Warrants based on a stock index that are,profit or loss on such contracts that were open
children (including your legally adopted child), economically, substantially identical in all ma-at the end of 1993 or 1994), you should re-
grandchildren, and parents hold an interest. terial respects to options based on a stock in-ceive Form 1099–B, or an equivalent state-

dex are treated as options based on a stockment, from your broker.
index.Hedging loss limitation.  A ‘‘hedging loss’’ is

the amount by which the allowable deductions
Form 6781.  Use Part I of Form 6781, Gains in a tax year that resulted from a hedging Nonequity option.  This is any listed option
and Losses From Section 1256 Contracts and transaction (determined without regard to the which is not an equity option. Nonequity op-
Straddles, to report the amounts shown in Box limitation, described next) exceed the income tions include debt options, commodity futures
9 of Form 1099–B, or on the equivalent state- which you received or accrued during the tax options, currency options, and broad-based
ment. Also use Form 6781 to figure your gains year from such transaction. stock index options, such as options on the
and losses from all section 1256 contracts that If you are a syndicate member, the amount High Technology Index, and the Institutional
are open at the end of the year or that were of a hedging loss you can claim is limited. Any Index.
closed out during the year, before entering hedging loss that is allocated to you for the tax Cash-settled options.  Cash-settled op-
these amounts on Schedule D (Form 1040). year is limited to your taxable income for that tions based on a stock index and either traded
Include a copy of Form 6781 with your income year from the trade or business in which the on or subject to the rules of a qualified board or
tax return. hedging transaction occurred. Ignore any exchange are nonequity options if the Securi-

If the Form 1099–B you receive includes a hedging transaction items in determining such ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) deter-
straddle or hedging transaction, defined later, taxable income. If you have any hedging loss mines that the stock index is broad-based.
it may be necessary to show certain adjust- that is disallowed because of this limit, you can This rule does not apply to options estab-
ments on Form 6781. Follow the Form 6781 in- carry it over to the next tax year as a deduction lished on or before November 10, 1994, or
structions for completing Part I. attributable to a hedging transaction. before the SEC determines that the stock in-

For an example of a filled-in Form 6781, If the hedging transaction relates to prop- dex is broad-based.
see the Comprehensive Example at the end of erty other than stock or securities, the limit on
this chapter. hedging losses applies if the limited partner or Dealer equity option.  This is any listed option

entrepreneur is an individual. This limit also which, for an options dealer:
Loss carryback election.  To carry back your applies to a corporation in which, at any time 1) Is an equity option,loss under the election procedures described during the last half of the tax year, more than
earlier, file an amended Form 6781 for the ap- 2) Is purchased or granted by such dealer in50% in value of its outstanding stock is owned
plicable year, together with Form 1040X, or the normal course of that business activ-by five or fewer individuals.
appropriate amended return. Follow the in- ity, andThe limit on losses from hedging transac-
structions for completing Form 6781 to make tions does not apply to any hedging loss to the 3) Is listed on the qualified board or ex-
this election. extent that such loss exceeds the aggregate change where that dealer is registered.

unrecognized gains from hedging transac-
Hedging Transactions tions, including gains from hedged property, at Equity option.  This is any option:

the end of the tax year that are attributable toThe marked-to-market 60/40 rules, described 1) To buy or sell stock, orthe trade or business in which the hedgingin the previous section, do not apply to certain
2) That is valued directly or indirectly by ref-transaction occurred. The term ‘‘unrecognizedhedging transactions. A transaction is ex-

erence to any stock, group of stocks, orgain’’ has the same meaning as defined latercluded from the 60/40 rules if three conditions
stock index.under Straddles.are met:

1) You entered into the transaction in the Equity options include options on certain nar-Self-Employment Income normal course of your trade or business row-based stock indexes, but exclude optionsGains and losses derived in the ordinaryprimarily to reduce the risk of: on broad-based stock indexes and options oncourse of a commodity or option dealer’s trad-
stock index futures. A broad-based stock in-a) Price changes or currency fluctuations ing in section 1256 contracts and property re-
dex is based upon the value of a group of di-on property you hold (or are about to lated to such contracts are defined as earnings
versified stocks or securities (such as thehold), or from self-employment. In addition, the rules re-
Standard & Poor’s 500 index). Investors in eq-lating to contributions to self-employment re-b) Interest rate or price changes, or cur-
uity options (other than dealers) remain sub-tirement plans apply. For more information,rency fluctuations on your current or fu-
ject to the general rules for the taxation of op-see Publication 535, Business Expenses,ture borrowings, or on your current or
tions, including the loss deferral rules coveredPublication 560, Retirement Plans for the Self-future obligations;
later under Straddles.Employed, and Publication 590, Individual Re-

2) The gain or loss on such transactions is An equity option, however, does not in-tirement Arrangements (IRAs).
treated as ordinary income or loss; and clude an option for any group of stocks or

stock index, if:3) You clearly identified the transaction as Options 
being a hedging transaction before the 1) The Commodities Futures Trading Com-Section 1256 contracts include:
close of the day on which you entered into mission has designated a contract market

Nonequity options, andit, or such earlier time as defined by for a contract based on such group or in-
regulations. Dealer equity options. dex, and such designation is in effect, or
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2) The Secretary of the Treasury determines property underlying the option would be option is the right to sell to the writer, at any
that such option meets the legal require- ordinary income, or time before a specified future date, a stated
ments for such a designation. number of shares at a specified price.2) To a dealer in non-listed options if the op-

tion is part of inventory.
Holders of calls and puts.  If you buy a call orThe 60/40 rule does not apply to dealer eq-
a put, you may not deduct its cost. It is a capitaluity options that result in gain or loss allocable Holding period.  Your holding period for prop- expenditure.to limited partners or limited entrepreneurs.

erty that you acquired under an option to buy If you sell the call or the put before you ex-Instead, treat all such gains or losses as short-
begins on the day after you acquired the prop- ercise it, the difference between its cost andterm capital gains or losses respectively,
erty, not the day after you acquired the option. the amount you receive for it is either a long-under the marked-to-market system.

term or short-term capital gain or loss, depend-An options dealer is any person regis-
Grantor of option.  If you grant (write) an op- ing on how long you held it.tered with an appropriate national securities
tion, how you report your gain or loss depends If the option expires, its cost is either aexchange as a market maker or specialist in
on whether it was exercised. long-term or short-term capital loss, depend-listed options.

If you grant (write) an option on stocks or ing on your holding period, which ends on theExample.  On December 8, 1994, a dealer securities and it is not exercised, the amount expiration date.in equity options purchased 10 XYZ options in you receive, if you are not in the business of If you exercise a call, add its cost to the ba-his dealer-maker account for a cost (premium) granting options, is a short-term capital gain. sis of the stock you bought. If you exercise aof $1,200 per option. Each option consisted of
put, reduce your amount realized on the salethe right to buy 100 shares. The total cost was How to report.  Gain or loss from the closing of the underlying stock by the cost of the put$12,000. On December 31, 1994, the end of or expiration of an option that is not a section when figuring your gain or loss. The gain orthe dealer’s tax year, the fair market value per 1256 contract, but that is a capital asset in your loss is long-term or short-term depending onoption was $1,300, for a total fair market value hands, is reported on Schedule D (Form your holding period for the underlying stock.of $13,000. The dealer must recognize a gain 1040). Short sale.  Your acquisition of a put op-of $1,000 on his 1994 tax return due to the If a purchased option expired, enter the ex- tion is generally treated as a short sale, andmarked-to-market rules under Section 1256. piration date in column (c) and write ‘‘Expired’’ the exercise, sale, or expiration of the put is aThe gain is treated as 60% long-term and 40% in column (d). closing of the short sale. If you have held theshort-term capital gain and is reported on If an option that you granted (wrote) ex- underlying stock for one year or less at theForm 6781. If the option expires in 1995, with- pired, enter the expiration date in column (b) time you acquire the put, any gain on the exer-out being exercised or closed out, the dealer and write ‘‘Expired’’ in column (e). cise, sale, or expiration of the put is a short-has a loss of $13,000 that is reported on his If the option is exercised, you add the op- term capital gain. The same is true if you ac-1995 return as a 60% long-term and 40% tion payment to other amounts you receive to quire the underlying stock after you acquire theshort-term capital loss. The loss is the total figure the amount you realize on the sale of the put but before its exercise, sale, or expiration.cost of the option, $12,000, plus the gain, property. Whether your gain or loss is capital Your holding period for the underlying stock$1,000, previously reported on the 1994 return or ordinary is determined by the type of prop- begins on the earliest of:due to the marked-to-market rules. erty you sell.
1) The date you dispose of the stock,

Non-dealer equity options.  Gain or loss from 2) The date you exercise the put,Section 1256 contract options.  Treat sec-
the sale or trade of a listed equity option traded tion 1256 contract options as options to buy or 3) The date you sell the put, orby a non-dealer, or traded by dealers as part of sell property. Gain or loss is recognized on the

4) The date the put expires.their personal investment activity, is a gain or exercise of an option on a section 1256 con-
loss from the sale or trade of a capital asset. tract. Section 1256 contracts are defined ear-

Gain or loss from the sale or trade of a non- Writers of calls and puts.  If you write (grant)lier under Section 1256 Contracts Marked to
listed option to buy or sell property that is not a a call or a put, do not include the amount youMarket.
capital asset in your hands, or would not be if receive for writing it in your income at the time
you acquired it, is ordinary gain or loss. These of receipt. Carry it in a deferred account until:

Cash settlement option.  A cash settlementoptions include certain options to purchase 1) Your obligation expires,option is treated as an option to buy or sellreal estate in the ordinary course of a trade or
property. A cash settlement option will be ei- 2) You sell, in the case of a call, or buy, inbusiness. Under certain circumstances, this
ther an equity or nonequity option depending the case of a put, the underlying stockmay be treated as a capital gain or loss.
upon the underlying property. when the option is exercised, or

Example 1.  You purchased an option to A cash settlement option is any option that 3) You engage in a closing transaction.buy 100 shares of XYZ Company stock. The on exercise is settled in, or could be settled in,
stock increases in value and you sell the op- cash or property other than the underlying If your obligation expires, the amount yoution for more than you paid for it. Your gain is property. received for writing the call or put is short-termcapital gain because the stock underlying the

capital gain.option would have been a capital asset in your Calls and Puts If a call you write is exercised and you sellhands.
Calls and puts are options on securities and the underlying stock, increase your amount re-

Example 2.  Assume the same facts as in are covered by the rules just discussed for op- alized on the sale of the stock by the amount
Example 1, except that the stock decreases in tions. The following are specific applications of you received for the call when figuring your
value and you sell the option for less than you these rules to holders and writers of non- gain or loss. The gain or loss is long-term or
paid for it. Your loss is a capital loss. dealer equity listed options that are bought, short-term depending on your holding period

sold, or ‘‘closed out’’ in transactions on the of the stock.
Option not exercised.  If you do not exercise Chicago Board Options Exchange. These If a put you write is exercised and you buy
an option to buy or sell, and you have a loss, rules are also presented in Table 4-1. the underlying stock, decrease your basis in
you are considered to have sold or traded the Calls and puts are issued by writers (grant- the stock by the amount you received for the
option on the date that it expired. Your loss is a ors) to holders for cash premiums. They are put. Your holding period for the stock begins
capital loss if the option is a capital asset to ended by exercise, closing transaction, or on the date you buy it, rather than on the date
you. The loss is an ordinary loss if the option is lapse. you wrote the put.
not a capital asset to you. A call option is the right to buy from the If you enter into a closing transaction by

The capital asset treatment does not apply: writer of the option, at any time before a speci- paying an amount equal to the value of the call
1) To a gain from the sale or trade of a non- fied future date, a stated number of shares of or put at the time of the payment, the differ-

listed option if the gain from a sale of the stock at a specified price. Conversely, a put ence between the amount you pay and the
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amount you received for the call or put is a Table 4-1. Puts and Calls
short-term capital gain or loss.

Puts*

Examples of non-dealer transactions. When a put: If you are the holder: If you are the writer:
1) Expiration. Ten XYZ call options were is-

sued on April 8, 1994, for a total premium Is exercised Reduce your amount realized Reduce your basis in the stock
(cost) of $4,000. These equity options ex- from sale of the underlying stock you buy by the premium you re-

by the cost of the put. ceived for the put.pired in December 1994, without being
exercised. If you were a holder (pur-
chaser) of the options, you would recog- Expires Report the cost of the put as a Report the premium you re-
nize a short-term capital loss of $4,000 on capital loss. ceived as a short-term capital
Schedule D of your 1994 return. If you gain.
were a writer of the options, you would
recognize a short-term capital gain of Is sold by the holder Report the difference between This does not affect you.
$4,000 on Schedule D of your 1994 the cost of the put and the
return. amount you receive for it as a

capital gain or loss.2) Closing transaction. The facts are the
same as in (1), except that on May 10,
1994, the options were sold for $6,000. If Calls*
you sold the options you purchased for

When a call: If you are the holder: If you are the writer:$4,000, you would recognize a short-term
capital gain of $2,000 on Schedule D of
your 1994 return. If you were the writer of Is exercised Add the cost of the call to your Increase your amount realized
the options and you paid an amount equal basis in the stock purchased. on sale of the stock by the pre-

mium you received for the call.to the value of the call, you would recog-
nize a short-term capital loss of $2,000 on
Schedule D of your 1994 return. Expires Report the cost of the call as a Report the premium you re-

capital loss on the date it ex- ceived as a short-term capital3) Exercise. The options in (1) were exer-
pires. gain.cised on May 25, 1994. There is no taxa-

ble gain or loss on the options to the pur-
Is sold by the holder Report the difference between This does not affect you.chaser or writer at the time of the

the cost of the call and theexercise. (The purchaser adds the pre-
amount you receive for it as amium (cost) of the options to the basis of
capital gain or loss.the stock bought through the exercise of

the options. The writer adds the premium
*See Holders of calls and puts and Writers of calls and puts in the accompanying text to find whether your gainreceived from the options to the amount or loss is short term or long term.

realized on the sale of stock through the
exercise of the options.)

later, but including any set of offsetting the conversion transaction for the period4) Section 1256 contracts. The facts are
positions with respect to stock. ending on the earlier of:the same as in (1), except the options

were nonequity options, subject to the b) Any transaction in which you hold any a) The date when you dispose of the posi-rules for section 1256 contracts. If you property (whether or not the property is tion, orwere a purchaser of the options, you actively traded) and enter into a con-
would recognize a short-term capital loss tract to sell the same property, or sub- b) The date when the transaction stops
of $1,600, and a long-term capital loss of stantially identical property, at a price being a conversion transaction.$2,400. If you were a writer of the options, set in the contract. This type of transac- To figure this amount, use an interest rateyou would recognize a short-term capital tion is a conversion transaction only if equal to 120% of the ‘‘applicable rate,’’ de-gain of $1,600, and a long-term capital you acquire the property and enter into fined later.gain of $2,400. the contract at substantially the same

time. 2) Subtract from (1) the amount treated as
ordinary income for any earlier dispositionc) Any other transaction that is marketedConversion Transactions or other termination of a position held asor sold as producing capital gains from
part of the same conversion transaction.In certain cases, gain that otherwise would be a transaction described in (1).

a capital gain is treated as ordinary income in-
d) Any other transaction specified in IRSstead. This happens in the case of gain you Applicable rate.  If the term of the conver-regulations.recognize on the disposition or other termina- sion transaction is indefinite, the applicable

tion of any position you held as part of a con- rate is the federal short-term rate in effectAmount treated as ordinary income.  Theversion transaction that you entered into after
under Section 6621(b) of the Internal Revenueamount of gain treated as ordinary income isApril 30, 1993.
Code during the period of the conversionthe smaller of:A conversion transaction is any transaction
transaction, compounded daily. This rate is setthat meets both of these tests: 1) The gain recognized on the disposition or
by the IRS for each calendar quarter and isother termination of the position, or1) Substantially all of your expected return published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin.

from the transaction is due to the time 2) The ‘‘applicable imputed income In all other cases, the applicable rate is the
value of your net investment. In other amount.’’ ‘‘applicable federal rate’’ determined as if the
words, the return on your investment is, in

conversion transaction were a debt instrumentsubstance, like interest on a loan. Applicable imputed income amount.  Figure and compounded semi-annually. This rate is
this amount as follows:2) The transaction is one of the following: set by the IRS each month and is published in

the Internal Revenue Bulletin. You can contacta) An applicable straddle. This means any 1) Figure the amount of interest that would
straddle as defined under Straddles, have accrued on your net investment in an IRS office to get these rates.
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Net investment.  To determine your net in- stock you acquire in connection with grantingSection 1256 Contracts 
vestment in a conversion transaction, include the option), but only if:If at least one (but not all) of the positions of a
the fair market value of any position that be- straddle (other than an identified straddle) is a 1) The option is traded on a national securi-
comes part of the transaction. You determine section 1256 contract, the loss deferral rules ties exchange or other market approved
the fair market value of any position at the time for straddles will apply to the section 1256 con- by the Secretary of the Treasury,
it becomes part of the transaction. tract and to any other position making up the 2) The option is granted more than 30 days

straddle. But also see Mixed straddle election, before its expiration date,Position with built-in loss.  A special rule ap- later.
plies when a position with a built-in loss be- 3) The option is not a deep-in-the-moneyIf all of the offsetting positions of an identi-
comes part of a conversion transaction. A option,fied straddle consist of section 1256 contracts,
built-in loss is any loss that you would have re- the loss deferral rules will not apply to such 4) The option is not granted by an options
alized if you had disposed of or otherwise ter- section 1256 contracts. dealer in connection with his or her activ-
minated the position at its fair market value at ity of dealing in options, and
the time it became part of the conversion Exceptions 5) Gain or loss on the option is not ordinarytransaction.

The loss deferral rules described in this sec- income or loss.When applying the conversion transaction
tion do not apply to:rules to a position with a built-in loss, use the
1) A straddle that is an identified straddle A deep-in-the-money option is an optionposition’s fair market value at the time it be-

at the end of the tax year, with a strike price lower than the lowest quali-came part of the transaction. But, when you
fied benchmark (LQB). The strike price is thedispose of or otherwise terminate the position 2) Certain straddles consisting of qualified
price at which the option is to be exercised.in a transaction in which you recognize gain or covered call options and the stock to be
The LQB is the highest available strike priceloss, you must recognize the built-in loss. The purchased under the options,
that is less than the applicable stock price.conversion transaction rules do not affect

3) Hedging transactions, described earlier However, the LQB for an option with a term ofwhether the built-in loss is treated as an ordi-
under Section 1256 Contracts Marked to more than 90 days and a strike price that isnary or capital loss.
Market, and more than $50 is the second highest available

strike price that is less than the applicable4) Straddles consisting entirely of sectionOptions dealers and commodities traders.
stock price. The strike prices are listed in the fi-1256 contracts, as described earlier inSpecial rules apply to options dealers and
nancial section of many newspapers.this section under Section 1256commodities traders. See Section 1258(d)(5)

The applicable stock price for any stockContracts.of the Internal Revenue Code.
for which an option has been granted is:

Identified straddle.  Any straddle consistingHow to report.  See the instructions for lines 1) The closing price of the stock on the most
of non-section 1256 contracts will be consid-11 and 13 of Form 6781, Gains and Losses recent day on which such stock was
ered as an identified straddle if all of the fol-From Section 1256 Contracts and Straddles, traded before the date on which the option
lowing conditions exist:for details on how to report any gain from the was granted, or

disposition or other termination of any position 1) You clearly identified the straddle on your 2) The opening price of the stock on the day
you held as part of a conversion transaction. records before the close of the day on on which the option was granted, but only

which you acquired it, or such time as pre- if such price is greater than 110% of the
scribed by future regulations,Straddles price determined in (1).

2) All of the original positions that you iden-This section discusses special rules, known as
tify were acquired on the same day, If the applicable stock price is $25 or less,the loss deferral rules, that apply to the

the LQB will not be treated as being less thanamount of capital loss you can deduct on the 3) All of the positions included in item (2),
85% of the applicable stock price. If the appli-sale of one or more positions of a straddle. The above, were either disposed of on the
cable stock price is $150 or less, the LQB willrules in this section do not apply to straddles same day during the tax year or none of
not be treated as being less than an amountcomposed entirely of section 1256 contracts. the positions were disposed of by the end
that is $10 below the applicable stock price.(See also Exceptions, later.) of the tax year, and

Special year-end rule.  The loss deferralGenerally, if you establish a position in a
4) The straddle is not part of a larger rules for straddles apply to certain qualified callnon-section 1256 contract, or in an equity op-

straddle. options and the optioned stock if:tion and you are not a dealer, you can deduct a
capital loss on the position only to the extent 1) The qualified covered call options areDefer treatment of any loss on an identifiedthat the loss exceeds any unrecognized gain closed or the stock is disposed of at a lossstraddle until the day you dispose of all the po-you have on offsetting positions of one or more during any tax year,sitions making up the straddle.positions from which the loss arose. Unused

Do not offset any position in an identified 2) Gain on disposition of the stock or gain onlosses are treated as sustained in the next tax
straddle with a position which is not part of the the options are includible in gross incomeyear subject to the above loss deferral limita-
identified straddle. in a later tax year, andtions. These loss deferral rules apply to all

non-section 1256 contracts and to non-dealer 3) The stock or options were not held 30
Qualified covered call options and op-equity options. days or more after the closing of the op-
tioned stock.  A straddle is not subject to theTerms used in this discussion are defined tions or the disposition of the stock.
loss deferral rules for straddles if:later, under Definitions.
1) All of the offsetting positions of a straddleExample.  On July 1, 1994, you entered Example.  An XYZ/September call option

consist of one or more qualified coveredinto a straddle in non-section 1256 contracts. was granted on May 13, 1994. The closing
call options and the stock to be purchasedOn December 16, 1994, you closed one posi- market of one share of XYZ stock on May 14,
from you under the options, andtion of the straddle at a loss of $15,000. On De- 1994, was $1301/4. The strike prices of all the

2) The straddle is not part of a largercember 31, 1994, the end of your tax year, you XYZ/September options offered on May 13,
straddle.have an unrecognized gain of $12,750 in the 1994, were as follows: $110, $115, $120,

offsetting open position. On your 1994 return, $125, $130, and $135. The option was granted
you are limited to a loss of $2,250, which is the But see the discussions on certain exceptions more than 90 days prior to expiration. The low-
excess of the loss over the unrecognized gain that may apply. est qualified benchmark is the second highest
of the open position. You must carry forward to A qualified covered call option is any op- strike price that is less than the stock price.
1995 the unused loss of $12,750. tion you grant to purchase stock you hold (or This amount is $125. On May 13, 1994, you
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held XYZ stock and you acquired an XYZ/Sep- market is considered to be actively-traded per- that is part of a straddle. The nondeductible in-
tember option granted for a strike price of sonal property. See also Foreign currency terest and carrying charges are added to the
$120. The call granted is a deep-in-the-money contract, earlier under Section 1256 Contracts basis of the straddle property. However, this
option because it is lower than the lowest qual- Marked to Market. treatment does not apply if:
ified benchmark. The option granted is not a 1) All the offsetting positions making up the
qualified covered call option and the loss Unrecognized gain.  This is: straddle either consist of one or more
deferral rules apply if the call or the stock was qualified covered call options and the op-1) The amount of gain you would have had
closed out at a loss during the year. tioned stock or consist of section 1256on an open position if you had sold it on

Capital loss on qualified covered call contracts (and such straddle, in eitherthe last business day of the tax year at its
options.  If you hold stock and you grant a case, is not part of a larger straddle), orfair market value, and
covered call option to buy such stock with a

2) The straddle is a hedging transaction.2) The amount of gain realized on a positionstrike (exercise) price less than the applicable
if, as of the end of the tax year, gain hasstock price, treat any loss from the option as
been realized, but not recognized. Nondeductible amount.  To find the nonde-long-term capital loss if, at the time the loss

ductible amount of interest and carryingwas realized, gain on the sale or exchange of
charges that must be added to the basis of theOffsetting position.  This is a position thatthe stock would be treated as long-term capital
straddle property:substantially reduces any risk of loss you maygain. The holding period on the stock does not

have from holding another position. However,include any period during which you are the 1) Add together —
if a position is part of a straddle, other than angrantor of the option. a) Interest on indebtedness incurred oridentified straddle, do not treat it as offsetting

continued to purchase or carry the per-to a position that is part of an identified strad-Definitions sonal property.dle, described earlier. See also the discussion
To understand straddles and offsetting posi- below on Presumed offsetting positions. b) All other amounts (including charges to
tions, you will need to know the following Presumed offsetting positions.  If you insure, store, or transport the personal
terms. establish two or more positions, an offsetting property) paid or incurred to carry the

position will be presumed under any of the fol- personal property.
Straddle.  A straddle is any set of offsetting lowing conditions, unless otherwise rebutted. 2) Subtract the sum of the following from thepositions with respect to personal property, ex-

1) The positions are established in the same amount in (1) —cept for certain straddles consisting of quali-
personal property (or in a contract forfied covered call options and the optioned a) Interest (including OID) includible in
such property) and the value of one orstock, discussed earlier. For example, a strad- gross income for the year with respect
more positions varies inversely with thedle may consist of a call option and a put op- to the personal property.
value of one or more of the othertion written at the same time on the same num- b) Any amount treated as ordinary incomepositions.ber of shares of a security at the same price on the disposition of short-term govern-

during the same period of time. 2) The positions are in the same personal ment obligations and any amount
property, even if such property is in a sub- treated as ordinary income under the

Personal property.  This is any property of a stantially changed form, and the positions’ market discount and short-term bond
type that is actively traded. But see Straddle values vary inversely as described in the discount provisions. See Discount on
rules for stock, next. first condition. Debt Instruments in Chapter 1.

Straddle rules for stock.  Generally, 3) The positions are in debt instruments with c) The dividends includible in gross in-stock, but not any stock option, is excluded a similar maturity (or other debt instru- come with respect to the personal prop-from the definition of personal property when ments described in regulations), and the erty for the year.applying the straddle rules. However, the defi- positions’ values vary inversely as de-
nition of personal property has been extended d) Any payment on a security loan (usedscribed in the first condition.
to stock in the following two situations. in a short sale) that is includible in gross

4) The positions are sold or marketed as off- income with respect to the personal1) Any stock that is part of a straddle in setting positions, whether or not such po- property.which at least one of the offsetting posi- sitions are named a straddle, spread, but-
3) The excess of the amount in (1) over thetions is an option to buy or sell the stock or terfly, or any similar name.

amount in (2) is not deductible. Add thesubstantially identical stock or securities,
5) The aggregate margin requirement for result to the basis of your straddleor a position with respect to substantially

such position is lower than the sum of the property.similar or related property (other than
margin requirements for each position ifstock), and
held separately. Interest includes any amount you pay or in-2) Any stock of a corporation formed or

6) There are such other factors, or satisfac- cur in connection with personal property usedavailed of to take positions in personal
tion of certain tests, as regulations pre- in a short sale. However, you must first applyproperty that offset positions taken by any
scribe, to indicate offsetting positions and the rules discussed earlier in Short Sale Ex-shareholder.
the positions’ values vary inversely as de- penses under Short Sales.
scribed in the first condition. For market discount bonds and short-termFor stock covered under these straddle

obligations that are part of a straddle, you mustrules, certain other definitions and rules also
Related persons.  To determine if two or first apply the rules discussed earlier underapply, as if such stock were personal property.

more positions are offsetting, you will be Deferral of interest expense deduction for in-The other definitions and rules that apply are
treated as holding any position that your terest on a market discount bond and Deferralthose for qualified covered call options, ex-
spouse holds during the same period. If you of Interest Deduction on Short-Term Obliga-plained earlier, and presumed offsetting posi-
take into account part or all of the gain or loss tions (both under Interest Expenses in Chaptertions and related persons, explained later.
for a position held by a flowthrough entity, such 3).
as a partnership, trust, or other entity, you arePosition.  A position is an interest in personal
also considered to hold that position. How to Report Gains and Lossesproperty. A position can be a forward or futures

(Form 6781) contract or an option.
Interest Expense andAn interest in a loan that is denominated in Report each position (whether or not it is part
Carrying Charges a foreign  currency is treated as a position in of a straddle) on which you have unrecognized

that currency. For this purpose, foreign cur- You cannot deduct interest and carrying gain at the end of the tax year and the amount
rency for which there is an active interbank charges that are allocable to personal property of such unrecognized gain on Part III of Form
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6781. Use Part II of Form 6781 to figure your of the following positions exceeds the amount later on the mixed straddle account elec-
gains and losses on straddles before entering of any loss disallowed under Rule 1: tion); and
these amounts on Schedule D (Form 1040). 1) Successor positions, 3) A sale of a position that is part of a strad-
Include a copy of Form 6781 with your income dle consisting only of section 12562) Offsetting positions to the loss position, ortax return. contracts.

3) Offsetting positions to any successor
Accuracy-related penalties.  A 20% accu- position. For more information about identifiedracy-related penalty may be charged for un-

straddles, offsetting positions, unrecognizedderpayments of tax due to negligence or disre-
Example.  Assume the same facts as in gain, and determining gain or loss on the salegard of rules or regulations or substantial

the example under Rule 1 above, except that of one or more straddle positions, see the dis-understatement of tax. For more information
on December 29, 1995, you sell the XX stock cussions earlier in this section of the publica-on the penalty and any applicable interest, see
at a $20 loss and there is $40 of unrecognized tion. Hedging transactions are described ear-Penalties in Chapter 2.
gain in the put option. Under these circum- lier under Section 1256 Contracts Marked to
stances, you will not recognize in 1995, either Market.Coordination of Loss Deferral the $20 disallowed in 1994 or the $20 loss you

Rules and Wash Sale Rules incurred for the December 29, 1995, sale of Basic loss deferral rule.  The following exam-
Rules similar to the wash sale rules apply to XX stock. Rule 1 does not apply to disallow the ples illustrate the basic loss deferral rule with-
any disposition of a position or positions of a losses in 1995, since the substantially identical out a successor position. See Rule 2, earlier.
straddle. Apply first Rule 1, explained next, XX stock was sold during the year (and no sub- Example 1.  On December 1, 1994, youthen Rule 2. stantially identical stock or securities were

entered into offsetting long and short posi-
bought within the 61–day period). However,

tions. On December 9, 1994, you disposed ofRule 1.  Any loss you sustain on the disposi- Rule 2 does apply to disallow for 1995 the $40
the short position at an $11 loss. At year end,tion of shares of stock or securities that make of losses you incurred for the sales of the posi-
you have an unrecognized gain of $5 in the off-up the positions of a straddle will not be taken tions in the straddle because there is $40 of
setting long position. Only $6 of the loss is de-into account if, within a period beginning 30 unrecognized gain in the put option, an offset-
ductible in 1994. You can carry forward the re-days before the date of such disposition and ting position to the loss position.
maining $5 into 1995.ending 30 days after that date, you acquired

substantially identical stock or securities. In- Example 2.  Assume the same facts as inLoss carryover.  If you have an unused loss
stead, such a loss will be carried over to the Example 1, except that at year end you havethat resulted from applying Rule 1 and Rule 2,
following tax year, subject to any further appli- $11 of unrecognized gain in the offsetting longyou must carry it over to the next tax year and
cation of Rule 1 in that year. This rule will also position. Under these circumstances, the en-apply Rule 1 and Rule 2 to that carryover loss.
apply if you entered into a contract or option to tire $11 loss will be disallowed for 1994 be-For example, a loss disallowed in 1993, under
acquire such stock or securities within the time cause there is $11 of unrecognized gain atRule 1, will not be allowed in 1994, unless the
period described above. See Loss carryover, year end in the offsetting long position.substantially identical stock or securities
later, for more information about how to treat (which caused the loss to be disallowed in
such losses in the following tax year. If you are Successor positions.  The following exam-1993) are disposed of during 1994. In addition,
a dealer in stock or securities, however, this ples illustrate successor positions. See Rule 2,the loss carryover will not be allowed in 1994, if
loss treatment will not apply to any losses you earlier.Rule 1 and Rule 2 disallow it.
sustained in the ordinary course of your If the sale of a loss position would have re- Example 1.  On November 1, 1994, youbusiness. sulted in a capital loss, you treat the carryover entered into offsetting long and short positions

Example.  Assume you are not a dealer in loss as a capital loss on the date it is allowed, in non-section 1256 contracts. On November
stock or securities. On December 2, 1994, you even if you would treat the gain or loss on any 10, 1994, you disposed of the long position at
bought stock in XX Corporation (XX stock) and successor positions as ordinary income or a $10 loss. On November 14, 1994, you en-
an offsetting put option. On December 14, loss. Likewise, if the sale of a loss position (in tered into a new long position (successor posi-
1994, there was $20 of unrealized gain in the the case of section 1256 contracts) would tion) that is offsetting with respect to the re-put option and you sold the XX stock at a $20 have resulted in a 60% long-term capital loss ta ined shor t  pos i t ion,  but  that  is  notloss. By December 16, 1994, the value of the and a 40% short-term capital loss, you treat substantially identical to the long position dis-put option had declined, eliminating all unreal- the carryover loss under the 60/40 rule, even if posed of on November 10, 1994. You heldized gain in the position. On December 16, you would treat any gain or loss on any suc- both positions through year end, at which time1994, you bought a second XX stock position cessor positions as 100% long-term or short- there was $10 of unrecognized gain in the suc-that is substantially identical to the XX stock term capital gain or loss. cessor long position and no unrecognized gainyou sold on December 14, 1994. At the end of Successor position.  A successor posi- in the offsetting short position. Under these cir-the year there is no unrecognized gain in the tion refers to a position that is or was at any cumstances, the entire $10 loss will be disal-put option or in the XX stock. Under these cir- time offsetting to a second position, if both of lowed for 1994 because there is an unrecog-cumstances, the $20 loss will be disallowed for the following conditions are evident: nized gain in the successor long position.1994 under Rule 1 because, within a period

1) The second position was offsetting to any Example 2.  Assume the same facts as inbeginning 30 days before December 14, 1994,
loss position that was sold; and Example 1, except that at year end you haveand ending 30 days after that date, you bought

$4 of unrecognized gain in the successor longstock substantially identical to the XX stock 2) The successor position is entered into
position and $6 of unrecognized gain in the off-you sold. during a period beginning 30 days before,
setting short position. Under these circum-and ending 30 days after, the sale of the
stances, the entire $10 loss will be disallowedNote:  Rule 1 applies only if stocks or se- loss position, described in (1).
for 1994 because there is a total of $10 of un-curities make up a position that is part of the
recognized gain in both the successor long po-straddle. If a position in the straddle does not Exceptions.  The rules for coordinating strad-
sition and offsetting short position.include stock or securities, use Rule 2. dle losses and wash sales do not apply to the

Example 3.  Assume the same facts as infollowing loss situations:
Example 1, except that at year end you haveRule 2.  Any loss you sustain on the disposi- 1) Hedging transactions that include the sale $8 of unrecognized gain in the successor longtion of less than all of the positions of a strad- of one or more positions; position and $8 of unrecognized loss in the off-dle (your loss position) will not be taken into

2) Mixed straddle accounts that include the setting short position. Under these circum-account to the extent that any unrecognized
sale of a loss position (see the discussion stances, $8 of the total $10 realized loss will begain at the close of the tax year in one or more
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disallowed for 1994 because there is $8 of un- 2) At least one (but not all) of the positions is mixed straddle, described earlier, if you
a section 1256 contract; and choose either of the two following elections torecognized gain in the successor long

offset gains and losses for such positions:position. 3) The mixed straddle election governing
section 1256 contracts has not been 1) Election B. Make a separate identifica-

Holding Period and made. (This election is discussed later.) tion of the positions of each mixed strad-
dle for which you are electing this treat-Loss Treatment Rules 
ment (the straddle-by-straddleTreat such a loss position as 60% long-termTo determine if long-term or short-term treat-
identification method), orcapital loss and 40% short-term capital loss, ifment applies, the holding period for any posi-

all of the following conditions apply:tion that is part of a straddle (consisting only of 2) Election C. Establish a mixed straddle
non-section 1256 contracts) begins no earlier account with respect to a class of activi-1) Gain or loss from the sale of one or more
than the date on which you no longer hold an ties for which gains and losses will be rec-of the straddle positions that are section
offsetting position. On that date, the straddle ognized and offset on a periodic basis.1256 contracts would be considered gain
ceases. If the position is held for less than the or loss from the sale or exchange of a
long-term holding period prior to establishing capital asset; These two elections are in addition to the
the straddle, the entire holding period is elimi- mixed straddle election. If you choose to make2) The sale of no position in the straddle,nated and begins again once the straddle an election, only one of the three elections canother than a section 1256 contract, wouldends. If you have already held a position for be made. Use Form 6781 to indicate your elec-result in a long-term capital gain or loss;the long-term holding period prior to establish- tion choice by checking Box A, B, or C, asanding the straddle, then any gain or loss realized applicable.

3) You have not made a straddle-by-straddleas a result would be long term. See Excep- Straddle-by-straddle identification
identification election or mixed straddletions, later. (Election B).  To elect the provisions of the
account election. See Other elections, straddle-by-straddle identification provisions,Example.  On March 5, 1993, you acquired
later. you must clearly identify each position that isgold. On January 4, 1994, you entered into an

part of the identified mixed straddle by the ear-offsetting short gold forward contract (nonreg-
lier of:Example.  On March 1, 1994 you enteredulated futures contract). On April 1, 1994, you

into a long gold forward contract. On July 15,disposed of the short gold forward contract at 1) The close of the day the identified mixed
1994, you entered into an offsetting short goldno gain or loss. On April 8, 1994, you sold the straddle is established, or
regulated futures contract. You did not makegold at a gain. Since the gold had not been

2) The time the position is disposed of.an election to offset gains and losses from po-held for a long-term period before the offset-
sitions in a mixed straddle. On August 10,ting short position was entered into, the hold-

If you dispose of part of a position in the mixed1994, you disposed of the long forward con-ing period for the gold begins no earlier than
straddle before the end of the day on which thetract at a loss. Since the gold forward contractthe time the straddle is terminated. Thus, the
straddle is established, such identificationwas part of a mixed straddle and the disposi-holding period of the gold purchased on March
must be made at or before the time you dis-tion of this non-section 1256 position in the5, 1993, and sold on April 8, 1994, begins on
posed of the position. You are presumed tostraddle gives rise to a loss, the loss recog-April 1, 1994, the date the straddle was termi-
have properly identified a mixed straddle if in-nized on the termination of the gold forwardnated. Consequently, gain recognized with re-
dependent verification is used.contract will be treated as a 60% long-termspect to the gold will be treated as short-term

The basic tax treatment under this electionand 40% short-term capital loss.capital gain.
is determined based upon which side of the
straddle produced the total net gain or loss. IfMixed straddle election (Election A).  YouLoss treatment.  Treat the loss on the sale of
the net gain or loss from the straddle is attribu-can elect not to have the marked-to-marketone or more positions (the loss position) of a
table to the section 1256 contracts, gain orrules for determining gain and loss, discussedstraddle as a long-term capital loss if:
loss is treated under normal rules for sectionearlier under Section 1256 Contracts Marked

1) You held (directly or indirectly) one or 1256 contracts; that is, 60% long-term capitalto Market, apply to all section 1256 contracts
more offsetting positions to the loss posi- gain or loss and 40% short-term capital gain orthat are part of a mixed straddle. Instead, the
tion on the date you entered into the loss loss. Enter the net gain or loss in Part I of Formgain and loss rules for straddles will apply to
position; and 6781 and identify the election by checking Boxthese contracts. A mixed straddle is any

B.straddle in which at least one (but not all) of the2) You would have treated all gain or loss on
If the net gain or loss is attributable to thepositions is a section 1256 contract.one or more of the straddle positions as

non-section 1256 positions, gain or loss isUnder the election, each position forminglong-term capital gain or loss if you had
short-term capital gain or loss. Enter the netpart of the straddle must be clearly identifiedsold such positions on the day you en-
gain or loss directly on Part I of Schedule Das being part of such straddle on the day thetered into the loss position.
and identify the election.first section 1256 contract forming part of the

For the specific application of the rules ofstraddle is acquired. If you make this election,Exceptions.  The treatment for holding peri-
this election, see Temporary Regulations Sec-it will apply for all later years as well. It cannotods and losses for straddle positions does not
tion 1.1092(b)–3T.be revoked without the consent of the IRS. Ifapply to positions that:

you made this election, check Box A of Form Example.  On April 1, 1994, you entered
1) Constitute part of a hedging transaction; 6781 and report the section 1256 component into a non-section 1256 position and an offset-

in Part II of Form 6781. However, if you make2) Are included in a straddle consisting only ting section 1256 contract. You also made a
this election for an option on a section 1256of section 1256 contracts; or valid election to treat such straddle as an iden-
contract, the gain or loss treatment discussed tified mixed straddle. On April 8, 1994, you dis-3) Are included in a mixed straddle account.
earlier under Options will apply, subject to the posed of the non-section 1256 position at a(See Other elections, later).
gain and loss rules for straddles. If you choose $600 loss and the section 1256 contract at an
this election, you avoid the 60% long-term cap- $800 gain. Under these circumstances, theMixed straddles.  Special rules apply to a ital loss treatment required for a non-section $600 loss on the non-section 1256 position willloss position that is part of a mixed straddle 1256 loss position that is part of a mixed strad- be offset against the $800 gain on the sectionand that is a non-section 1256 position. A dle, described earlier. 1256 contract. The net gain of $200 from themixed straddle for this purpose is a straddle

straddle will be treated as 60% long-term capi-that is not part of a larger straddle and for
Other elections.  You can avoid the 60% tal gain and 40% short-term capital gain be-which:
long-term capital loss treatment required for a cause it is attributable to the section 1256

1) All positions are held as capital assets; non-section 1256 loss position that is part of a contract.
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Mixed straddle account (Election C).  A held in a mixed straddle account. The term ‘‘in- If the stock was issued on or before July 18,
mixed straddle account is an account for deter- 1984, the stock must have been commonterest’’ includes any amount paid or incurred in
mining gains and losses from all positions held stock. If issued after July 18, 1984, the stockconnection with positions in the account used
as capital assets which you have designated in may be either common or preferred. If youin a short sale.
a class of activities at the time you elected to want more information about the requirementsAny interest and carrying charges in ex-
establish such an account. You must establish of a corporation to qualify as a small businesscess of related income must be capitalized.
a separate mixed straddle account for each corporation or about the specific qualificationsTreat such charges as an adjustment to the
separately designated class of activities. of small business stock, refer to Section 1244annual account net gain or loss and allocate

of the Internal  Revenue Code and i tsGenerally, you must determine gain or loss the charges proportionately between the net
regulations.for each position in a mixed straddle account short-term and the net long-term capital gains

as of the close of each business day of the tax or losses.
year. You offset the net section 1256 contracts Ordinary loss limits.  The ordinary loss thatTo find the amount of interest and carrying
against the net non-section 1256 positions to you can deduct on this stock is limited tocharges that is not deductible during the tax
determine the ‘‘daily account net gain or loss.’’ $50,000. On a joint return the limit is $100,000,year and that must be added to the annual ac-

even if only one spouse has this type of loss.If the daily account amount is attributable to count net gain or loss, apply the same rules,
Thus, if your loss is $110,000 and your spousenon-section 1256 positions, the amount is described earlier in this section under Interest
has no loss, you can deduct $100,000 on atreated as short-term capital gain or loss. If the Expense and Carrying Charges, to the posi-
joint return. The remaining $10,000 is a capitaldaily account amount is attributable to section tions held in the mixed straddle account.
loss.1256 contracts, the amount is treated as 60%

long-term and 40% short-term capital gain or Election not made.  If you did not make any of
loss. The stock must be issued to the personthese elections, and you have a loss on the

taking the loss.  You must be the originalOn the last business day of the tax year, section 1256 component, reduce the loss by
owner of this stock to be allowed ordinary lossyou determine the ‘‘annual account net gain or any unrecognized gain on the non-section
treatment. To claim a deductible loss on stockloss’’ for each account by netting the daily ac- 1256 component. You must also reduce the
issued to your partnership, you must havecounts for each account for the tax year. The loss from any section 1256 component of a
been a partner when the stock was issued and‘‘total annual account net gain or loss’’ is deter- straddle that would be a mixed straddle if the
have remained so until the time of the loss.mined by netting the annual account amount positions had been properly identified as such.
You add your distributive share of the partner-for all mixed straddle accounts that you had Use Part II of Form 6781 to determine these
ship loss to any individual loss you may haveestablished. reductions.
on the stock before applying the ordinary lossThe net amounts keep their long-term or
limits.short-term classification. However, no more

Losses on Stock distributed by partnership.  If yourthan 50% of the total annual net gain for the tax
partnership distributes the stock to you, youyear can be treated as long-term capital gain. Small Business Stock 
cannot treat any later loss on that stock as anThe excess gain is treated as short-term capi- You can deduct as an ordinary loss, rather ordinary loss.tal gain. Also, no more than 40% of the total than as a capital loss, a loss on the sale, trade, Stock sold through underwriter.  Stockannual account net loss can be treated as

or worthlessness of small business stock. sold through an underwriter is not small busi-short-term capital loss. The excess loss is
Gain on small business stock is a capital gain if ness stock unless the underwriter only actedtreated as long-term capital loss.
the stock is a capital asset in your hands. Do as a selling agent for the corporation.The election to establish one or more not offset gains against losses that are within

mixed straddle accounts for each tax year the ordinary loss limits, explained later in this Stock dividends and reorganizations.must be made by the due date (without exten-
discussion, even if the transactions are in Stock you received as a stock dividend quali-sions) of your income tax return for the imme-
stock of the same company. Report the gain fies as small business stock if:diately preceding tax year. If you begin trading
on Schedule D of Form 1040.in a new class of activities during a tax year, 1) You receive it from a small business cor-If you must figure a net operating loss, anyyou must make the election with regard to the poration in which you own stock, andordinary loss from the sale of small businessnew class of activities by the later of either:
stock is a business loss. 2) The stock you own meets the require-

The due date of your return for the immedi- ments when the stock dividend is
ately preceding tax year (without exten- Section 1244 stock (small business stock). distributed.
sions), or This is stock that was issued for money or

property (other than stock and securities) in a If you exchange your small business stock60 days after you entered into the first
domestic small business corporation. During for new stock in the same corporation in a reor-mixed straddle in the new class of
its 5 most recent tax years before the loss, this ganization that qualifies as a recapitalizationactivities.
corporation must have derived more than 50% or that is only a change in identity, form, or
of its gross receipts from other than royalties, place of organization, the new stock is smallYou make the election on Form 6781 by
rents, dividends, interest, annuities, and gains business stock if the stock you owned met thechecking Box C. Attach Form 6781 to your in-

requirements when the exchange occurred.from sales and exchanges of stocks or securi-come tax return for the immediately preceding
If you hold small business stock and otherties. If the corporation was in existence moretax year, or file it within 60 days, if applicable.

stock in the same corporation, not all of thethan one year, but less than 5 years, the 50%Report the annual account net gain or loss
stock you receive as a stock dividend or in atest applies to the period of the corporation’sfrom a mixed straddle account in Part II of
reorganization will qualify as small businesstax years ending before the loss. If the corpo-Form 6781. In addition, you must attach a
stock. Only that part based on the small busi-ration was in existence less than one year, thestatement to Form 6781 specifically designat-
ness stock you hold will qualify.50% test applies to days the corporation wasing the class of activities for which a mixed

in existence before the day of the loss. How-straddle account is established. Example.  Your basis for 100 shares of X
ever, if the corporation’s deductions (otherFor the specific application of the rules of common stock is $1,000. These shares qualify
than the net operating loss and dividends re-this election and for the rules pertaining to as small business stock. If, as a nontaxable
ceived deductions) exceeded its gross incomepre–1985 accounts, see Temporary Regula- stock dividend, you receive 50 more shares of
during this period, this 50% test does nottions Section 1.1092(b)–4T. common stock, the basis of which is deter-
apply.Interest expense and carrying charges mined from the 100 shares you own that met

The corporation must have been largely anrelating to mixed straddle account posi- the requirements of small business stock
operating company in order for ordinary losstions.  You cannot deduct interest and carry- when the dividend was distributed, then the 50
treatment to apply.ing charges that are allocable to any positions shares are also small business stock.
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If you also own stock in the corporation that Example.  You are a cash-method, calen-Losses on Small Business
dar-year taxpayer. You sold stock at a gain onis not small business stock when you receive Investment Company Stock December 28, 1994. According to the rules ofthe stock dividend, you must divide the shares

A small business investment company (SBIC) the stock exchange, the sale was closed byyou receive as a dividend between the small
is one that is licensed and operated under the delivery of the stock 5 trading days after thebusiness stock and the other stock. Only the
Small Business Investment Act of 1958. sale, on January 5, 1995. You received pay-shares allocated to the former can be small

If you are an investor in SBIC stock, you ment of the sales price on that same day. Re-business stock.
are allowed an ordinary loss (business loss), port your gain on your 1994 return, even
rather than a capital loss, on losses from the though you received the payment in 1995. The

Contributed property.  To determine ordinary sale or exchange of such stock. You are al- gain is long term or short term depending on
loss on small business stock you receive in ex- lowed capital gain on gains from the sale or ex- whether you held the stock more than one
change for property, you have to adjust the ba- change of such stock. year. Your holding period ended on December
sis of the stock if: 28. If you had sold the stock at a loss, you

How to report.  You report these losses in would also report it on your 1994 return.The adjusted basis (for figuring loss) of the
Part II of Form 4797. In addition to the informa-property, immediately before the ex-
tion required by the form, you must include the U.S. Treasury notes and bonds.  The holdingchange, was more than its fair market
name and address of the company that issued period of U.S. Treasury notes and bonds soldvalue, and the stock. at auction on the basis of yield starts the day

If you have a gain on the sale of SBIC after the Secretary of the Treasury, throughThe basis of the stock is determined by the
stock, report it as a capital gain on Schedule D news releases, gives notification of accept-basis of the property.
of Form 1040. Do not offset your gains and ance to successful bidders. The holding period
losses, even if they are on stock of the same of U.S. Treasury notes and bonds sold through

Reduce the basis of the stock by the difference company. an offering on a subscription basis at a speci-
between the adjusted basis of the property and fied yield starts the day after the subscription is
its fair market value. You reduce the basis only Short sale.  If you close a short sale of SBIC submitted.
to figure the ordinary loss. Do not reduce the stock with other SBIC stock, that you bought
basis of the stock for any other purpose. only for that purpose, any loss you have on the Nontaxable trades.  If you acquire investment

sale is a capital loss. See Short Sales, earlier property in a trade for other investment prop-Example.  You transfer property with an
in this chapter, for more information. erty and your basis for the new property is de-adjusted basis of $1,000 and a fair market

termined, in whole or in part, by your basis invalue of $250 to a corporation for its small bus-
the old property, your holding period of theiness stock. When you figure the ordinary loss
new property begins on the day following theunder these rules, the basis of your stock is its Holding Period date you acquired the old property.adjusted basis of $250 ($1,000 minus $750),

If you sold or traded investment property, youwhich is the total basis of the stock reduced by
Property received as a gift.  If you receive amust determine whether any capital gain orthe difference between the property’s adjusted
gift of property and your basis is determined byloss was a short-term or a long-term capitalbasis over its fair market value. If you later sell
the donor’s basis, your holding period is con-gain or loss by determining your holdingthe small business stock for $200, you have an
sidered to have started on the same day theperiod.ordinary loss of $50 and a capital loss of $750.
donor’s holding period started.

If your basis is determined by the fair mar-Long-term or short-term.  If you hold invest-
Contributions to capital.  If the basis of your ket value of the property, your holding periodment property more than one year, any capi-
small business stock has increased, through starts on the day after the date of the gift.tal gain or loss is a long-term capital gain or
contributions to capital or otherwise, you must loss. If you hold the property one year or less,
treat this increase as applying to nonqualified Inherited property.  If you inherit investmentany capital gain or loss is a short-term capital
stock when you figure an ordinary loss on its property and your basis for it is:gain or loss.
sale. To determine how long you held the invest- 1) Determined with reference to its fair mar-

ment property, begin counting on the date afterExample.  You buy 100 shares of qualify- ket value at the date of the decedent’s
the day you acquired the property. The sameing small business stock for $10,000. You are death,
date of each following month is the beginningthe original owner. You later make a $2,000 2) Determined with reference to its fair mar-of a new month regardless of the number ofcontribution to capital that increases the total ket value at the alternate valuation date,days in the preceding month. The day you dis-basis of the 100 shares to $12,000. You then orposed of the property is part of your holdingsell the 100 shares for $9,000 and have a loss
period. 3) The decedent’s adjusted basis (for appre-of $3,000. You can deduct only $2,500

ciated property),Example.  If you buy investment property($10,000/$12,000 of $3,000) as an ordinary
on February 2, 1994, you start counting onloss under these rules. The remaining $500 is

your capital gain or loss on any later disposi-February 3. The 3rd of each following month isa capital loss.
tion of such property is treated as a long-termthe beginning of a new month. If you sell the
capital gain or loss. You are considered toproperty on February 2, 1995, your holding pe-

How to report.  An ordinary loss on small busi- have held the property for more than one yearriod is not more than one year and you will
ness stock is reported on line 11, Part II of even if you dispose of it within one year afterhave a short-term capital gain or loss. If you
Form 4797, Sales of Business Property. How- the decedent’s death. For more informationsell it on February 3, 1995, your holding period
ever, if you are reporting a loss on an asset about determining basis, see Inherited Prop-is more than one year and you will have a long-
used in a passive activity, use Form 8582, erty, earlier in this chapter under Basis Otherterm capital gain or loss.
Passive Activity Loss Limitations, to see how Than Cost.
much of the loss is allowed on Form 4797. Securities traded on an established mar-

Recordkeeping.  You must keep records Real property bought.  To figure how longket.  For securities traded on an established
sufficient to show your stock qualifies as Sec- you have held real property bought under ansecurities market, your holding period begins
tion 1244 stock (small business stock). Your unconditional contract, begin counting on thethe day after the trading date you bought the
records must also distinguish your small busi- day after you received title to it or on the daysecurities, and ends on the trading date you
ness stock from any other stock you own in the after you took possession of it and assumedsold them. Ignore the settlement dates for tax

the burdens and privileges of ownership,corporation. purposes.
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whichever happened first. However, taking de- You postpone the gain by adjusting the ba- 4) Your new basis in that SSBIC stock or
livery or possession of real property under an sis of the replacement property as described in partnership interest.
option agreement is not enough to start the Basis of replacement property, later. This
holding period. The holding period cannot start postpones your gain until the year you dispose You must make the choice to postpone
until there is an actual contract of sale. The of the replacement property. gain by the due date (including extensions) of
holding period of the seller cannot end before You qualify to make this choice if you meet the tax return on which you must report the
that time. the following tests: gain. Your choice is revocable with the con-

sent of the Commissioner of the IRS. 1) You sell publicly traded securities at a
Real property repossessed.  If you sell real gain after August 9, 1993. Publicly traded
property but keep a security interest in it, and securities are securities traded on an es-
then later repossess the property under the tablished securities market. Exclusion for Gain Fromterms of the sales contract, your holding period

2) Your gain from the sale is a capital gain.for a later sale includes the period you held the Small Business Stock property before the original sale and the period 3) During the 60-day period beginning on the
after the repossession. Your holding period Beginning in 1998, you may have to pay tax ondate of the sale, you buy replacement
does not include the time between the original only one-half of your gain from the sale or ex-property. This replacement property must
sale and the repossession. That is, it does not change of qualified small business stock,be either common stock or a partnership
include the period during which the first buyer defined later.  This exclusion applies only tointerest in a  specialized small business
held the property. stock issued after August 10, 1993, and heldinvestment company (SSBIC) (any part-

by you for more than 5 years.nership or corporation licensed by the
Nontaxable stock dividends.  The holding Small Business Administration under
period for new stock you received as a nontax- Section 301(d) of the Small Business In- Qualified small business stock. This is stock
able stock dividend begins on the same day as vestment Act of 1958, as in effect on May that meets all the following tests:
the holding period of the old stock. This rule 13, 1993). 1) It must be stock in a C corporation.also applies to stock acquired in a spin-off,
which is a distribution of stock or securities in a 2) It must be originally issued after AugustAmount of gain postponed.  If you make the
controlled corporation. 10, 1993.choice described in this section, you must rec-

ognize gain only up to the following amount: 3) As of the date the stock is issued, the cor-
Nontaxable stock rights.  Your holding pe- poration must be a qualified small busi-1) The amount realized on the sale, minusriod for nontaxable stock rights begins on the ness, defined later.
same day as the holding period of the underly- 2) The cost of any common stock or partner-

4) You must acquire the stock at its originaling stock. The holding period for stock ac- ship interest in an SSBIC that you bought
issue, directly or through an underwriter,quired through the exercise of stock rights be- during the 60-day period beginning on the
in exchange for money or other propertygins on the date the right was exercised. date of sale (and did not previously take
(not including stock), or as compensationinto account).
for services provided to the corporationSection 1256 contracts.  Gains or losses on
(other than services performed as an un-section 1256 contracts open at the end of the If this amount is less than the amount of your
derwriter of the stock). In certain cases,year, or terminated during the year, are treated gain, you can postpone the rest of your gain,
your stock may also meet this test if youas 60% long term and 40% short term, regard- subject to the limit described next. If this
acquire it from another person who metless of how long the contracts were held. amount is more than the amount of your gain,
this test, or through a conversion or ex-you must recognize the full amount of your
change of qualified small business stockOption property.  Your holding period for gain.
that you held.property you acquire when you exercise an op- Limit on gain postponed.  The amount of

tion begins the day after you exercise the gain you can postpone each year is limited to 5) The corporation must meet the active
option. the smaller of: business test, defined later, and be a C

corporation during substantially all the1) $50,000 ($25,000 if you are married and
Wash sales.  Your holding period for substan- time you hold the stock.file a separate return), or
tially identical stock or securities you acquire in

2) $500,000 ($250,000 if you are marrieda wash sale includes the period you held the Qualified small business.  This is a C corpo-
and file a separate return), minus theold stock or securities. ration with total gross assets of $50,000,000 or
amount of gain you postponed for all ear- less at all times after August 9, 1993, and
lier years.Commodity futures.  Futures transactions in before it issued the stock. The corporation’s to-

any commodity subject to the rules of a board tal gross assets immediately after it issues the
Basis of replacement property.  You mustof trade or commodity exchange are long term stock must also be $50,000,000 or less.
subtract the amount of postponed gain fromif the contract was held for more than 6 When figuring the corporation’s total gross
the basis of your replacement property.months. assets, you must also count the assets of any

Except for regulated futures contracts sub- predecessor of the corporation. In addition,
How to report gain.  If you choose to post-ject to section 1256, your holding period for a you must treat all corporations that are mem-
pone gain, report the entire gain realized fromcommodity on which you accept delivery in bers of the same parent-subsidiary controlled
the sale on line 1 or line 9 of Schedule D (Formsatisfaction of a commodity futures contract in- group as one corporation.
1040), whichever is appropriate. Directly be-cludes your holding period for the futures
low the line on which you report the gain, entercontract. Active business test.  A corporation meets
‘‘SSBIC Rollover’’ in column (a) and enter the this test for any period of time if, during that
amount of gain postponed in column (f). period:

Also attach a schedule showing:Rollover of Gain 1) It is an eligible corporation, defined
1) How you figured the postponed gain, later, and

This section discusses the tax-free rollover of
2) The name of the SSBIC in which you pur- 2) It uses at least 80% (by value) of its as-certain gains from the sale of publicly traded

chased common stock or a partnership sets in the active conduct of at least onesecurities. If you buy certain replacement
interest, qualified trade or business, definedproperty and make the choice described in this

3) The date of that purchase, and later.section, you postpone part or all of your gain.
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Exception for SSBIC.  Any specialized risk rules also apply to a loss from the sale or 2) Inherently permanent structures, includ-
small business investment company (SSBIC) ing any residential, commercial, or indus-exchange of an asset used in an activity to
is treated as meeting the active business test. trial building,which the at-risk rules apply. For more infor-
An SSBIC is an eligible corporation that is li- mation, see Publication 925, Passive Activity 3) A condominium unit and its accessory fix-
censed to operate under Section 301(d) of the and At-Risk Rules. Use Form 6198, At-Risk tures and common elements, including
Small Business Investment Act of 1958 as in Limitations, to figure the amount of your loss land, and
effect on May 13, 1993. you can deduct.

4) Stock in a cooperative housing corpora-Eligible corporation.  This is any U.S. cor-
tion (as defined in section 216 of the Inter-poration other than: Passive activity gains and losses.  If you nal Revenue Code).

have gains or losses from a passive activity,1) A Domestic International Sales Corpora-
you may also have to report them on Formtion (DISC) or a former DISC, A ‘‘real estate reporting person’’ could in-
8582. In some cases, the loss may be limited2) A corporation that has made, or whose clude the buyer’s attorney, your attorney, the
under the passive activity rules. Refer to Formsubsidiary has made, an election under title or escrow company, a mortgage lender,
8582 and its separate instructions for more in-Section 936 of the Internal Revenue your broker, the buyer’s broker, or the person
formation about reporting capital gains andCode, concerning the Puerto Rico and acquiring the biggest interest in the property.
losses from a passive activity.possession tax credit, Your Form 1099–S will show the gross pro-

ceeds from the sale or exchange in Box 2. Fol-3) A regulated investment company, Form 1099–B transactions.  If you sold prop- low the instructions for Schedule D to report
4) A real estate investment trust, erty, such as stocks, bonds, or certain com- these transactions and include them on lines 1

modities, through a broker, you should receive5) A Real Estate Mortgage Investment Con- or 9 as appropriate.
Form 1099–B or an equivalent statement fromduit (REMIC), or Add these amounts reported to you for
the broker .  Use the Form 1099–B or 1994 on Forms 1099–B and Forms 1099–S (or6) A cooperative. equivalent statement to complete Schedule D. on substitute statements):

Report the gross proceeds shown in Box 2Qualified trade or business.  This is any 1) Proceeds from transactions involvingof Form 1099–B as the gross sales price intrade or business other than: stocks, bonds, and other securities, andcolumn (d) of either line 1 or line 9 of Schedule
1) One involving services performed in the 2) Gross proceeds from real estate transac-D, as applicable. However, if the broker ad-

fields of health, law, engineering, archi- tions not reported on another form orvises you, in Box 2 of Form 1099–B, that gross
tecture, accounting, actuarial science, schedule.proceeds (gross sales price) less commis-
performing arts, consulting, athletics, fi- sions and option premiums were reported to
nancial services, or brokerage services, If this total is more than the total of lines 3 andthe IRS, enter that net sales price in column

11 of Schedule D, attach a statement to your(d) of either line 1 or line 9 of Schedule D, as2) One whose principal asset is the reputa-
return explaining the difference.applicable.tion or skill of one or more employees,

It is unlawful for any real estate reportingIf the net amount is entered in column (d),3) Any banking, insurance, financing, leas- person to separately charge you for complyingdo not include the commissions and optioning, investing, or similar business, with the requirement to file Form 1099–S.premiums in column (e).
4) Any farming business (including the busi- Sale of main home.  If the building sold orBe sure to add all sales price entries in col-

ness of raising or harvesting trees), exchanged was your main home, report theumn (d) on lines 1 and 2 and lines 9 and 10 and
sale on Form 2119, Sale of Your Home. Fol-5) Any business involving the production or enter the totals on lines 3 and 11. Then add
low the Form 2119 instructions to determineextraction of products for which percent- these amounts reported to you for 1994 on
whether you report any gain on Schedule D.age depletion can be claimed, or Forms 1099–B and Forms 1099–S (or on sub-
See Publication 523 for more information.stitute statements):6) Any business of operating a hotel, motel, If you sell your main home that was pur-

restaurant, or similar business. 1) Proceeds from transactions involving chased or improved with federally-subsidized
stocks, bonds, and other securities, and financing from a mortgage credit certificate is-

For information about limits and additional sued by a state or local government, you may2) Gross proceeds from real estate transac-requirements that may apply, see Section have to increase your tax for the year of saletions not reported on another form or1202 of the Internal Revenue Code. Or, you by all or part of the tax benefit you received inschedule.may wish to consult with a tax practitioner. earlier years. For more information, see Mort-
gage Interest Credit in Publication 530, Tax In-If this total is more than the total of lines 3 and
formation for Homeowners.11, attach a statement to your return explain-

Reporting Capital ing the difference.
Other transactions.  Enter all sales of stocks,If the Form 1099–B you receive includesGains and Losses bonds, real estate transactions (other than theamounts derived from the sale or exchange of
sale of your main home), etc., on line 1 or line 9section 1256 contracts or straddles, or fromon Schedule D of Schedule D, as applicable, whether or nothedging transactions, see How to Report ear-

This section discusses how to report your capi- you actually received a Form 1099–B or Formlier under Section 1256 Contracts Marked to
tal gains and losses on Schedule D (Form 1099–S.Market, for more information about reporting
1040), Capital Gains and Losses. You can use these amounts.
the Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet in the Sale of property bought at various times.  If
Schedule D (Form 1040) instructions to figure you sell a block of stock or other property thatForm 1099–S transactions.  If you sold or ex-
your capital loss carryover. To figure your tax you bought at various times, report the short-changed reportable real estate, you should re-
using the maximum capital gains rate, you can term gain or loss from the sale on one line inceive from the real estate reporting person a
use the Capital Gain Tax Worksheet in the Part I of Schedule D and the long-term gain orForm 1099–S, Proceeds From Real Estate
Form 1040 instructions. You can use Parts IV loss on one line in Part II. Write ‘‘Various’’ inTransactions, showing the gross proceeds
and V of Schedule D as continuation sched- column (b) for the ‘‘Date acquired.’’ See thefrom the sale.
ules to report more transactions. Comprehensive Example later in this chapter

‘‘Reportable real estate’’ is defined as any
for an example.

present or future ownership interest in any of
At-risk rules.  Special at-risk rules apply to

the following:
most income-producing activities. These rules Section 1256 contracts and straddles.  Use

1) Improved or unimproved land, includinglimit the amount of loss you can deduct to the Form 6781 to report gains and losses from
air space,amount you risk losing in the activity. The at- section 1256 contracts and straddles before
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entering these amounts on Schedule D. In- Capital loss carryover.  If you have a capital spouse once filed a joint return and are now fil-
clude a copy of Form 6781 with your income ing separate returns, any capital loss carry-loss on line 18 of Schedule D that is more than
tax return. over can be deducted only on the return of thethe yearly limit on capital loss deductions, you

spouse who actually had the loss.can carry over the unused part to later years
Sale expenses.  Add to your cost or basis any until it is completely used up. When you carry
expense of sale such as broker’s fees, com- over a loss, it remains long term or short term. Capital Gain Tax
missions, state and local transfer taxes, and Thus, a long-term capital loss you carry over Computation option premiums. Enter this adjusted amount from an earlier year to 1994 will reduce long-
in column (e) of either Part I or Part II of Sched- For 1994, your capital gains are taxed at aterm capital gains in 1994 before it reduces
ule D, as applicable, unless you reported the maximum tax rate of 28% even if you have or-short-term capital gains in 1994.
net sales price amount in column (d). For more dinary income that is taxed at a higher rate. ForYou can carry over a capital loss that is
information on sale expenses, see Chapter 3. 1994, the maximum tax rate on ordinary in-more than the amount of allowable loss to the

come is 39.6%.next year and treat it as if you had incurred it in
To qualify for the 28% maximum tax rate onShort-term gains and losses.  Capital gain or that year. When you figure the amount of any

capital gains, you must:loss on the sale or trade of investment property capital loss carryover in a later tax year, you
held one year or less is a short-term capital must take into account any deductions for cap- 1) Have a net long-term capital gain that is
gain or loss. You report it in Part I of Schedule ital losses allowed in earlier years. more than any net short-term capital loss
D. Figuring your carryover.  The amount of you may have (this difference is your net

You combine your share of short-term cap- your capital loss carryover is the amount of capital gain), and
ital gain or loss from partnerships, S corpora- your net capital loss that exceeds the lesser of: 2) Have taxable income that is subject to  ations, and fiduciaries, and any short-term capi-

tax rate higher than 28%.1) Your allowable capital loss deduction fortal loss carryover, with your other short-term
capital gains and losses to figure your net the year, or
short-term capital gain or loss on line 8 of If both lines 17 and 18 of Schedule D are2) Your taxable income increased by your al-Schedule D. net gains and your taxable income, as shown

lowable capital loss deduction for the year
on line 37 of Form 1040, is subject to a tax rate

and your deduction for personal higher than 28%, you can use the Capital GainLong-term gains and losses.  A capital gain exemptions. Tax Worksheet in the Form 1040 instructionsor loss on the sale or trade of investment prop-
to figure your tax.erty held more than one year is a long-term

If your deductions exceed your gross in-capital gain or loss. You report it in Part II of First complete your Form 1040 through line
come for the tax year, use your negative taxa-Schedule D. 37. Then complete the Capital Gain Tax Work-
ble income in computing the amount in item sheet. If you use the worksheet to figure yourYou also report the following in Part II of
(2). tax, be sure to check box c on line 38 of FormSchedule D:

Complete the Capital Loss Carryover 1040 when you enter your tax on that line.
1) All capital gain distributions from regu- Worksheet in the Schedule D (Form 1040) in- If you have net capital gains and your taxa-lated investment companies (mutual structions to determine the part of your capital ble income (line 37 of Form 1040) is over thefunds) and real estate investment trusts, loss for 1994 that you can carry over to 1995. amount shown for your filing status in the fol-
2) Your share of long-term capital gain or Use short-term losses first.  When you lowing table, you should complete the Capital

loss from partnerships, S corporations, figure your capital loss carryover, use your Gain Tax Worksheet.
and fiduciaries, and short-term capital losses first, even if you in-

Filing Status Amountcurred them after a long-term capital loss. If3) Long-term capital loss carryovers.
Single $55,100you have not reached the limit on the capital
Married filing joint $91,850loss deduction after using the short-term capi-The result from combining these items with
Married filing separately $45,925tal loss, use the long-term capital losses untilyour other long-term capital gains and losses

you reach the limit. Head of household $78,700is your net long-term capital gain or loss (line
Qualifying widow(er) $91,85017 of Schedule D). Example.  Bob and Gloria sold securities in

1994. The sales resulted in a capital loss of
Example.  Aretha Johnson, a single tax-Total net gain or loss.  To figure your total net $7,000. They had no other capital transac-

payer, had 1994 taxable income of $60,000,gain or loss, combine your net short-term capi- tions. On their joint 1994 return, they can de-
including a long-term capital gain of $15,000tal gain or loss (line 8) with your net long-term duct $3,000. The unused part of the loss,
on the sale of stock. She had no other capitalcapital gain or loss (line 17). Enter the result on $4,000 ($7,000 − $3,000), can be carried over gains or losses. She enters her $15,000 gainline 18, Part III of Schedule D. If your losses to 1995. on line 9 of Schedule D, then enters the sameare more than your gains, see Capital losses, If their capital loss had been $2,000, their amount on lines 16, 17, and 18 of Schedule Dnext. If both lines 17 and 18 are gains, see capital loss deduction would have been and line 13 of Form 1040. Since Aretha’s taxa-Capital Gain Tax Computation, later. $2,000. They would have no carryover to ble income is more than $55,100, her maxi-

1995. mum tax rate will be higher than 28%. To figure
A decedent’s capital loss.  A capital lossCapital Losses her 1994 tax, Aretha completes the Capital

sustained by a decedent during his or her last Gain Tax Worksheet. Her filled-in worksheet isIf your capital losses are more than your capi-
tax year can only be deducted on the final re- shown in Table 4–2.tal gains, you can claim a capital loss deduc-
turn filed for the decedent. The capital loss lim-tion. Your allowable capital loss deduction, fig-
its discussed earlier still apply in this situation. Investment interest deducted.  If you claim aured on Schedule D, is the lesser of:
This loss cannot be deducted by the estate or deduction for investment interest, you may

1) $3,000 ($1,500 if you are married and file carried over to following years. have to reduce the amount of your net capital
a separate return), or Joint and separate returns.  If you are gain that is eligible for the 28% maximum capi-

married and filing a separate return, your capi- tal gains tax rate. Reduce it by the amount of2) Your capital loss as shown on line 18 of
tal loss deduction is limited to $1,500. the net capital gain you choose to include in in-Schedule D.

If you and your spouse once filed separate vestment income when figuring the limit on
your investment interest deduction. For morereturns and are now filing a joint return, youYou can use your net capital loss to reduce
information, see Limit on Investment Interestand your spouse must combine your capitalyour income dollar for dollar, up to the $3,000
in Chapter 3.loss carryovers. However, if you and yourlimit.
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gain on the sale, therefore, was $1,400. Be-Table 4-2. Filled-in Capital Gain Tax Worksheet
cause she had inherited the stock, she reports

Use this worksheet to figure your tax only if (a) you are filing Schedule D and both lines 17 and this as a long-term gain, regardless of how
18 of Schedule D are gains, or (b) you reported capital gain distributions on
 Form 1040, line 13, long she and her father actually held the stock.and:

On June 29, 1994, she sold 500 shares of
Weeping Willow Furniture Co. nonconvertibleYour filing Form 1040, line Your filing Form 1040, line
preferred stock for $4,100. She bought 100 ofstatus is: AND 37, is over: status is: AND 37, is over:
those shares on June 25, 1987, for $7,000.

Single $55,100 Married filing She bought 100 more shares on September
separately $45,925 10, 1987, for $9,000, and an additional 300

shares on January 30, 1991, for $18,000. HerMarried filing jointly or
total basis in the stock is $34,000. She realizedqualifying widow(er) $91,850 Head of household $78,700
a $29,900 ($34,000 − $4,100) loss on this sale.

She reports these long-term transactions1. Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 60,000
on Part II of Schedule D.

2. Net capital gain. If you are filing Schedule During 1994, she had a realized loss from a
D, enter the smaller of Schedule D, line 17 regulated futures contract of $27,000, and an
or line 18; otherwise enter your capital gain unrealized marked-to-market gain on open
distributions reported on Form 1040, line contracts of $53,000 at the end of 1994. She13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 15,000

had reported an unrealized marked-to-market
3. If you are filing Form 4952, enter the gain of $11,000 on her 1993 tax return. These

amount from Form 4952, line 4e . . . . . . . . . . . 3. –0– amounts are shown in boxes 6, 7, and 8 of the
Form 1099–B she receives from her broker.4. Subtract line 3 from line 2. If zero or less, stop here; you cannot use
Box 9 shows her combined profit of $15,000this worksheet to figure your tax. Instead, use the Tax Table or Tax
($53,000 − $27,000 − $11,000). (The $11,000Rate Schedules, whichever applies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 15,000
unrealized gain was reported on Emily’s 1993

5. Subtract line 4 from line 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 45,000 Form 6781 and so must be subtracted from
her 1994 profit.)6. Enter: $22,750 if single; $38,000 if married filing jointly or qualifying

She also bought a forward contract in goldwidow(er); $19,000 if married filing separately; or $30,500 if head of
household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 22,750 on April 6, 1993, for $10,000 and sold the con-

tract on May 11, 1994, for $12,500.7. Enter the greater of line 5 or line 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 45,000
She executed the transactions through

8. Subtract line 7 from line 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 15,000 XYZ Trading Co. and received Forms 1099–B
from them. Her filled-in Form 6781 is shown9. Figure the tax on the amount on line 7. Use the Tax Table or Tax
later.Rate Schedules, whichever applies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 9,650

10. Multiply line 8 by 28% (.28) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 4,200
Capital loss carryover—Schedule D.  Emily

11. Add lines 9 and 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 13,850 has a capital loss carryover to 1994 of $800, of
which $300 is short-term capital loss, and12. Figure the tax on the amount on line 1. Use the Tax Table or Tax
$500 is long-term capital loss.Rate Schedules, whichever applies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 13,997

She kept a copy of her 1993 Form 1040,
13. Enter the smaller of line 11 or line 12 here and on Form 1040, line Schedule D so she could properly report her

38. Check the box for Capital Gain Tax Worksheet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 13,850 loss carryover for the 1994 tax year without
refiguring it.

Emily completes Part I, Part II, and Part III
of Schedule D (Form 1040). She also com-had an adjusted basis of $650 in the BatesComprehensive Example 
pletes the Capital Loss Carryover Worksheetstock and sold it for $900 for a gain of $250. InEmily Jones is single and, in addition to her
to figure her carryover to 1995.June, she sold 25 shares of Alpha Computingregular employment, she has income from

preferred stock that she bought in March. Shesome stocks and other securities. For the 1994
had an adjusted basis in the Alpha stock of Reconciliation of Forms 1099–B.  Emilytax year, she had the following capital gains
$2,500 and she sold this stock for $2,000, for a makes sure that the amounts reported on linesand losses, which she reports on Schedule D.
loss of $500. She reports these short-term 3 and 11 of Schedule D from the sales of in-Her filled-in Schedule D and Capital Loss Car-
transactions in Part I of Schedule D. vestment property are not less than theryover Worksheet are shown at the end of this

During the year, Emily also sold securities amounts shown on the Forms 1099–B she re-example.
in two other corporations. In February, she ceived from her stockbroker. For 1994, the to-
sold 60 shares of Car Motor Co. for $2,100. tal of each is $21,600.Capital gains and losses—Schedule D.
She had inherited the Car stock from her fa- Schedule D (Form 1040)Emily sold stock in two different companies
ther. Its fair market value at the time of his Capital Loss Carryover Worksheetthat she held for less than a year. In June, she
death was $700, which became her basis. Her Form 6781sold 100 shares of Bates Trucking Co. com-

mon stock that she had purchased in May. She Forms 1099–B
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Dividend:  A distribution of money or other 2) Tax-exempt obligations that you boughtGlossary
property made by a corporation to its share- before May 1, 1993,

The definitions in this glossary are the
holders out of its earnings and profits. 3) U.S. Savings Bonds, andmeanings of the terms as used in this publica-
Equity option:  Any option:tion. The same term used in another publica- 4) Certain installment obligations.

tion may have a slightly different meaning. 1) To buy or sell stock, or
Nominee:  A person who receives, in his orAccrual method:  An accounting method 2) That is valued directly or indirectly by ref-
her name, income that actually belongs tounder which you report your income when you erence to any stock, group of stocks, or
someone else.earn it, whether or not you have received it. stock index.

You deduct your expenses when you become Nonequity option:  Any listed option, which is
liable for them rather than when you pay them. not an equity option, such as debt options,Extraordinary dividend:  Any dividend you

commodity futures options, currency options,At-risk rules:  Rules that limit the amount of receive on stock which equals or exceeds 5%
and broad-based stock index options.loss you may deduct to the amount you risk of your adjusted basis in preferred stock (10%

losing in the activity. in the case of other stock). Options dealer:  Any person registered with
an appropriate national securities exchangeBasis:  Usually the cost (money and fair mar- Fair market value:  The price at which the
as a market maker or specialist in listedket value of other property or services) of prop- property would change hands between a will-
options.erty you acquire. ing buyer and a willing seller, both having rea-
Original issue discount (OID):  The amountsonable knowledge of the relevant facts.Below-market loan:  A demand loan (defined
by which the stated redemption price at matur-later) on which interest is payable at a rate be- Foregone interest:  The excess of the
ity of a long-term debt instrument exceeds itslow the applicable federal rate, or a term loan amount of interest that would be payable for
issue price.where the amount loaned exceeds the present any period if interest accrued at the applicable

value of all payments due under the loan. Passive activity:  An activity involving thefederal rate and was payable annually on De-
conduct of a trade or business in which you doCall:  An option that entitles the purchaser to cember 31, over any interest payable on the
not materially participate and any rental activ-buy, at any time before a specified future date, loan for such period.
ity. However, the rental of real estate is not aproperty such as a stated number of shares of Forward contract:  An off-exchange-traded passive activity if more than one-half (andstock at a specified price. contract for a commodity, government secur- more than 750 hours) of the personal servicesCash method:  An accounting method under ity, foreign currency, or other financial instru- you perform during the year are performed inwhich you report your income in the year in ment at the current or spot price, for delivery real property trades or businesses in whichwhich you actually or constructively receive it. and settlement at a specified future date. you materially participate.You generally deduct your expenses  in the

Futures contract:  An exchange-traded con- Portfolio income:  Gross income from inter-year you pay them.
tract to buy or sell a specified commodity or fi- est, dividends, annuities, or royalties that is notCommodities dealer:  A person who is ac- nancial instrument at a specified price at a derived in the ordinary course of a trade ortively engaged in trading section 1256 con- specified future date. See also Commodity business. It includes gains from the sale ortracts and is registered with a domestic board future. trade of property (other than an interest in aof trade which is designated as a contract mar-

passive activity) producing portfolio income orGift loan:  Any below-market loan where theket by the Commodities Futures Trading
held for investment.foregoing of interest is in the nature of a gift.Commission.
Premium:  The amount by which the purchaseInterest:  Compensation for the use or for-Commodity future:  A contract for the sale of
price exceeds the stated redemption price ofbearance of money.a commodity at a future date for a fixed price.
an instrument at maturity.

Investment interest:  The interest you paid orConversion transaction:  Any transaction
Private activity bond:  A state or local bondaccrued on money you borrowed that is alloca-that you entered into after April 30, 1993, and
issue of which:ble to property held for investment.that meets both of these tests:
1) More than 10% of the proceeds are usedLimited partner:  A partner whose participa-1) Substantially all of your expected return

by a private business; andtion in partnership activities is restricted, andfrom the transaction is due to the time
whose personal liability for partnership debts 2) More than 10% of the payment of the prin-value of your net investment.
is limited to the amount of money or other cipal or interest is:2) The transaction is one of the following:
property that he or she contributed or may be a) Secured by an interest in property useda) An applicable straddle (any straddle, in- required to contribute. by a private business, orcluding any set of offsetting positions
Listed option:  Any option which is traded on, b) Derived from payments for property (orwith respect to stock).
or subject to the rules of, a qualified board or borrowed money) used by a privateb) Any transaction in which you hold any exchange. business.property (whether or not the property is
Marked-to-market rule:  The treatment ofactively traded) and enter into a con-
each section 1256 contract (defined later) held Put:  An option that entitles the purchaser totract to sell the same property or sub-
by a taxpayer at the close of the year as if it sell, at any time before a specified future date,stantially identical property at a price
were sold for its fair market value on the last property such as a stated number of shares ofset in the contract. This type of transac-
business day of the year. stock at a specified price.tion is a conversion transaction only if

you acquire the property and enter into Market discount:  The excess of the stated Real estate mortgage investment conduit
the contract at substantially the same redemption price of a bond at maturity over (REMIC):  An entity that is formed for the pur-
time. your basis in the bond immediately after you pose of holding a fixed pool of mortgages se-

acquire it. Market discount arises when the cured by interests in real property, with multi-c) Any other transaction that is marketed
value of a debt obligation decreases after its ple classes of interests held by investors.or sold as producing capital gains from
issue date. These interests may be either regular ora transaction described in (1).

residual.Market discount bond:  Any bond havingd) Any other transaction specified in
market discount except: Regulated futures contract:  A section 1256regulations.

contract that:1) Short-term obligations with fixed maturity
Demand loan:  A loan payable in full at any dates of up to one year from the date of 1) Provides that amounts that must be de-
time upon demand by the lender. issue, posited to, or may be withdrawn from,
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your margin account depend on daily 3) Nonequity option, or 2) The stock:
market conditions (a system of marking to

4) Dealer equity option.market), and a) Is limited and preferred as to dividends,
2) Is traded on, or subject to, the rules of a

Short sale:  The sale of property that you gen-qualified board of exchange, such as a b) Does not participate in corporateerally do not own. You borrow the property todomestic board of trade designated as a growth to any significant extent, anddeliver to a buyer and, at a later date, you buycontract market by the Commodity Fu-
substantially identical property and deliver it totures Trading Commission or any board of
the lender. c) Has a fixed redemption price.trade or exchange approved by the Sec-

retary of the Treasury. Straddle:  Generally, a set of offsetting posi-
tions with respect to personal property. A

Term loan:  Any loan that is not a demandstraddle may consist of an option to buy andRestricted stock:  Nontransferable stock that
an option to sell written at the same time on the loan.you get from your employer for services you
same number of shares of a security at theperform that is subject to a substantial risk of
same price during the same period of time.forfeiture. Wash sale:  A sale of stock or securities at a

Section 1256 contract  is any: loss within 30 days before or after you buy orStripped preferred stock:  Stock that meets
acquire in a fully taxable trade, or acquire athe following tests:1) Regulated futures contract,
contract or option to buy, substantially identi-

2) Foreign currency contract as defined in 1) There has been a separation in ownership
cal stock or securities.the discussion under Section 1256 Con- between the stock and any dividend on

tracts Marked to Market, the stock that has not become payable.
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